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Abstract

Over the past three decades, information and communication technologies have
filled our daily life with great comfort and convenience. As the technology keeps
evolving, user expectations for more challenging cases that can benefit from ad-
vanced information and communication technologies are increasing, e.g., the sce-
nario of Integrated Operations (IO) for ships in the maritime domain.

However, to realize integrated operations for ships is a complex task that in-
volves addressing problems such as interoperability among heterogeneous opera-
tion applications and connectivity within harsh maritime communication environ-
ments. The common approach was to tackle these challenges separately by service
integration and communication integration, respectively: each utilizes optimized
and independent implementations. Separate solutions work fine within their own
contexts, whereas conflicts and inconsistencies can be identified by integrating them
together for specific maritime scenarios. Therefore, connection between separate
solutions needs to be studied.

In this dissertation, we first take a look at complex systems to obtain useful
methodologies applied to integrated operations for ships. Then we study IO of
ships from different perspectives and divide the complex task into sub-tasks. We
explore separate approaches to these sub-tasks, examine the connection in between,
resolve inconsistencies if there are any, and continue the exploration process till a
compatible and integrated solution can be accomplished. In general, this journey
represents our argument for an integration-oriented complex system development
approach. In concrete, it shows the way on how to achieve IO of ships by both
providing connectivity in harsh communication environments and allowing inter-
operability among heterogeneous operation applications, and most importantly by
ensuring the synergy in between. This synergy also gives hints on the evolution
towards a next generation network architecture for the future Internet.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The Concept of Integrated Operations for Ships

The term Integrated Operations (IO) is widely used in the Oil & Gas industry, re-
ferring to integration of people, work processes and technology to deliver smarter
decisions and better execution, to act on frequently captured data in real-time, and
to ensure more efficient working together [1, 2]. The Norwegian government has
defined IO as the use of information technology to achieve better decisions, remote
operations of equipment and processes and to move functions as well as people
onshore [3]. In the process industry in general, the term is used to describe the in-
creased cooperation, independent of location, between operators, maintenance per-
sonnel, electricians, production management, business management and suppliers
to provide a more streamlined plant operation [4].

Specifically, operations for ships are requiring increased safety & security and
comfort & convenience through advanced information and communication tech-
nologies [5]. Newer security and transport related applications such as video surveil-
lance for piracy prevention and real-time updates of navigational data are highly de-
manded on board. Navigation and operation systems need to be updated frequently
with new and revised forms and requirements and fed with new information. Crew
and passengers are longing for better Internet services, improved voice and video
contact to home and friends, and more connectivity choices for entertainment pur-
poses, etc. Beyond these individual application scenarios is a vision of integrated
operations for ships, where functions and personnel can be relocated to shore based
on efficient land-based control, surveillance, and management. Examples include
real-time or near real-time updates of navigational data from a land-based assistance
system, remote surveillance of on-board equipment and devices, remote control,
maintenance and the like.

3



4 Integrated Operations of Ships

Figure 1.1 gives an abstract vision of integrated operations for ships. With oper-
ations that are being truly integrated between ship and shore, the following benefits
can be partially or fully obtained: improved decision making, higher efficiency and
flexibility of ship operations, increased accuracy and consistency of information,
optimized navigation, better ship monitoring and maintenance, better resource ex-
ploitation, increased heath and safety, improved regulatory and legal obligation, etc.
While the IO vision for ships is beneficial, turning it into reality is a complex task.
It requires adopting modern information and communication technologies under
the maritime context to achieve ubiquitous operation, communication and real-time
information access.

Figure 1.1: The Vision of Integrated Operations for Ships.

1.2 Research Challenges and Objectives

As realizing IO for ships is a complex task, the first objective of this dissertation is
to investigate methodologies that can be used for dealing with complex tasks, par-
ticularly for developing complex software systems. The complexity of realizing IO
for ships comes primarily from: integrating heterogeneous work processes which
are isolated, having monolithic functionalities and incompatible data formats, and
connecting diverse equipment/devices under harsh maritime communication envi-
ronments. Two main challenges can be used to describe the complexity: 1) interop-
erability among heterogeneous process applications or services and 2) connectivity
through challenged communication networks. Hence, the second objective is to
study existing information and communication technologies and to propose a set of
mechanisms for handling these two challenges.

The research work starts with analysing previous methodologies on design and
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development of complex software systems in order to derive an appropriate ap-
proach to integrated operations for ships. Then, detailed proposals and solutions for
tackling interoperability and connectivity challenges are examined. More specifi-
cally, we attempt to answer the following research questions:

• Question 1: How to approach complex systems and especially how to solve
the concrete task of integrated operations for ships?

• Question 2: How to ensure interoperability among heterogeneous operation
applications with isolated, monolithic functionalities and incompatible data
formats?

• Question 3: How to obtain required connectivity through multiple maritime
wireless networks under harsh mobile communication conditions?

• Question 4: If both interoperability and connectivity challenges are addressed
independently, does it mean that the goal of integrated operations for ships is
achieved? If not, what are the inherent reasons and what are the possible
solutions?

The first question listed above is to view the research problem from an overall
perspective, and the second two questions are targeting at individual challenges.
The last question is to revisit the research problem as a whole after the individual
challenges have been addressed separately.

Based on the above research questions, detailed literature surveys were per-
formed, existing solutions were studied, potential technologies were investigated,
and our tailored approaches, specific mechanisms were proposed. The proposed
solutions and results were presented in six published research papers. Figure 1.2
illustrates how those papers answer the research questions one by one, and all the
papers are included in this dissertation.

As shown in the figure, we use a divide & conquer policy to deal with the
complex research task. Two primary perspectives are explored, i.e., application
and network perspectives, where interoperability and connectivity are the dominant
challenges. Then, separate service integration and communication integration solu-
tions are utilized to address these two challenges. Within service integration, both
data and application integration approaches are examined and a case study for data
integration in the maritime domain is conducted. For communication integration,
the ship-to-shore and on-board communication scenarios are analysed, and various
mechanisms for handling connectivity challenges in both scenarios are proposed.
Finally, the connection between service integration and communication integration
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is studied in order to ensure compatibility and the synergy in between separate so-
lutions.

Figure 1.2: The Structure of the Research Work and Connected Papers.

To address the above research questions in detail, four research goals are iden-
tified as follows, and they are achieved through the scientific contributions of the
thesis highlighted in Papers A-F. The methods to evaluate the proposed mechanisms
include literature review, theoretical analysis and computer simulations.

• Goal 1: To explore existing methodologies on complexity handling, to pro-
pose a solution for modern complex information systems development in or-
der to guide the process of moving towards integrated operations for ships.

• Goal 2: To investigate existing service interoperability approaches, specifi-
cally on data integration and application integration methods because of the
heterogeneity on data source and application logic levels.

• Goal 3: To survey current network connectivity mechanisms, and propose
novel designs for providing efficient communication services in the maritime
environment for both ship-to-shore and on-board cases.

• Goal 4: To connect service interoperability and network connectivity ap-
proaches together under the maritime context, to examine underlying reasons
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and propose potential solutions to inconsistencies between the separate ap-
proaches if any incompatibilities or conflicts exist.

1.3 Organization of the Dissertation

The dissertation is organized into two parts: Part I and Part II. Part I consists of
six chapters providing an overview of the PhD work, and Part II is organized as
a collection of six scientific papers (A, B, C, D, E, F). The following chapters are
included in Part I:

• Chapter 1 Introduction

• Chapter 2 Research Methodology (based on paper A)

• Chapter 3 Service Integration (based on paper B and the SOA paradigm)

• Chapter 4 Communication Integration (based on papers C, D, E)

• Chapter 5 Negotiation between Independent Solutions (based on paper F)

• Chapter 6 Conclusions and Further Outlook

Chapter 2 focuses on complex systems design and development, especially for mod-
ern software information systems which are inherently large and complex. The di-
vide & conquer method is adopted with an emphasis on examining the connection
between sub-problems and individual solutions. The first research question is ad-
dressed and explored in this chapter. Moreover, it provides the methodology used
in the following chapters. Chapter 3 studies service integration approaches focus-
ing on data integration and application integration mainly for the interoperability on
data and application logic levels. A case study on data integration in the maritime
domain is performed and the common SOA-based (Service Oriented Architecture)
integration paradigm is investigated. Then a potential trend for future (maritime)
integration solutions is predicted with the consideration of current major integra-
tion activities. The second research question is addressed in this chapter. Chapter 4
presents various connectivity optimization solutions within challenging communi-
cation environments like the maritime case. Both ship-to-shore and on-board sce-
narios are analysed and respective connectivity enhancement mechanisms are pro-
posed. The third research question is answered in this chapter. Chapter 5 examines
the connection between separate service integration and communication integration
solutions, and ensures the compatibility and synergy in between based on a negotia-
tion process in case any inconsistencies are identified. The fourth research question
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is addressed in this chapter. Chapter 6 summarizes the main contributions of this
dissertation and concludes the whole thesis by highlighting some future research
directions that require further attention.

The following papers are reproduced in Part II:

Paper A: Towards Integration-Oriented Complex System Development
Paper B: Maritime Data Integration Using Standard ISO 15926
Paper C: An Integrated Wireless Communication Architecture for Maritime Sector
Paper D: Delay-Oriented Data Traffic Migration in Maritime Mobile Environments
Paper E: A Hybrid Network for Maritime On-Board Communications
Paper F: Towards Integrated Operations for Ships



Chapter 2

Research Methodology for
Complexity Handling

Integrated operations of ships is to achieve ubiquitous operation and information ac-
cess based on modern information and communication technologies. The ultimate
product is an advanced information system distributed between ship and shore, that
can hold data and transform raw data into information, for disseminating knowledge
and for supporting integrated processes. The analysis, design and implementation
of such an information system are complex. Therefore, it is of great importance
that methodologies for complexity handling are investigated first and a guideline
for addressing complexities involved in approaching integrated operations of ships
can be derived.

In this chapter, we start with a brief introduction to complexities associated
with developing modern information systems, present existing efforts on addressing
them. Then we point out limitations of the current work and propose an integration-
oriented approach to complex systems development which is detailed in Paper A.
This approach is applied to the analysis, design and implementation of integrated
operations for ships in the following chapters.

2.1 Introduction to Complexities Associated with the
Development of Modern Information Systems

The process of developing a modern software information system is a difficult activ-
ity requiring contributions from multiple disciplines. According to [6], complexity
of such a development process comes from two primary areas: 1) the area of the
problem being solved (the problem domain) and 2) the area of constructing a soft-

9



10 Integrated Operations of Ships

ware solution (the solution or implementation domain). Complexity in the problem
domain is essential, whereas complexity in the solution domain exhibits accidental
characters, e.g., difficulties added to the problem as a result of the way the problem
is formulated, the tools adopted for solving it, the technology used to materialize
the described solution, etc. The complexity is called accidental because these diffi-
culties are not inherent to the actual problem being solved [7].

Essential complexity represents the difficulty inherent in the problem itself,
which is often intertwined with the concept of complex systems. There are many
definitions of a complex system. Based on the descriptions in [8, 9], we define a
complex system as a constantly evolving system that is made up of a large number
of nonlinearly interacting parts which will make the overall behavior changeable
and unpredictable. When it comes to the development of such a system, especially
if the traditional top-down design approach is adopted, two major features of the
essential complexity - incompressibility and changeability - can cause problems.
Incompressibility means that there is no accurate (or rather, perfect) representation
of a complex system which is simpler than the system itself [10]. Therefore, system
models or representations will have to “conserve” the complexity and be as com-
plex as the system itself. Changeability indicates dynamic behaviors of a system,
influenced by the evolution or changes of its heterogeneous elements and the intri-
cate interaction between them. Changeability requires the system to be adaptable
and self-organizable.

2.2 Existing Solutions on Addressing Complexities

Traditional system development approaches focused on addressing accidental com-
plexity from the solution domain, e.g., by advances in programming Languages,
middleware and platform technologies, and systematic development methodologies.
This can be illustrated from the technical and social aspects, to differentiate the
computer technology and the human management factor involved in the process of
constructing a software solution. Essential complexity was often partially handled
from the changeability aspect, whereas incompressibility was neglected. For exam-
ple, model based system development approaches represented by the model-driven
engineering [11] and the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) [12] are trying to au-
tomate the implementation processes in order to easily embrace changes from both
problem and solution domains. Traditional waterfall linear system development
models are continually replaced by non-linear ones, like the iterative model (Scrum
[13]), to provide more ease-of-change during the system development. These tradi-
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tional development approaches with focusing on addressing accidental complexity
and part of the essential complexity is shown in figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Existing Solutions on Addressing Complexities.

Information system development approaches still very much follow a traditional
trend by concentrating on the solution domain and the changeability. As modern
information systems are becoming highly complex in the problem domain, it has
caused many information system development failures [14]. Therefore, growing
attention has to be paid to addressing the essential complexity. To decide precisely
what to build is always the hardest part of building a software system [15], and
incompressibility is probably the single most important aspect when considering
the development of any analytical methodology or epistemology for coping with a
complex one [8]. Hence, ignorance of incompressibility should come to an end.

Incompressibility occurs when a traditional top-down approach is followed by
developing modern large complex information systems. A top-down method at-
tempts to define a model of the target system covering all views of it during system
conceptualization. After the conceptualization step, a complete abstract version of
the system should be developed and all assumptions are validated. Incompressibil-
ity implies that if the to-be-constructed model of a complex system wants to capture
all the possible behaviors contained, that model must be at least as complex as the
system itself. In other words, the best representation of a complex system is the sys-
tem itself, and any representation or abstraction of that system will be incomplete
and can lead to an incomplete or even wrong understanding. At the same time,
changeability of different parts of a complex system can make the top-down de-
velopment even more impractical because of resulted unpredictability of the whole
system. Therefore, for modern complex information systems, a traditional top-
down development approach is not appropriate any more; essential complexity and
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the incompressibility have to be taken into consideration. This inspired our idea of
an integration-oriented complex system development methodology, introduced in
the next section, which was originally presented in Paper A.

2.3 An Integration-Oriented Approach towards Large
Complex Systems

The incompressibility of a complex system can result in an extreme solution: “don’t
bother”. Since there is no accurate representation or abstraction of a complex sys-
tem which is simpler than the system itself, the only solution appears to be not
bothering. However, as we rely heavily on the abstraction of a system to initiate de-
velopment actions, we need the compressibility of a complex system so that design
decisions can be justified and implementation processes can be activated. This com-
pressibility can be achieved or the incompressibility problem of a complex system
can be avoided through an integration-oriented approach, as shown in figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Integration-Oriented Complex Systems Development.

If there is no single representation or perspective which can completely capture
the inherent intricacies of a complex system, a number of perspectives can be ex-
plored with each one capturing parts or an aspect of the whole system. Together,
multiple perspectives can develop a richer understanding (if not a complete one)
of the targeted system. But it needs to be kept in mind that these perspectives are
provisional and context-dependent due to the system changeability. As conditions
evolve, we need to review and possibly change the perspectives or rethink of the
implementation design itself. Moreover, because of the multiple perspectives’ ex-
ploration, inconsistencies and conflicts in between different representations/models
may happen. Therefore, the whole development process must be treated as a system
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integration journey, implementing a negotiation or trade-off process to ensure the
synergy between different system representations. The connection between multi-
ple representations will be examined in relation to their different perspectives.

It is worth mentioning that our integration-oriented complex system develop-
ment approach is compatible with the idea of Domain-Driven Design (DDD) [16].
DDD has the prerequisites that the domain is not trivial and there is an iterative pro-
cess in place. It supports multiple models by maintaining three important concepts:
bounded context, continuous integration and context map, see figure 2.3. While the
two ideas are similar, the intent is somewhat different. DDD is concerned more with
the practice of defining better domain models and we concentrate on the initiation
of large complex systems development.

Figure 2.3: Maintaining Model Integrity in Domain-Driven Design [16].

2.3.1 For Large Information Systems

Regarding the development of a large information system, the integration-oriented
approach can be considered as to integrate multiple heterogeneous data sources that
may belong to different sub information systems. Therefore, a system development
problem is translated into a data integration task, and the proposed development
methodology can be evaluated by a comparison of diverse data integration solutions.

There are three well-known models for data integration: warehousing, federa-
tion and mediation. In warehousing, data must be extracted, transformed and loaded
from remote sources to a local central repository named “data warehouse”. The
central repository provides a single access point to a collection of data copied from
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heterogeneous sources. This model is very popular for data integration so far, but it
is not appropriate for large complex systems, because it tries to design a complete
system model before any implementations, ignoring the incompressibility problem.
In federation, database systems are distributed and independent, can communicate
with each other directly and data can be retrieved via a middleware component.
This approach complies with our integration-oriented policy for complex systems,
but without enough flexibility, as a conceptual global data model is still required.
In mediation, there is a mediator who does not store any data on its own, but rather
provides a virtual view of the integrated sources. Wrappers are often used to trans-
late data access and manipulation requests between the mediator and data sources.
The mediator splits a user query into sub-queries, sends the sub-queries to appropri-
ate wrappers and integrates the query results locally. Mediation can be considered
as an advanced case of federating, by raising the level of federation from a single
function or set of data to that of an entire external data source [17]. Therefore, the
mediation approach, which does not require a conceptual global model but rather
examines the connection between different sub-models, is more flexible than the
other two approaches. Connection between local models is used by the mediator to
conduct the negotiation process for integration of large information systems.

2.3.2 For Integrated Operations of Ships

Paper A was based on conceptual analysis and review of the literature to give hints
on the design and development of complex systems, which can be used as a road
map towards integrated operations for ships. We mentioned in chapter 1 that inte-
grated operations for ships is a complex task to accomplish, involving integration
of many domains and areas. Therefore, we can treat this task as the development of
a complex system and use our integration-oriented methodology, see figure 2.4. We

Figure 2.4: Integration-Oriented Approach to Integrated Operations of Ships.
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explore the task from multiple perspectives in order to divide it into different sub-
tasks and the development process becomes integration among these sub-tasks. As
complexity involved in moving towards integrated operations for ships can be gen-
eralized as mainly the interoperability challenge between heterogeneous operation
services and the connectivity challenge through difficult maritime networks, sub-
tasks are derived primarily as service integration to enhance interoperability and
communication integration to improve connectivity. Different methods (e.g., ad-
vanced information technologies and optimized communication mechanisms) can
be used to solve these two sub-tasks, but the connection in between needs to be
investigated carefully and negotiation becomes necessary if inconsistencies appear.
Within each sub-task, the integration-oriented approach can be applied further even
if the system is not as complex as we defined earlier.

We first look at integrated operations for ships from the application and network
perspectives, and identify the associated application interoperability and network
connectivity challenges. Then we use service integration to tackle the interoper-
ability challenge detailed in chapter 3 and utilize communication integration to en-
sure connectivity in chapter 4. Within service integration, both data integration and
application integration solutions are considered. For data integration, we exploit
a mediator-based mechanism to do the integration where an integrated ontology is
maintained as the connection between different data sources. Similarly, we fol-
low a service-bus approach to integrating heterogeneous applications, and common
integration layers are recommended for connecting heterogeneous communication
networks. Finally, the relation between service integration and communication in-
tegration sub-tasks will be examined and a negotiation process will be conducted,
which is described in chapter 5. The negotiation can be implemented by a commu-
nication mediator in between applications and network infrastructures for assisting
the interactions among them.

2.4 Chapter Summary

As modern computer-based systems are becoming more and more essentially com-
plex, complexity handling is showing increased importance especially for devel-
oping such large systems. This chapter began with an introduction of complexities
involved in modern information system development, particularly the essential com-
plexity, and existing methods for dealing with them. We observed that the essen-
tial complexity of modern software systems implies an incompressibility problem,
when traditional top-down system development approaches are used. The top-down
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solution tries to build a complete abstract representation/model of the targeted sys-
tem during the system conceptualization process, which has caused the failure of
many large information system development projects. To tackle that, we have pro-
posed an integration-oriented complex system development approach by viewing
the system from multiple perspectives based on multiple derived representations
and diverse methods. Therefore, system development is translated into integration
among different representations. Negotiation/trade-off between different represen-
tations is important as inconsistencies may happen. Ontologies can be used to main-
tain the connection between different perspectives and a mediation mechanism can
be applied to implementing the negotiation. This integration-oriented complex sys-
tem development approach is originally reported in Paper A. The main contribution
comes from not only the hints on development of modern large information systems
but also its concrete role in guiding the movement towards integrated operations for
ships.



Chapter 3

Service Integration for the
Interoperability of Heterogeneous
Operation Applications

Chapter 3 is about service integration for the interoperability enhancement of het-
erogeneous operation services, including both data and application integration solu-
tions. We first introduce these two concepts and then summarize existing integration
techniques. Then we present our ontology-based data integration which exploits the
standard ISO 15926 for the maritime domain. Considering that application integra-
tion is becoming more important especially for scenarios where real-time manage-
ment and control is required, suggestions on how to facilitate maritime application
integration are also given. As the target is mainly for ships, we identify challenges
that lie behind the data and application integration between ship and shore, which
leads to research work that will be presented in the next two chapters.

3.1 Data Integration and Application Integration

In order to perform integrated operations for ships, frequent data exchange between
a ship and onshore offices is needed. Information interoperability is desired and ex-
cessive human interactions involved in the exchange of data should be minimized,
where data integration solutions can be useful. Data integration is about the integra-
tion of multiple information systems, aiming at combining selected systems so that
they form a unified new whole and give users the illusion of interacting with one
single information system [18]. In this thesis, we particularly refer data integration
to solutions that are provided by the database community.

Data integration happens after the operation transaction and typically in either

17
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inter-day or intra-day batches, so it does not apply to situations where real-time
interactions are needed, such as remote management for control, navigation and
other critical operations of a ship. Besides, there is more and more data fragmented
among distributed applications other than databases. Therefore, data integration
alone is not enough any more for the aim of integrated operations of ships; integra-
tion among applications has to be taken into consideration. Application integration
is to link systems together at the application logic level by sharing processes and/or
information between different applications. It can respond to rapidly changing re-
quirements such as new data feeds, changes in logic, and new functions.

Figure 3.1: Integration Approaches on Different Architectural Levels [19].

Data integration and application integration are approaches to integration be-
tween systems from different aspects. According to [19], system integration ap-
proaches can be separated by different architectural levels: (1) manual level, (2)
user interface level, (3) application level, (4) middleware level, (5) data access level,
(6) data storage level, see figure 3.1 (reprinted from [19]). For manual integration,
all the integration work is done by the end users. With a common user interface, end
users could use an interface like the World Wide Web to make an information query.
Application level approaches rely on application processes to do the integration job.
Middleware provides reusable functionality used to solve dedicated aspects of the
integration problem. For the uniform data access approach, a unified global view of
distributed data is provided. The common data storage method has to transfer data
to a new data storage with local ones being abandoned or remaining operational.

In this chapter, we first focus on data integration techniques from the database
community. We propose an ontology-based data integration for the maritime do-
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main applying the standard ISO 15926. As application integration is critical in the
context of integrated operations for ships, we also investigate integration approaches
from the application level and pay special attention to the Service-Oriented Archi-
tecture (SOA) paradigm due to its enormous popularity. We furthermore identify
challenges for achieving integration from an underlying communication perspec-
tive.

3.2 Existing Integration Approaches

3.2.1 Data Integration

Data integration, sometimes referred to as information integration, fundamentally
provides a layer of abstraction from the underlying data sources, to gather and com-
bine data residing in multiple heterogeneous data sources and present these data
in a unified view to users [20] in order to achieve the transparent manipulation of
information.

There are different ways to classify existing data integration approaches, for ex-
ample, the three architectural models mentioned in the previous chapter: warehous-
ing, federation and mediation. Federation and mediation approaches are proposed
to solve the problem of tightly-coupled architecture with warehousing. Mediation
implemented by wrappers provides the most powerful and flexible infrastructure
for federation. It can integrate both function and data by raising the level of feder-
ation from a single function or set of data to that of an entire external data source
[17]. Wrappers are powerful, but rely on more advanced capabilities of the external
source and require a more advanced skill set to implement.

Data integration solutions can be also categorized according to the handling
of heterogeneity, i.e., syntactic heterogeneity, schematic (structural) heterogene-
ity and semantic heterogeneity.Traditional integration solutions are typically using
shared information models in formats such as XML, developing common XML in-
terfaces to handle syntactic and schematic heterogeneities. However, they cannot
resolve semantic conflicts between heterogeneous data sources. Ontology-based
approaches are widely used to address semantic heterogeneity through explicitly
defined schema terms and concepts. Ontology-based data integration can be clas-
sified into: single ontology approaches, multiple ontologies and hybrid approaches
[21].

• Single ontology approaches: All information sources are directly related to
one global ontology which provides a shared vocabulary for the specification
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of the semantics. This approach requires that all information sources have
nearly the same view on a domain, with the same level of granularity. This
approach is vulnerable to changes in the information sources.

• Multiple ontologies: Each information source is described by its own on-
tology separately and mapped to each other. This ontology architecture is
compatible with change, but an additional representation formalism defining
the inter-ontology mappings is necessary.

• Hybrid approaches: A combination of the two preceding approaches is used
to overcome the drawbacks of them. A local ontology is built for each in-
formation source and mapped to a global shared vocabulary. Sometimes the
shared vocabulary is also an ontology. New sources can be easily added with
no need for modifying existing mappings. The acquisition and evolution of
ontologies are also supported.

3.2.2 Application Integration

Application integration, denotes the process of bringing data or functions together
among different applications to achieve shared transactions within an enterprise
(sometimes referred to as enterprise application integration) or across different en-
terprises (sometimes referred to as business-to-business integration) [22]. It is con-
cerned with building and evolving an integration backbone capability that enables
fast assembly and dis-assembly of business software components [23]. Within this
thesis, we focus on application integration approaches from the process level in
order to distinguish them from information/data integration solutions. In practice,
process integration and information integration approaches are largely overlapping
and supplement each other [24]. We can broadly categorize existing application
integration solutions into RPC-based, message-oriented and service-oriented ap-
proaches [22]. RPC-based approaches rely on the Remote Procedure Call technique
to enable calling operations on remote interfaces to integrate applications. Message-
oriented approaches, especially the message-oriented middleware, fosters integra-
tion through establishing a shared communication medium between parties, and
the development of adapters. Service-oriented approaches depend on the Service
Oriented Architecture (SOA) paradigm to simplify integration. Compared with the
other two approaches, SOA is more an architectual style that can be used to achieve
integration at all architectural levels and handles different kinds of heterogeneity.
Service-oriented application integration approach has become essential in the soft-
ware industry, especially the business domain where new complex applications are
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likely to base on the composition and collaboration of other services. Therefore, we
pay close attention to SOA-based integration technologies.

3.2.2.1 Service Oriented Architecture

Figure 3.2 describes the service oriented architecture and its two implementation
mechanisms. SOA was designed for the next generation of distributed software
systems and middleware systems by embracing heterogeneity and change that were
difficult to handle by previous IT architectures [25]. The basic building block of
SOA is a service and there are two key roles: a service consumer (requester) and a
service provider, see the left part of figure 3.2. They communicate using bind/invoke
interactions via service requests. A service broker may also be involved in order to
help a service requester to find published services. It can also help determine which
one out of a number of potential service providers should be selected, by maintain-
ing an index of available service providers. The interaction between services can be
based on a point-to-point (P2P) pull mode where a service consumer has to pull re-
peatedly for new information. The interaction can also rely on a push mode where a
mediator (service bus) receives published information from the service provider and
sends notifications to subscribed service consumers. The pull and push modes are
shown in the right part of figure 3.2. The mediated SOA implementation mechanism
has more flexibility compared to a P2P mode, and it allows participation of appli-
cations/functionalities that are implemented with other (conventional) technologies.

Figure 3.2: Service Oriented Architecture.

The purpose of SOA is to address the requirements of application development
for distributed information systems, overcome challenges including application in-
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tegration, transaction management, security policies, while allowing multiple plat-
forms and protocols and leveraging numerous access devices and legacy systems
[26]. In a SOA paradigm, software applications are packaged as “services”. Guide-
lines are provided on how these services are described, discovered and used [26, 23],
i.e., services should be standards-based, platform-, protocol-independent and self-
contained modules that can interact with each other in heterogeneous environments.

In addition to wrapping applications as “services” to provide application inter-
operability over networks or more notably the Internet, distributed data sources can
also be abstracted as “services” to allow remote data access where the integration
is mainly at the data level. This SOA-based data level integration explores “data
services” [27] to provide data mediation, integration and also an abstraction for the
underlying data sources. Current “data services” implementations mostly adopt the
REST architecture [28]. In this thesis, we are focusing on service-oriented integra-
tion approaches at the application logic level, specifically the Web services family.

3.2.2.2 Web Services

A Web service defined by (W3C) is: “a software system designed to support in-
teroperable machine-to-machine interaction over a network. It has an interface
described in a machine-processable format (specifically WSDL). Other systems in-
teract with the Web service in a manner prescribed by its description using SOAP
messages, typically conveyed using HTTP with an XML serialization in conjunction
with other Web-related standards.” [29].

Web services, which utilize standards such as Web Services Description Lan-
guage (WSDL), Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), and Universal Descrip-
tion, Discovery and Integration registry (UDDI), together with HTTP and XML,
are the most popular type of services available today [23], with maximum service
sharing, reuse, and interoperability. Figure 3.3 shows how Web services realize the
SOA paradigm, and the sequence flow is as follows:

1. A service provider implements a Web service and describes its interfaces us-
ing WSDL. Further, the Web service is published with central service registry.

2. A service consumer looks up for the Web services from a centralized service
registry (UDDI) using WSDL.

3. The service consumer binds to a specific service provider for a Web service
using a WSDL file.

4. The service consumer creates a service proxy (WSDL).
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5. The service consumer communicates with the service provider using SOAP.

Figure 3.3: The Web Services Realization of SOA.

3.2.2.3 Enterprise Service Bus

Web services denote one important technology for realizing SOA. Other technolo-
gies, such as commands in classical SOA and events with event-driven architecture
[30], can be also utilized as long as the services obey implementation restrictions
of the SOA design principle (e.g., Microsoft’s four tenets of service-orientation).
Therefore, in order to integrate services with all kinds of implementations and for
legacy systems as well, a mechanism must be offered to solve the technology mis-
matches. Fundamentally, there are two options, a point-to-point (P2P) solution or a
middleware mechanism.

The P2P solution requires to develop an “interface” for each connection, intro-
ducing a tight form of coupling to harmonize transport protocols, document formats,
interaction styles, etc. [31], which is hard to manage and maintain. The second ap-
proach introduces a middleware layer that must support interoperability among, and
coexist with deployed infrastructure and applications. This middleware layer under
the SOA context is well known as a Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) [32, 33], see
figure 3.4.

The main aim of an ESB is “to provide virtualization of the enterprise resources,
allowing the business logic of the enterprise to be developed and managed indepen-
dently of the infrastructure, network, and provision of those business services” [34].
Conceptually, the ESB has evolved from the store and forward mechanism found
in middleware products, e.g., message oriented middleware, and combines conven-
tional enterprise application integration technologies with Web services, orchestra-
tion, choreography technologies, etc. Physically, an ESB provides an implementa-
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Figure 3.4: Two Integration Options and the Enterprise Service Bus Scenario.

tion backbone for SOA. It establishes proper control of messaging as well as fulfils
the needs for security, policy, reliability, and accounting, in a SOA architecture, to
support a wide variety of communications patterns over multiple transport protocols
and deliver value-added capabilities for SOA applications [23].

3.3 Maritime Data Integration Using the Standard
ISO 15926

For the ship and offshore operations where safety and security are a fundamen-
tal requirement, a Safety Instrument System (SIS) is often needed to detect and
prevent potential dangerous situations. A SIS contains several subsystems: IMS
(Information Management System), PCS (Process Control System), PSD (Process
shutdown), F&G (Fire & Gas), and ESD (Emergency shutdown system). Each sub-
system has a real-time database that stores logged data which can be used to verify
the SIS functionality. As these data sources are often heterogeneous in terms of
syntax, schema and semantics, it is an advantage to implement integration between
them for improved information interoperability.

In order to realize data integration in the maritime domain, especially for over-
coming the semantic heterogeneity, we propose an ontology-based data integration
approach using the standard ISO 15926 together with Semantic Web technologies.
ISO 15926 titled as “Industrial automation systems and integration - Integration
of life-cycle data for process plants including Oil & Gas production facilities”, is
a standard defined for data integration, sharing, exchange, and hand-over between
computer systems, to reduce redundant and inconsistent information in sharing data
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between different companies or organizations.
The methodology of ISO 15926 has been used in several research projects

funded by Norwegian Research Council and important stakeholders in the Norwe-
gian offshore industry for developing an Oil & Gas ontology. The Oil & Gas ontol-
ogy might be expressed in several technologies and is standardized to be a part of
ISO 15926. The ISO 15926 has defined syntax, graphical representation and formal
semantics, yet not proper implementations. In this case, Semantic Web with its main
technologies like RDF (Resource Description Framework), RDF Schema (RDFS),
OWL (Web Ontology Language) could play an important role in transforming the
ISO 15926 to an ontology language so as to facilitate semantic reasoning.

Therefore, our maritime data integration approach is to use the ISO 15926 stan-
dard as a methodology, adopt the Oil & Gas ontology as the integrated ontology, and
exploit Semantic Web technologies for expressing ontologies. Figure 3.5 shows the
designed system hierarchy which can be considered as a middleware level integra-
tion approach, started with identifying common information in diverse data sources.
This hierarchy combines the hybrid ontology approach with the mediated data in-
tegration model, where local ontologies are used by wrappers for each information
source, and the global ontology is the connection between different local ontologies
managed by a mediator. A case study based on this data integration approach has
been conducted, which is detailed in Paper B included in Part II of this thesis.

Figure 3.5: Data Integration Hierarchy Implementing the Oil & Gas Ontology.

The case study has shown that the ISO15926 standard is very useful for realizing
data integration of the safety instrument system, and a combination of the Oil &
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Gas ontology and Semantic Web technologies is effective for handling semantic
heterogeneity. Nevertheless, such ontology-based data integration systems may still
require semi-automatic or manual mappings at different abstraction levels with the
help of domain experts.

3.4 Maritime Application Integration and Challenges

In addition to maritime data integration which could provide a common understand-
ing of the domain, integration at the application logic level is also needed for mov-
ing towards integrated operations of ships. Application integration can deal with
real-time operations, such as ship monitoring and emergency alarming, remote ship
navigation, fuel efficiency management, port and coast control, etc. Different on-
board monitoring systems often use different sensor networks from different ven-
dors; onshore management applications are usually based on diverse infrastructures
(e.g., for center offices, different port or coastal authorities), and they have to be
connected through Internet or enterprise specific solutions. Therefore, SOA-based
application integration methodology is preferred because of its capability of dealing
with heterogeneity, changeability, and its widely adopted Web services implemen-
tation in the industry. A service bus mediated model is suggested to implement
SOA-based application integration in the maritime area, shown in figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Service Bus Connecting Diverse Applications and Technologies.

With a SOA integration solution that combines Web services standards and an
ESB, the following requirements can be fulfilled from the application/service per-
spective: (1) expose a common standard mechanism through which applications can
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interact, (2) shield services from underlying different operating systems, program-
ming languages, and other technologies, (3) allow for reuse of existing and newly
developed services, and (4) offer backwards compatibility and migration to future
solutions. Ontology can be further adopted here to understand the specific maritime
domain, that is given by the standard ISO 15926 described in Paper B.

However, as integrated operations for ships is not only for well-connected sce-
narios, but mainly for ship-to-shore cases where connectivity underneath exhibits
as a big challenge, e.g., transmission of data and control flows among applications
between ship and shore. Therefore, maritime communication challenges have to
be addressed as well in order to integrate applications seamlessly, which will be
discussed in the next chapter.

3.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, data integration and application integration concepts are introduced
first, and then various data integration techniques are presented. As application
integration becomes more and more important, the service-oriented integration ap-
proach is particularly studied due to its popularity. Web services and ESB technolo-
gies are briefly depicted. Then, we introduce an ontology-based data integration
mechanism targeting at maritime scenarios which is originally reported in Paper B.
This approach takes advantage of the well-established ISO15926 standard and the
Semantic Web technologies to handle heterogeneities exhibited in maritime data
integration cases, especially the semantic heterogeneity. The study demonstrates
that for a specific domain such as the Oil & Gas industry, an ontology-based data
integration approach is preferable and tends to work, but shows limitations when it
comes to real-time operations. These real-time operations require integration at the
application logic level, where an appropriate application integration mechanism is
necessary. Considering that SOA-based integration technologies have gained much
success in the software industry from the last decade, we feel the SOA idea can be
directly applied to maritime scenarios. Therefore, the SOA integration methodology
which is not covered by attached papers in Part II, is quite thoroughly elaborated
in this chapter. The main challenge of applying SOA-based application integra-
tion mechanisms in the maritime environment lies in the underlying communication
problems, which leads to investigations presented in the following chapters.
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Chapter 4

Communication Integration for the
Connectivity in Challenging
Maritime Environments

In the previous chapter, different data and application integration solutions are ex-
plored in order to facilitate maritime information interoperability and interoperabil-
ity among applications. We observed that another underlying challenge of enabling
real-time integration between ship and shore is the communication problem. In this
chapter, we investigate various maritime communication challenges extensively and
propose corresponding mechanisms to address them. Both ship-to-shore and on-
board cases are studied so as to cover most communication scenarios involved in
fulfilling integrated operations of ships.

4.1 Maritime Communication Challenges and System
Requirements

Due to the difficulty of deploying cellular systems at sea to achieve high data-rate
transmission, maritime communication has to live with limited bandwidth based
on other wireless communication technologies. So far, FM (frequency modula-
tion) radio technology like narrowband UHF (ultra high frequency) and VHF (very
high frequency) are widely used for ship-to-shore and ship-to-ship communications,
with satellites such as Inmarsat (international maritime satellite) [35] and maritime
VSAT (very small aperture terminal) [36] systems used for long-range cases espe-
cially broadband services. Compared with terrestrial networks, these systems show
limitations in terms of, e.g., transmission data-rate, transmission delay, bit error rate
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and communication cost. Although cellular networks and WiFi can be considered,
they are only available for near port waters. Switching between these heterogeneous
communication networks is not trivial either, because of multiple radio access tech-
nologies, diverse network protocols and administrative concerns, and it often results
in unsatisfying communication quality with great variations. Moreover, a ship itself
is a harsh environment for on-board communications.

Therefore, a current maritime communication scenario can be characterized
with intermittent connectivity, long communication delays, a heterogeneous mix of
networking elements and widely varying network conditions. Hence, the targeted
maritime communication system needs to:

• Handle extreme connectivity challenges and leverage heterogeneous networks
to provide basic connectivity services anytime, anywhere and on any devices,

• Resolve the network heterogeneity in order to take advantage of diverse mar-
itime communication resources by enhanced mobility, quality and security
provisioning.

4.2 Existing Communication Architecture Designs

In order to develop a communication system that satisfies the aforementioned re-
quirements, a well-designed communication network architecture is the first key
step. Existing approaches can be coarsely divided into three categories, one is IP-
based solutions usually related to application-independent mechanisms, another is
application-specific solutions represented by overlays, and the third is clean-slate
designs. IP and overlay solutions are discussed in section 4.3 and 4.4, respectively.
A clean-slate approach is to redesign the network from scratch to offer improved ab-
stractions and/or performance, while providing similar functionality based on new
core principles [37]. Compared with incremental approaches such as IP solutions
and overlays, clean-slate designs are expected to solve the network architectural
challenges, e.g., deficiencies of the current Internet architecture, fundamentally.
However, in the maritime environment, it is considered relatively impractical to
embrace a clean-slate redesign because of the difficulty of deployment on the large
worldwide base of existing (IP) networks. Therefore, we focus on IP-based solu-
tions and overlays. IP-based solutions often target at situations where connectivity
problems can still be handled by incremental fixes and patches to the traditional
TCP/IP architecture, and overlays often tend to solve extreme connectivity issues
exhibited in resource-scarce networks such as sensor and satellite networks. We in-
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vestigate various design options for the maritime communication scenario following
these two directions, with special attention to their ability of ensuring connectivity
among heterogeneous wireless networks.

4.3 IP-based Solutions

IP, as a common interconnection element to handle heterogeneity, resulting in fast
service provisioning by dumb networks and intelligent end systems, has brought
incredible success and rapid growth to the Internet. Nevertheless, IP alone is not
enough to address all the challenges involved in the maritime communication sce-
narios. Cross-layer optimization mechanisms have to be introduced in order to ad-
dress mobility, quality and security challenges.

We propose an integrated wireless Communication Architecture for Maritime
Sector (CAMS) that optimally leverages the simple IP technology and sophisticated
cross-layer optimization techniques. IP is used as the unifying technology to inte-
grate diverse maritime wireless networks. Cross-layer optimization mechanisms,
such as Media Independent Handover (MIH) layer, Authentication, Authorization,
and Accounting (AAA) functions, Virtual Private Networking (VPN) technology,
Host Identity Protocol (HIP) and specific application-level quality control, are ap-
plied so as to enhance quality and security in face of various maritime mobility
scenarios.

The MIH mechanism is strongly suggested in CAMS because handover is the
key enabling function for seamless mobility and service continuity among hetero-
geneous wireless communication networks. The MIH mechanism is first introduced
in the IEEE 802.21 standard [38] existed as a Media-Independent Handover Func-
tion (MIHF) between link and network layers. The function can be exploited by
the IP stack (or any other upper layer) to better interact with the diverse underlying
technologies from mapping technology-specific primitives. To upper layers, it pro-
vides a media-independent interface in order to collect information from link layer
and to control link behavior. Regarding the different link layer technologies, MIHF
supports mapping between the common interface and a set of media-specific prim-
itives. As the MIH mechanism is designed to enable interoperability mainly among
IEEE 802, 3GPP, and 3GPP2 networks. A satellite extension is necessary for mar-
itime cases, where the satellite independent service access point (SI-SAP) interface
layer can be useful. SI-SAP is defined as part of the broadband satellite multimedia
architecture [39] to provide a mechanism to carry IP-based protocols over different
satellite networks.
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Since clearly different network operators will provide coverage areas for the
maritime customers, the AAA functions appear to be necessary to allow customers
to perform authentication and authorization processes in visited networks based on
subscription to a home network. The VPN technology can further help with se-
cure data transfer between networked devices which are not on the same network
and keeping the transferred data private from other devices or other intervening net-
works. As service continuity between different networks often relies on the main-
tenance of a permanent mobile terminal IP address, Mobile IP, or its variant Mo-
bile IPv6 or another alternative technology like HIP is needed. At the same time,
application-level quality control mechanisms can exploit limited maritime band-
width smartly according to diverse application requirements, by 1) assigning appli-
cations with different priorities and 2) queuing their connections based on various
network conditions.

Security is not particularly addressed by CAMS, but it can be enhanced by the
aforementioned mobility handling and application-level traffic control solutions.
Description of this CAMS architecture is detailed in Paper C in Part II.

Figure 4.1: IP-based Solution with Optimization Mechanisms at Different Layers

All in all, IP-based solutions can be summarized as various cross-layer opti-
mizations, i.e., session- and transport-layer enhancement mechanisms, HIP, Mobile
IP, MIHF and other specific functions, employed around a common network layer,
see figure 4.1. These optimization solutions utilize variants of incremental fixes
and patches under the application layer to allow traditional (Internet) applications
function properly, e.g., in wireless and mobile networking environments, and keep
applications as less impacted as possible. Therefore, they have advantages such
as backward compatibility, scalability, interactivity with the Internet, but they have
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limitations when it comes to situations like extreme connectivity challenges or in-
teroperability with non-IP networks.

4.4 Overlay Solutions

IP-based cross-layer optimization mechanisms focus on mitigating the risk of con-
nectivity loss and maximizing the connection quality from abstraction, hiding the
particulars of the network from applications. This abstraction works well as long
as, from a higher layer perspective, connectivity is not lost for too long and the
necessary end-to-end communication can be established [40].

However, this assumption may not hold for many maritime communication con-
ditions because of bandwidth limitation, coverage gap, user preferences, etc. The
current primary means for broadband communication between ship and shore is
via satellite networks. Satellite communication is expensive, usually with limited
capacity, high propagation delay and high bit error rate. There are special prob-
lems related to lack of satellite coverage in places such as fjords, ports and at high
latitudes. Moreover, most maritime customers today tend to use other means to
communicate rather than satellites, especially when large amounts of data usage
can be incurred.

Figure 4.2: An Overlay Network for Connections between Different Networks

Therefore, in addition to IP-based mechanisms, alternative solutions like spe-
cific application protocols, or overlay networks, should be considered to further
address maritime connectivity challenges. An overlay network is an application-
specific network built on top of another network, which creates a virtual topology
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over the physical topology to provide an application or service not easily provided
by traditional methods to end users, see figure 4.2. An overlay network, along
with other similar ideas: virtual local area networks, virtual private networks and
active/programmable networks, are the sources that triggered current network virtu-
alization approaches [41] to coexisting heterogeneous network architectures facing
with the inherent limitations of the Internet.

Compared with IP-based optimization solutions, an overlay approach can be
incrementally deployed on end-hosts running the overlay protocol software, with-
out cooperation from (Internet) service providers. It has been a very efficient way
of embracing new networking technologies, e.g., the Internet was originally built
as an overlay upon the telephone network, and today the telephone network is in-
creasingly turning into an overlay network built on top of the Internet, especially
as application-layer overlays [42] for content delivery, multicast, QoS, enhanced
routing performance, security and so on.

Therefore, we choose the overlay approach to supplement IP-based solutions,
for addressing both on-board and ship-to-shore communication challenges. Specif-
ically, the Delay-Tolerant Networking (DTN) [43] architecture, see figure 4.3, is
explored because of its ability of handling both heterogeneity and extreme connec-
tivity problems by the transport-layer overlay implementation.

Figure 4.3: Protocol Stack for the DTN Transport-layer Overlay Network

4.4.1 The Ship-to-Shore Communication Case

The current primary means for broadband communication between ship and shore is
via satellite networks. Due to the cost issue and some other problems with satellite
communication, maritime customers still prefer traditional communication means
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especially for large amounts of data usage. As WiFi networks have been deployed
in ports together with 3G/4G networks installed along the coasts and offshore areas,
terrestrial networks started to contribute more to maritime communication. One
solution to improve ship-to-shore broadband communication is to take advantage of
different features of multiple wireless communication technologies from integrating
different maritime networks. Mobility handling and seamless handover between
these integrated networks have been discussed in the previous section with IP-based
approaches, but the traffic migration between these networks is mainly based on
network connectivity conditions whereas user preferences are ignored.

Therefore, we further propose a delay-oriented data traffic migration mecha-
nism to allow user-preferred migration on delay-tolerant applications. It relies on a
Delay-Tolerant Networking (DTN) architecture with DTN gateways deployed both
on a ship and on shore. The on-board DTN gateway enables the connection between
local networks and the Internet through either satellite link or other terrestrial net-
works. Apart from that, it also decides whether the application should be delayed,
and handover to which candidate network, based on 1) the current ship location, 2)
the history data and future schedule about travelling routes and 3) characteristics of
the application.

The detailed description of this DTN-based traffic migration for maritime ship-
to-shore communication can be found in Paper D in Part II. The proof that is origi-
nally reported in Paper D shows that a DTN overlay approach can provide maritime
customers with not only reliable data transfer but also user preferred data migration,
allow them to take advantage of heterogeneous communication systems and utilize
preferred networks as much as possible. As the basic logic is simulated and veri-
fied before any real implementation, future deployment is justified in a way that can
involve more maritime users to be interested in it.

4.4.2 The On-Board Communication Case

Maritime on-board communication provides basic data for the ship-to-ship and
ship-to-shore communications. It is essential for maritime safety, security, inte-
grated operations and for infotainment purposes. User groups involved in the local
communication include on-board equipment, cargo elements, crew and passengers.
Communication between them are supported by the on-board infrastructure and ser-
vices, such as a sensor network, a personnel tracking system and a wireless local
area network (WLAN). Due to the harsh environment of ships for wireless com-
munication and the cost consideration, current communication solutions on board
are not satisfying. A lot of recent work has concentrated on implementing ubiqui-
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tous technology for ship application such as employing Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSNs) on board. However, real deployments still meet difficulties mainly because
of the connectivity challenges. Therefore, we propose a hybrid network solution to
maritime on-board communication where connectivity is extensively examined. At
the same time, emergency situations are taken into consideration. Two key aspects
of this proposal are: 1) to combine different on-board communication networks into
a hybrid system, enabling the cooperation between them, 2) to smoothly integrate
these networks with a consideration of backward compatibility, ease of deployment
and connection to shore via Internet. The detailed description of this hybrid network
solution can be found in Paper E in Part II.

In order to test that the integrated hybrid on-board network will increase com-
munication efficiency and system reliability, we used computer simulation to eval-
uate some common scenarios, i.e., data collection in a monitoring sensor network,
information dissemination for personnel tracking, and direct communication among
people during emergencies. The simulation results based on these scenarios have
proved that the hybrid network can provide better communication performance and
increased reliability than separate systems, when faced with connectivity challenges
or infrastructure damages.

In addition, we investigated different methods of integrating WSNs with ex-
ternal networks, especially TCP/IP networks as the TCP/IP protocol suite is the
de-facto networking standard for both the global Internet and local-area networks.
We suggest an integration roadmap for maritime scenarios based on a combination
of different methods using the DTN networking architecture as a transition phase.
Future on-board WSNs can be deployed based on the TCP/IP protocol stack, and
they communicate with an on-board DTN gateway using local area networks. The
DTN gateway will transmit the gathered information over the global Internet at
places where it obtains preferred Internet access, e.g., WiFi at ports. This on-board
DTN gateway is either a static server or a mobile device carried by a crew member.
From the comprehensive analysis, we believe that this gradual network integration
roadmap based on a combination of three well-known methods and use the DTN
overlay architecture as a transitional step, can smoothly achieve the final seamless
integration of diverse maritime communication systems.

4.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, various IP-based and overlay mechanisms are presented in order to
tackle the communication challenges exhibited in the maritime environment. An in-
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tegrated network architecture focusing on ship-to-shore communication is proposed
which is originally reported in Paper C. This architecture leverages the widely used
IP technology and its cross-layer optimizations for primarily mobility handling, and
utilizes an adapted media independent handover mechanism tailored for the mar-
itime cases. A DTN-based overlay approach is proposed to facilitate user-preferred
data traffic migration reported in Paper D, and a DTN-based hybrid on-board net-
work is studied in order to improve communication conditions on board, which
is presented in Paper E. IP-based solutions are using specific optimization mecha-
nisms from the network part to adapt the network as much as possible to challenging
communication situations in order to support traditional applications. Overlay so-
lutions such as the DTN architecture is to enable specific applications running in
challenged areas through application-specific support on overlay nodes. Under cer-
tain circumstances, both solutions can work well and are useful for many maritime
scenarios. However, as our IP-based optimization solutions focus on mobility han-
dling and the DTN approach is specifically useful for addressing extreme connec-
tivity challenges, quality and security requirements are not well covered. Besides,
these specific IP-based optimizations and DTN solutions may work fine for current
situations, what if use requirements change or communication technology evolves
in future. Moreover, connection between these communication integration mecha-
nisms and the service integration approach needs examination as well so as to form
a complete solution to the task of integrated operations for ships. All these inspire
a further research study that will be presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5

Negotiation Between Service and
Communication Integration
Solutions

In order to handle complexity involved in moving towards Integrated Operations
(IO) for ships, we applied our integration-oriented complex system development
approach and divided the task into two sub-tasks, i.e, service integration and com-
munication integration. The complexity-handling methodology was described in
chapter 2, and the related service integration and communication integration sub-
tasks were presented in chapter 3 and chapter 4 respectively. We pointed out in
chapter 2 that: although system development complexity can be tackled by the ex-
ploration from multiple perspectives and using different corresponding methods,
the connection between these perspectives should be well taken care of, and the
whole development process should be treated as an integration journey among sub-
processes. In our case, separate maritime service and communication integration
solutions have been investigated individually in order to reduce the complexity of
realizing integrated operations for ships. In what follows, the connection between
these separate approaches will be examined, and negotiation will be carried out if
inconsistencies among them are found, so as to form a complete solution to the
complex IO task.

5.1 Connection Between Separate Solutions

From the application perspective, IO for ships requires the interaction among dif-
ferent applications or services. The challenge lies primarily in the interoperability
issue caused by heterogeneous and isolated applications with monolithic function-
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alities and incompatible data formats, see the left part of figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: View System Development Challenges from Different Perspectives.

The integration of different applications can be achieved from either a data level
or an application logic level. Our service integration approach consists of both solu-
tions. Data integration focuses on data level interaction from the database commu-
nity. It shows limitations when real-time interactions between operation processes
are involved, but provides a common understanding of the maritime domain through
ontologies. Application integration focuses on business logic level interaction, with
also requiring integration at the data level to exchange information between ser-
vices, non-service applications and other data sources.

As mentioned in chapter 3, an application integration environment based on
SOA is becoming popular due to its independence of operating systems, computa-
tional platforms and programming languages. SOA can be implemented at different
integration levels [22], such as SOAP Web services realization for business logic in-
teraction and RESTful services for integrating heterogeneous data sources. There-
fore, we expect that a service integration solution following SOA, which explores
the Web services technology and a service bus mechanism, together with a common
understanding provided by the maritime ontology, can handle interoperability chal-
lenges exhibited in IO for ships. This service integration approach is able to fulfill
the system requirements as follows:

A) expose a standard mechanism through which applications can interact
B) shield services from different underlying technologies
C) allow for reuse of existing and newly developed services
D) offer backwards compatibility and migration to future solutions

However, there is an inherent assumption behind the Web services technology:
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networks underneath must be well-connected, so that the traditional TCP/IP pro-
tocol suite can function properly based on ideal connectivity provided. Hence, we
must examine IO for ships also from the underlying network perspective to check
the assumed communication conditions.

From the network point of view, IO for ships is to connect devices or equipment
located on board and on shore, where both on-board and ship-to-shore networks are
included, shown in the right part of figure 5.1. These networks are heterogeneous
regarding radio access technologies, network protocols and application scenarios.
They also exhibit as “challenged networks” [43, 44], due to environmental restric-
tions, specific communication settings, system architectures, and the inherent char-
acteristics of certain link layer technologies. Challenged networks are characterized
as facing one or more of the following deficiencies: high error rates, long commu-
nication delays, unpredictable link availability, severe interferences, very low data
rates, or non-existent end-to-end paths.

Heterogeneous and challenged networks introduce difficult communication sit-
uations where Web-services based integration requirements or the Internet design
assumption cannot be met. In order to tackle that, the communication system is
desired to satisfy the following connectivity, mobility, quality and security criteria
adapted from [45]:

1) ensure robustness in presence of intermittent connectivity

2) allow fast detection and dynamic attachment to available resources

3) provide reliable transmission between network elements

4) support naming and late binding

5) enable interoperability among heterogeneous communication networks

6) provide various types of mobility support

7) support multiple classes of service

8) allow various communication patterns, unicast, multicast, anycast, etc.

9) facilitate content-, context- and network-awareness

10) provide effective trust&cost and enhanced security&privacy mechanisms

This list shows a clear picture of what to consider if the current communication
system (Internet) architecture can be redesigned from scratch following a clean-
slate approach [37], especially for challenged areas. However, due to the largely
expanded existing communication systems, clean-slate approaches are not practical
here. It is then unrealistic to expect all the aforementioned features to be fixed
and covered by incremental changes, e.g., IP-based optimizations or an overlay
approach that we proposed in chapter 4.
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5.2 Conflicts Between Separate Solutions

We therefore notice that inconsistencies can arise by combining the separate ser-
vice integration and communication integration solutions together in the maritime
context.

On the one hand, for SOA-based service integration which relies on the Web
technology, applications must be responsible for establishing all bindings necessary
to perform communication, without awareness of the nature of underlying commu-
nication networks. As a result, applications have to assume the implicit design,
conventions, and operating modes of the networking underneath, and it is diffi-
cult for them to adapt to different or new communication mechanisms [46]. For
example, application integration which uses SOAP Web services technology ex-
pects continuous and end-to-end connectivity provided by the network based on the
TCP/IP protocol suite. This is explained as “Please give me what I assumed” from
the service integration solution in figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Inconsistencies Between Separate Solutions.

On the other hand, a IP-based networking solution tries to match the SOA trend
by attempting to maintain continuous and end-to-end connectivity as much as possi-
ble from its optimization mechanisms. These mechanisms can provide better delay
tolerance and higher location flexibility. Nevertheless, though the Internet (IP proto-
col) model maintains end-to-end reachability and supports heterogeneity, it does so
by requiring every node to use a common network layer host identifier (IP address),
packet format with universally-obeyed semantics, and routing methodology that as-
sumes a connected routing graph [47]. These constraints are difficult to satisfy in
harsh environments. IP-based optimization design will ultimately fail if the delay
threshold is broken or no end-to-end path is available, i.e., the challenged maritime
area. It can be explained as “I tried, sorry!” as shown in figure 5.2.
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In order to address that, the DTN overlay was recommended. A DTN transport-
overlay can ensure robustness in presence of intermittent connectivity, can provide
reliable transmission between network elements, can support naming and late bind-
ing, can support multiple classes of service, etc. But it lacks sufficient security,
mobility support, an end-to-end reliability mechanism and error detection at the
bundle layer [48]. It is not yet widely implemented because of, e.g., lack of a killer
application [49]. Other points of concern include time synchronization, fragmen-
tation, and meta-data parsing complexity [50]. Furthermore, DTN implementation
requires modification from traditional applications and existing application proto-
cols, which often leads to specialized implementations and specific applications.
Specialized implementations or specific applications are not in line with the SOA
methodology, requiring adapters or gateways to be deployed for the interaction with
other standard services. This is explained as “I tried again, but with limitations and
the applications are not what you expect!” in figure 5.2.

5.3 Negotiation Applied to the Integration of Sepa-
rate Solutions

Due to the aforementioned inconsistencies, a negotiation process between sepa-
rate service and communication integration solutions is necessary, as shown in fig-
ure.5.3:

• First, it is necessary for applications to be able to adapt to changing network
conditions, responding to different connectivity options, protocols, etc., in
addition to relying on the network to adapt to existing or legacy applications
through incremental fixes or patches.

• Second, instead of letting each application adapt to different communication
characteristics individually or specifically, there should be a mediation mech-
anism in between applications and networks to negotiate the interaction be-
tween them, decoupling applications from the underneath networking details.

• Third, the mediation mechanism should be implemented in a way that newly
developed or modified applications are interoperable with each other and with
standard services, and future application requirements and emerging network
technologies can be easily brought in.

The negotiation between separate solutions, is a trade-off process based on anal-
ysis of the merits and deficiencies of each solution in light of both the supporting
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Figure 5.3: Negotiation Between Separate Solutions.

and contradictory evidence offered by the other solutions. For example, due to the
specific maritime context, a IP-based solution should give way to other alternative
approaches such as the DTN overlay through a Bundle mediation layer to allow
applications adapt to various maritime networking environments. However, a DTN
solution is not a final answer to evolving communication technologies or to con-
stantly changing application requirements whereas the SOA methodology adopted
in the service integration domain may play an important role. Therefore, a generic
communication mediator which implements a similar DTN mechanism and obeys
the SOA philosophy for embracing heterogeneity and change, can be a more appro-
priate answer here.

5.4 Implementing a Service-Oriented Communication
Mediator

In order to implement the service-oriented mediator, it is necessary to look at re-
lated work especially from the following two aspects: communication mediation
mechanisms for handling connectivity challenges and the evolution towards service-
oriented network architectures.

5.4.1 Existing Network Mediation Mechanisms

The traditional TCP/IP based networking implies a tight temporal and spatial (loca-
tion) coupling between applications and the underlying networks. That is, the appli-
cation must know the destination of the transfer (spatial coupling) and be involved
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in the duration of the transfer (temporal coupling) [51]. These spatial and temporal
bonds introduce difficulties for Internet applications running in harsh (mobile) net-
working situations. Therefore, in the networking literature, there is a lot of research
work focusing on how to mediate the application to deal with a variety of commu-
nication conditions, e.g., node-centric approaches like DTN [43], data/information-
centric solutions such as Haggle [46], DONA [52] and NetInf [53], service-centric
approaches as Serval [54] and solutions focusing on network evolvability like XIA
[55], FII [56] and OPAE [57].

DTN (Delay Tolerant Networking) aims at the interoperability among hetero-
geneous networks and the robustness in presence of intermittent connectivity by
temporal decoupling. Many networks that are deployed in mobile and extreme en-
vironments, often do not utilize IP and have their own specialized protocols. DTN
as a network architecture interconnects these networks via key services such as in-
network data storage and retransmission, interoperable naming, authenticated for-
warding and a coarse-grained class of service, with limited expectations of end-to-
end connectivity and node resources.

Haggle, as an attempt to achieve both spatial and temporal decoupling, aims at
allowing applications to take advantage of all types of data transfer (neighbourhood,
infrastructure, mobility). Networking endpoints are specified by user-level naming
schemes rather than node-specific network addresses, and limited resources can be
used efficiently by taking into account user-level priorities for tasks.

DONA (Data Oriented Network Architecture), which involves a redesign of the
Internet naming and name resolution, takes into account that the vast majority of
today’s Internet usage is data retrieval and service access. It provides a name-based
anycast abstraction instead of host-oriented addressing to realize spatial decoupling
between applications and networks.

NetInf (Network of Information architecture), which can run as an overlay on
top of the existing network infrastructure during its migration phase, borrows DTN’s
convergence layer approach to extensibility with respect to different and new under-
lying network technologies. It aims at a global-scale information-centric network
based on its hybrid name-based routing and name resolution scheme as well as effi-
cient caching mechanisms.

Serval is an end-host stack for service-centric networking to access diverse ser-
vices on the Internet, no matter they are large-scale, distributed, ad-hoc, or mobile.
The centerpiece of the Serval architecture is a new service access layer that sits
on an unmodified network layer to map service names in packets to service-table
rules in hosts. The service access layer enables in-stack service-level policy, con-
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trol, and routing to establish connections via diverse service-discovery techniques,
while hiding the addresses and locations of services from applications.

XIA (eXpressive Internet Architecture) is to use eXpressive Internet Protocol
(XIP) as a network-layer substrate to enable network innovation and support diverse
sets of ideas from other clean-slate designs. Its flexible addressing and forwarding
semantics can support multiple and yet unforeseen communication schemes in par-
allel (e.g., host-, data-/information- and service-centric). XIAs main approach to
partial deployment is to allow transitions between architectures at network elements
that can understand both, and this bridge between different architectures applies on
all levels, from low-level routes to high-level services.

FII (Framework for Internet Innovation) is a “minimal architectural framework”
in which comprehensive architectures can reside. It is derived from the simple
observation that network interfaces should be extensible and abstract that allows
for a diversity of architectures to coexist, communicate, and evolve. FII only de-
fines three core interfaces (or primitives): the interface for communicating between
domains (i.e., interdomain routing), the interface between applications and the net-
work (i.e., the network API), and an interface hosts can use to protect themselves
against denial-of-service attacks.

OPAE (for Ongoing and Pervasive Architectural Evolution) employs straight-
forward and well-known principles from systems design: layers of indirection for
flexibility, system modularity to limit the impact of changes, and interface exten-
sibility to reduce the pressure on architectural change. The OPAE design is very
similar to the FII design, the main difference being the far more general approach to
interdomain routing and security in OPAE. OPAE attempts to allow domains using
different architectures to directly exchange low-level packets without any disruption
in high-level services, so as to foster ongoing and pervasive architectural evolution.

As we can see that there are extensive research works going on to address the
Internet’s architectural deficiencies on, e.g., handling challenging communication
situations, specifically in recent years focusing on “clean slate” redesigns of the
network architecture. However, none of these clean-slate architectures have been
deployed yet.

5.4.2 Service-Oriented Network Architectures

One key property of services within SOA (Service Oriented Architecture) is that
they are loosely coupled which is defined as having “no tight transactional prop-
erties among the components” [58]. This essential SOA property has been driv-
ing the definition of important technologies in the telecommunication field for the
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last decade. Most of these technologies have focused on the definition of high-
level network service interfaces and functionalities, exposing networking platform
to upper layer applications for facilitating rapid development of value-added ser-
vices. Though this exposure is independent of the underlying networking technolo-
gies, most of the current specifications, for example the Next Generation Network
(NGN) [59], IP-based Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) [60], and the Service Deliv-
ery Platform (SDP) [61], still assume IP-based packet switching architecture for the
physical network infrastructure [62]. Some works have proposed the adoption of
SOA model in the lower network layers, but they have not proved to have the same
impact yet [63] except to core network architecture from the Internet community.
In the Internet core, SOA is widely used for implementing optical network infras-
tructure virtualization to enable heterogeneous network architectures (both IP- and
non IP-based) to coexist and cooperate in the future Internet.

As it becomes harder and harder to let the Internet integrate new functionali-
ties for fulfilling the demands of evolving (mobile) applications and new (wireless)
transport technologies, many research efforts have started viewing SOA-based In-
ternet designs that also involve edge networks and lower network layers, e.g., pro-
posals presented in [64, 65, 66, 67, 68].

Figure 5.4: A Service-Oriented Approach for a Future Internet Architecture [65].

Figure 5.4 (reprinted from [65]) shows a service-oriented approach to the fu-
ture Internet architecture, where the Internet is considered as a large, distributed
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(software) system. The goal is to encapsulate (micro-)protocols by services. Then
services offer an abstract view on the functionality of these protocols, in contrast to
hiding mechanisms by layers [69].

These Internet architecture approaches represent the direction of combining net-
work functional composition with the widely-used software engineering methodol-
ogy - SOA - to avoid layering, to pursue high flexibility and loose coupling. A list of
research efforts on network functional composition can be found in [70] and figure
5.5 (reprinted from [67]) shows the example of TCP/IP protocol stack composition.

Figure 5.5: TCP/IP Protocol Stack Composition Example [67].

Also, there is a Relationship Oriented Service Architecture (ROSA) [71] pro-
posed in the literature which can be applied to the next generation Internet and
beyond. ROSA is standing on an import concept named domains. Domains can
be conceived as a region (physical or virtual) characterized by a specific feature
and restricted by boundaries, either business entities or physical devices. The re-
lation between two domains (nodes, devices, services) can be characterized by a
relationship metrics. The SOA principles are considered in all aspects of design
including interfaces between modules and the relationship description, for ensuring
the loose-coupling and flexibility.
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5.4.3 Incrementally Deploy the Service-Oriented Mediator

Our idea of implementing a service-oriented network mediator consists of three
steps as follows:

• Step I encapsulates existing mediation APIs as Web services and provides ex-
tra functionalities covering, e.g., security, resource and context management.

• Step II deploys this mediator on specific mobile devices and devices on ships
first, applying independent and incremental deployment.

• Step III is to evolve with the trend of service-oriented network architecture.

Compared with the aforementioned related work, our proposal has the following
differences:

We do not target at the general Internet architecture at the first place, but fo-
cus on solving communication problems in challenged areas such as the maritime
environment. Therefore, we prefer incremental changes rather than clean-slate re-
designs. Specifically we choose DTN to start with because of its ability to handle
network heterogeneity and intermittent connectivity.

We start with DTN but without narrowing ourselves down to this particular so-
lution. DTN has its own implementations and APIs which are quite possible to
change in the future. Furthermore, it is likely that another architectural proposal
targeting at challenged areas can supplement or replace DTN under some circum-
stances. Such scenarios dictate the need for an abstraction which can hide the archi-
tectural details from applications, a common standardized platform which can pro-
vide sufficient flexibility to incorporate diversity under widely accepted guidelines
and standards. This observation of embracing diversity via abstraction has already
been emphasized in the following proposals: NetAPI [72], FII [56], Tapa [73] and
Juno [74]. However, our proposal goes a step further by making the abstraction
service-oriented, e.g., to encapsulate existing APIs as Web services. This way it
will enable easier development of applications, increase application interoperability
and portability via seamless integration with the computing world. Practical exam-
ples of the real-world need for richer and more generic APIs can be found in the
large number of applications running over HTTP, and the ongoing WebOS, Firefox
OS implementations.

Similarly, we agree with the service-oriented Internet architecture proposal and
we see the potential that it will thrive in future, while we do not limit our vision
only to this solution. Instead, the service-oriented network interface abstraction can
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allow a variety of architectures to coexist and bridge the networking and service-
oriented computing worlds together seamlessly.

It is worth mentioning that our SOA-based network mediator is different from
what is described in [75] either. First, we base on existing DTN mechanisms and
abstract the mediation functionalities as standard services through an overlay ap-
proach to allow incremental and independent deployment. The standard abstraction
can also facilitate other networking technologies underneath and embrace applica-
tion changes. However, the mediator mentioned in [75] limits its role to a func-
tional composition network architecture which has not been deployed yet. Second,
our mediator follows the SOA principles, which makes the mediation service no
different from other application or network services except the real functionality. In
principle, all services can be invoked by each other in a layer-less fashion to allow
maximum flexibility, whereas the mediator in [75] is placed in between service and
network layers following a three-layered architecture.

5.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we analysed the connection between separate service and commu-
nication integration solutions in the context of integrated operations for ships, and
identified the inconsistencies in between after we put them together in the maritime
scenario. We pointed out that a negotiation or trade-off process can be used to
address the inconsistencies and a SOA-based mediator is suggested for implement-
ing the negotiation. We also suggest to deploy the SOA-based network mediator
using overlay mechanisms incrementally and independently. This mediator was in-
spired by the current research work on Internet architecture designs, especially the
service-oriented solution and network abstraction proposals. The service-oriented
solution is in line with our idea that network resources should be interoperable with
and be seamlessly integrated with computing applications where SOA is the main
trend. The network abstraction proposals support our thoughts that: 1) it is almost
impossible to expect the future Internet to have a single super network architecture
which can satisfy all current and predicted requirements and enables innovation, 2)
it is possible to grant the Internet with capability to embrace diversity and allow
evolvability by generic abstractions. For the maritime area, specifically for realiz-
ing integrated operations of ships, a practical way of deploying this mediator is to
base on existing technologies and infrastructures instead of expecting or waiting for
a future better network architecture to fall into place. The approach should offer
both backwards compatibility (e.g., incremental deployment of mediation services)
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and migration to future possibilities (e.g., standardized interface abstraction).
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Chapter 6

Summary, Conclusion, and Outlook

6.1 Summary

This dissertation covers a range of topics on realizing Integrated Operations (IO)
for ships, and explores modern information and communication technologies for
handling the involved complexity, interoperability and connectivity challenges. Re-
search questions raised in chapter 1 are answered one by one upon reaching the
research goals in the following chapters.

• Answer 1 to “How to approach complex systems and especially how to solve
the concrete task of integrated operations for ships?”: In order to address
complexity, an integration-oriented complex system development method is
proposed and applied to IO for ships, where solutions to enhance interop-
erability and connectivity are investigated separately and the connection in
between is examined carefully.

• Answer 2 to “How to ensure interoperability among heterogeneous operation
applications with isolated, monolithic functionalities and incompatible data
formats?”: Maritime data integration is explored to improve information in-
teroperability and the SOA-based integration solution is assumed to be able
to achieve interoperability among heterogeneous applications, along with a
maritime ontology to understand the specific domain.

• Answer 3 to “How to obtain required connectivity through multiple mar-
itime wireless networks under harsh mobile communication conditions?”:
IP-based optimizations together with a DTN overlay architecture are stud-
ied and tailored for the maritime case so as to provide better connectivity in
face of challenging communication conditions.
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• Answer 4 to “If both interoperability and connectivity challenges are ad-
dressed independently, does it mean that the goal of integrated operations for
ships is achieved? If not, what are the inherent reasons and what are the
possible solutions?”: Although separate interoperability and connectivity so-
lutions can work well individually, the combination of them does not form
a seamless solution to the integrated operations for ships because of the en-
countered conflicts or incompatibilities. Therefore, a negotiation process is
proposed by incrementally implementing a SOA-based communication me-
diator between applications and networks to resolve the inconsistency issue.
This proposal also gives hints on the evolution towards future Internet archi-
tectures.

The comprehensive study on integrated operations of ships offers an overall
view of the topic and yields a whole-picture understanding. Although each sub-
topic was not studied as deep as many other related works, this overview approach
provides us with the opportunity to look at the traditional problems in a systematic
way and be able to gain some interesting observations. These observations are
especially useful for solving integration problems in the computing and networking
worlds when both fields need to interact closely with each other.

6.2 Conclusion

This dissertation is an important starting point for the implementation of integrated
operations for ships. It has several main contributions summarized as follows:

• An integration-oriented complex system development approach is proposed
for systems which are too complex to be viewed or modelled from one sin-
gle perspective. This novel approach can be applied to the task of moving
towards integrated operations for ships, to address the encountered complex-
ity by approaching the system from multiple perspectives, which requires a
careful examination on the connection between the corresponding separate
solutions.

• When the integration-oriented approach is utilized, the challenge of dealing
with IO for ships is mapped into an integration problem between separate so-
lutions from different perspectives, i.e., maritime service integration and com-
munication integration scenarios. Under each divided task, concrete infor-
mation and communication technologies can be explored to address smaller
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problems individually, such as information interoperability, application inte-
gration, network connectivity in challenged areas. These individual proposals
can be validated by various mechanisms separately, i.e., literature review, the-
oretical analysis, case studies and simulations, in order to make sure that each
proposal is correct within its own context.

• Based on the separate solutions, connection in between them can be exam-
ined more clearly and by examining the connection, some inherent problems
are interpreted through a different angle and novel ideas can be provided. Ap-
plication integration based on SOA is recommended to enhance service inter-
operability for IO of ships and with the maritime ontology to deliver a com-
mon understanding of the domain. IP-based optimizations are exploited to
improve network connectivity and the DTN architecture as a supplementing
policy is suggested to handle extreme maritime communication challenges.
When combining the separate interoperability and connectivity approaches
together, it appears apparent that the SOA integration methodology should
be followed and a similar DTN mechanism will be desired. Therefore, it be-
comes natural to argue for the SOA-based communication mediator which
can also emerge as a promising solution to the future Internet architecture. In
addition, the following advantages are achieved:

– Separate approaches can be studied more comprehensively and deeply
from investigating their connection and the usage under the specific mar-
itime domain. An overall solution as a combination of the separate ap-
proaches can be derived before any real deployment.

– By identifying and resolving inconsistencies between solutions that are
utilized within different perspectives, the theory of our integration-oriented
complex system development proposal was shown as useful at least for
this case study on integrated operations of ships.

– By viewing the issues of the current Internet architecture from looking
at the connection between applications and networks, from measuring
the connection between related separate solutions, the idea of service-
oriented network abstraction can be validated more logically in terms of
embracing architecture diversity, encouraging network evolvability and
enabling seamless integration to the computing world. The argument
for a service-oriented Internet architecture will be considered more con-
vincing as well.
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6.3 Further Outlook

This dissertation is an early effort towards integrated operations of ships, covering
a vast research area and multiple information and communication technologies are
touched. While comprehensiveness is ensured and diverse verification methods are
utilized, limitations exist in the following aspects that remain to be studied later.

• Although a comprehensive solution including diverse proposals regarding dif-
ferent challenges is presented with theoretical analysis and computer simula-
tions, prototype implementations are required in order to further evaluate the
overall performance.

• Specifically, from the network part, Web services based abstractions need
to be provided to cover the network heterogeneity and allow flexibility to
handle communication challenges, e.g, intermittent connectivity exhibited in
maritime scenarios.

• From the application perspective, new operating services and applications
need to be developed based on the service-oriented network abstraction, and
existing or legacy systems need to be adapted to the SOA environment via
gateway mechanisms or wrappers.
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Liping Mu, Andreas Prinz and Carl Erik Moe
University of Agder (UiA), Norway

E-mails: {liping.mu, andreas.prinz, carl.e.moe}@uia.no

Abstract — Modern information systems tend to be large-scale and com-
plex, and it has been observed that traditional information system develop-
ment approaches have problems handling very large systems. Efforts have
been concentrated on addressing these problems from the solution domain, but
less on the complexity of the problem itself. This paper attempts to uncover the
reasons for these problems by looking closer at system complexity, the causes
of complexity and the approaches that have been used to handle complexity.
Based on the analysis and a literature review, we suggest that some major prob-
lems of very large complex system development can be solved by treating the
development process as an integration task from a multi-perspective angle.

Keywords—Information System (IS), Information System Development (ISD),
Complexity, Integration.

I. INTRODUCTION

An Information System (IS) is a system that holds data and transforms them into
information and knowledge for supporting processes and communication within an
organization. It is usually a combination of Information Technologies (IT), peo-
ple, processes, data and their interactions. Modern information systems are mostly
software-intensive, in which software represents a significant segment in system
functionality and development. Information System Development (ISD) is viewed
as an organizational change project that aims at improving an organization through
the adoption of IT applications. Information systems play important roles in mod-
ern society. Most of the organizations today are information driven and informa-
tion sharing is often done by the interconnection of various types of information
systems. According to [1], organizations are increasingly developing information
ecosystems where the information systems, databases, workflows, people and in-
frastructure are integrated to build, maintain and dynamically update the myriad
views from different organizational perspectives. Both the size and complexity of
modern information systems have significantly increased.
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As the size and complexity of an IS keep increasing, so does the complexity of
the ISD activity. Benbya et al. have shown that the complexity of ISD comes from
two disciplinary areas [2]: 1) the area of the problem being solved (the problem
domain) and 2) the area of constructing a software solution (the solution or imple-
mentation domain). Therefore, in this paper, we consider two kinds of complexity:
the complexity in the problem domain focusing on the essential complexity, and
the complexity in the solution domain focusing on the accidental complexity.

Traditional system development approaches focused on addressing the complex-
ity that arises from the solution domain - accidental complexity. However, as mod-
ern information systems are becoming highly essentially complex in the problem
domain, the traditional way of addressing accidental complexity is not enough any-
more and the complexity of ISD deserves further investigation as also pointed out
by Lee et al. [3]. It has been recognized that essential complexity of ISD needs
to be handled as well, but most current solutions only tackle essential complexity
partially.

In this paper, we use the methodology of literature review to show that tradi-
tional system development approaches have mainly focused on addressing acciden-
tal complexity that arises from the solution domain, which is not enough for devel-
oping modern complex software systems with high essential complexity. To develop
complex systems like a modern IS in a traditional way often introduces “bootstrap”
and “adaptability” problems. We show that current solutions have started tackling
essential complexity but concentrate their efforts on handling adaptability, while
the bootstrap problem remains unsolved. The bootstrap problem is introduced by
the traditional way of developing an incompressible complex system. After analyz-
ing the reasons for the problems of developing a modern IS, we propose our idea
on complex systems development: to treat the whole development process as an
integration journey and use ontology to guide this process, namely the integration-
oriented complex systems development.

II. ACCIDENTAL COMPLEXITY IN IS

Traditional system development approaches have focused on addressing acci-
dental complexity in the solution domain. We explain this from the technical and
the social aspects. By technical aspect, we mean the technologies that have been
used for constructing the target system. By social aspect, we consider it as the man-
agement factor connected to the development activity/project being performed by
people. It is worth mentioning here that our way of categorizing the accidental com-
plexity of systems development in the solution domain is different from the view of
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seeing an ISD activity from the technical, organizational and societal perspectives
as for example in [4]. We focus on differentiating between the computer technol-
ogy part and the human management part in the process of constructing a software
solution for illustration purposes, see figure A.1:

Figure A.1: Traditional System Development Approaches for Handling Accidental
Complexity.

A. Technical Aspect
Many papers have mentioned that a significant factor behind the difficulty of

developing software systems is the wide conceptual gap between the problem and
the implementation domains [5, 6], the difficulty of representing problems in pro-
gramming languages and mapping them to the target platform. In this sense, ac-
cidental complexity of software systems development has been well recognized,
and it was usually addressed by lifting the implementation abstraction level. For
example, early programming languages and early operating system platforms have
shielded software developers from the complexity of the underlying computing en-
vironment dramatically. Further advances in languages and platforms during the
past two decades have raised the abstraction to a higher level, with object-oriented
languages like C++ and Java, reusable libraries and middleware platforms.

The introduction of technologies that effectively raise the implementation ab-
straction level can significantly improve productivity and quality of the targeted
software system, and open the door to new software opportunities that are acted
upon. However, the result is often a new generation of more complex systems and
associated software development concerns [5].

In addition, modeling has been widely used for addressing accidental complex-
ity. In the modeling world, a model is a formal specification of the structure, func-
tion or behavior of a system. Models can be used for system specification, enhanc-
ing understanding, system validation and driving implementations. A model of a
system that rests upon the problem domain is a simple version of the target system
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that has abstracted away all its accidental complexity of implementation. In this
sense, modeling handles accidental complexity by avoiding it in the first place.
B. Social Aspect

Technology has effectively alleviated the accidental complexity of software sys-
tems development, but it leads to larger and more complex systems with more dif-
ficult development and management work. There is a famous Chinese proverb say-
ing: one monk will shoulder two buckets of water, two monks will share the load,
but add a third and no one will want to fetch water. It tells us that the human or social
factor is often the major reason for increased accidental complexity of group activi-
ties like large software system development projects. Therefore, methodologies and
processes need to be used in order to manage this kind of accidental complexity.

An engineering focused approach such as Systems Development Life Cycle
(SDLC) is a systematic procedure to develop a software system through sequential
stages. SDLC has the objective of ensuring that high quality systems are deliv-
ered by providing strong management controls over the projects and maximizing
the productivity of the systems staff.

Likewise, conceptual modeling, the activity of formally describing some aspects
of the physical and social world, is done to help with the common understanding
and communication between users and developers during an ISD project. The ma-
jor reasons for the failure of ISD projects related to requirements specification de-
scribed in [7] include the lack of common understanding between people involved
in the development. Therefore, conceptual modeling can help decrease the failure
rate of ISD projects by enhancing the common understanding among developers.

ISD, which is created and embedded in the collective actions found in different
communities of practice, can be viewed as a process of social construction of knowl-
edge. The macro-phenomena in ISD are the result of the micro-interactions among
participants and artifacts used in the social process. The exploration of possible
causes of ISD failures has ranged from mere technological explanations toward a
rich and complex human organizational analysis, leading to more socio-technical
based ISD approaches. Vidgen et al. have pointed out that socio-technical ap-
proaches of ISD seek to engage the “user” of the information in genuine participa-
tion to achieve an acceptable fit between people and technology rather than forcing
one or both to change and adapt to the other [8].

III. ESSENTIAL COMPLEXITY IN IS

A. Complex Systems
There are various descriptions of a complex system from the literature, e.g., the
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one in [9]. Building on these many definitions, we define a complex system as a
constantly evolving system that is made up of a large number of nonlinearly inter-
acting parts which will make the overview behavior changeable and unpredictable.
Given the systems that we have developed and which are continuing to evolve in
all cases of life, it is clear that modern information systems are becoming complex
systems. They are large-scale, distributed and complex. Their complexity can be
further divided into incompressibility and changeability.
Large-Scale: Modern systems have increasing scale in some or all of these dimen-
sions: the number of subsystems and components, the amount of data to be stored,
accessed, manipulated, and refined, the number of connections and interdependen-
cies, the number of system purposes, and users perceptions of these purposes (the
number of disparate stakeholders).
Distributed: As communication and Internet technologies keep evolving, systems
are becoming much more decentralized and geographically distributed than before.
When we deploy systems today, the development effort concentrates more on inte-
grating existing components or systems than on building new ones. These existing
and new components or systems do not need to be at the same place nor have the
same underlying infrastructures or operating systems.
Complex:

• Incompressibility - as a whole, the structure and behavior of a modern com-
plex system cannot be easily described by one single rule, nor may they be
inferred from the structure and behavior of its parts. The system and its parts
sometimes have emergent behavior which cannot be predicted from their cur-
rent states and specifications. These characteristics introduce the incompress-
ibility of a complex system. Cilliers [10] has explained that incompressibility
means that there is no accurate (or rather, perfect) representation of the system
which is simpler than the system itself.

• Changeability - The developing process of a complex system often involves
the integration of existing systems or components and adding multiple func-
tions or new capabilities that have not been anticipated before. Therefore,
the system as a whole will have dynamic behaviors and functions. Mean-
while, the heterogeneous elements of a complex system evolve and change
individually which influences the whole system. These features explain the
changeability of a complex system.

B. Modern Complex Information Systems
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1) Incompressibility - Bootstrap Problem

An IS is both a technological system and a social one, and the interaction be-
tween them. It often spreads to all aspects and parts of an organization or among
organizations of a company. A modern company has usually more than one or-
ganization: corporate management, sales, marketing, engineering, product devel-
opment, IT infrastructure, etc. They are connected by the company’s IS to share
knowledge and information. Each organization has its own view of the IS and its
own use of the data stored in the databases. All these different views of the same
IS make the development of it a very complex process that often requires a refer-
ence discipline. Seeing ISD as a reference discipline demands different theories,
including economics, mathematics, linguistics, semiotics, ethics, political science,
psychology, sociology and statistics, along with computer science [11].

Even though modern information systems are becoming more and more com-
plex and the ISD process should be considered as a reference discipline touching
multiple theories, practical large information system development is still very often
a top-down process following the sequential SDLC mode, attempting to define a
model of the target system covering all views of it during system conceptualization.
After the conceptualization step, a complete abstract version of the system should
be developed and all assumptions are validated. It is worth mentioning here that
the non-sequential characteristic and the flexibility of Agile Software Development
[12] have made it quite popular for modern software systems development, but as
Agile methods meet many impediments for large complex systems development,
they are very often only efficient for small projects. Therefore, given that mod-
ern information systems are complex systems which are incompressible [13], and
modeling/abstracting a complex system is to compress it, it is not difficult to see that
finishing the first conceptualization step of ISD is nearly impossible if one follows
the top-down approach. This defines the bootstrap problem of modern ISD.

2) Changeability - Adaptability Problem

Apart from incompressibility, a complex system exhibits inherent changeability
as well, which necessitates the developed system to be adaptable. A modern IS
- as a large socio-technical entity has a high degree of complexity arising out of
the intricate combination of technical, human and organizational characteristics.
The relationships among those different factors are non-linear, which gives rise to
emergent behaviors of the system as a whole, making the behavior prediction of the
whole system very difficult. Also these different factors are changing over time,
exacerbating the essential changeability of the entire IS and the interoperability
problem between different components of the IS. The changeable behaviors are
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difficult or even impossible to predict, which explains the adaptability problem of
modern ISD.

IV. CURRENT APPROACHES TO ADDRESS ESSENTIAL COMPLEXITY

A. Concentrated on changeability feature - adaptability problem
Current system development approaches have started to pay attention to han-

dling essential complexity, but concentrate their efforts mainly on addressing the
changeability feature in order to solve the adaptability problem. We explain this
from the technical and social aspects as well, see figure A.2:

Figure A.2: Current System Development Approaches for Handling Changeability.

1) Technical aspect
Software systems development based on the modeling technique is evolving

from model-based approaches into model-driven ones. Stahl et al. [14] have ex-
plained that in the model-driven development field, models do not only constitute
documentation, but are considered equal to code, as their implementation is auto-
mated. The automation of the implementation process can push accidental com-
plexity handling a step further by liberating human labor and eliminating human
uncertainty factors.

OMG’s Model Driven Architecture (MDA) [15] is a famous instance of the
model-driven development methodology. It uses models to describe complex sys-
tems at multiple levels of abstraction from a variety of perspectives, and uses stan-
dard tools to automatically transform and analyze these models. It follows the tra-
ditional focus of addressing accidental complexity by elevating the implementation
abstraction level, but with its significant vision of lifting the abstraction level up to
the problem domain. Therefore, accidental complexity can be handled more effi-
ciently or even be avoided.
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Furthermore, MDA provides an open, vendor-neutral way to deal with the chal-
lenge of business and technology change. MDA separates business and appli-
cation logic from underlying platform technology by three important concepts:
Computation-Independent Models (CIM), Platform-Independent Models (PIM) and
Platform-Specific Models (PSM). CIM captures the business view from the stake-
holders’ perspective. PIM is the description of the target system without implemen-
tation details for a specific computing system. PSM defines the necessary details for
the specific computing platform in which the target system will run. By decoupling
with each other, business and technical aspects of a software system can evolve at
their own pace. Therefore, MDA can be considered as well designed for handling
changeability from both problem and solution domains.

Similarly, the Conceptual Schema-Centric Development (CSCD) approach pro-
posed in [16] is designed to tackle the fast evolution problem in the ISD field. CSCD
treats conceptual schema - the general knowledge about an IS’s domain and about
the functions it has to perform - as the center of the development process. The
conceptual schema of CSCD is like a PIM in MDA. When using UML as the con-
ceptual modeling language, CSCD can be considered as the MDA version for ISD,
with a broader vision of including not only the initial development of an IS, but also
its evolution.

2) Social aspect
Because of the changeability of modern complex systems, SDLC has evolved

from the initial well-known waterfall linear mode to non-linear ones, like the it-
erative mode. The iterative mode attempts to provide more ease-of-change during
the development process, e.g. rapid prototyping - after a quick requirements gath-
ering phase, a prototype application is built and presented to the application users.
Feedback from the user provides a loop to improve or add functionality to the ap-
plication. Another example is the incremental mode which combines both linear
and iterative modes. It breaks a project into smaller segments and provides more
ease-of-change during the development process. Agile software development is a
group of software development methodologies that are based on both iterative and
incremental modes. There are different agile methods focused on different aspects
of the software development life-cycle, in which, Scrum is widely used for manag-
ing the software projects [17]. Existing Agile methods are quite efficient to address
the changeability of both requirements and solutions but show limitations for large
complex system development as explained in [18].

Jacucci et al. [4] have pointed out that modern ISD as a complex activity has to
deal with changes from a number of perspectives: 1) from a technical perspective,
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the evolution of computing and communication technologies, the increased number
of systems and applications, and the increased inter-connection and dependencies
among them, 2) from an organizational perspective, the adaptation of structural and
operational systems to the rapidly changing markets and workforce diversity, and
3) from a societal perspective, the increased interdependent organizational activities
and social relations across geographical and organizational boundaries.

Therefore, Benbya et al. [2] have proposed to use Complexity theory (CT) as a
frame of reference to analyze its implications on ISD. CT is a new way of thinking
about systems and systems’ behaviors based on the idea that order emerges through
the interactions of organisms or agents. Having the same theoretical background as
CT, the Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS) theory is more often used in ISD projects
to cope with complexity and changes. Mukherjee has defined in [19]: a complex
adaptive system denotes an open ended system of many heterogeneous agents which
interact nonlinearly over time with each other and their environment and which are
capable of adapting their behaviors based on experience. If ISD projects can evolve
like CAS, such as the co-evolutionary software development process (see [20], [2],
[21]), then they should be able to evolve themselves to adapt to the changing envi-
ronments. Even though, CT and CAS have not been prominently applied in the ISD
context, they changed the way in which we view ISD and introduced complexity
thinking in IS.
B. The bootstrap problem remains unsolved

On one hand, modern information systems are becoming complex systems which
are incompressible. It means that if a to-be-constructed model of a complex IS
wants to capture all the possible behaviors contained by the system being repre-
sented, then that model must be at least as complex as the system itself. In other
words, the best representation of a complex IS is the system itself, and any represen-
tation or abstraction of the system will be incomplete and can lead to an incomplete
or even wrong understanding. On the other hand, system development approaches
have focused on addressing accidental complexity and the changeability, while less
attention has been paid to the initiation of large complex ISD. For large complex in-
formation systems, the development still follows the traditional top-down approach
with gradually using CT/CAS theory and Agile methods to cope with non-linear
behaviors and changes, therefore the bootstrap problem remains unsolved.

V. INTEGRATION-ORIENTED COMPLEX SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

Although modern information systems are incompressible, this is not an excuse for
not bothering [22]. Although there is no single representation that can completely
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capture the inherent complexity of a complex system and multiple representations
may lead to conflicts, that does not mean that incomplete representations are useless.
These obstacles of complex systems development encourage us to explore. If not
any single abstract version of the target system can capture the complete essence
of it, we can capture the system by different abstractions and from a number of
perspectives using multiple methods: pluralism. The system development process
therefore becomes an integration journey. If inconsistency and conflicts among
these different abstractions appear, a negotiation or trade-off is needed. A common
ontology among them is highly encouraged which can be used to guide the whole
integration journey. We explain this integration-oriented complex systems develop-
ment from the system perspective and the system development activity perspective.

A. From the system development activity perspective - Pluralism
Pluralism for complex systems development means to approach them from many

different directions using multiple methods. Multiple methods can lead to the in-
commensurability problem between them. Apart from that, different models of the
target system based on different perspectives can have inconsistencies or conflicts.
Despite these difficulties, the attractiveness of pluralism and multi-method research,
in terms of the richness and increased validity of the results, is expected to grow in
the long run [23]. Besides, if both the negotiation between different methods and
the connection between different models can be carefully taken care of, pluralism
for large complex system development will become easier. In [23], it was also
claimed that applying various systems development methods at different adminis-
trative levels of the business organization can accelerate the ISD process and change
management during the systems maintenance. The proposed approach is to view an
IS as a fractal enterprise that organizes itself towards well negotiated goals allowing
suitable local development approaches in different parts of the system.

B. From the system perspective - Ontology-based Integration
The fractal approach for ISD proposed in [24] is related to the idea of decompos-

ing the system into different subsystems, namely the “divide and conquer” method-
ology. However, the incompressibility of complex systems impedes us to decom-
pose the target system into subsystems or parts, and even if we manage to do so and
can use pluralism, the inconsistency problem of these different parts still increases
the total difficulty.

There is an example in the Telecom industry: a communication system is ex-
pected to have three main functions in terms of service delivery: quality, security
and mobility. Therefore, the development group was divided into three subgroups
according to these three objectives: one took care of quality, another was responsi-
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ble for the security and the third was to handle mobility. At the end, each group had
addressed its own problem perfectly, but after integrating these three parts together,
the whole system worked terribly poor. Therefore, dependencies and negotiation
among components have to be particularly considered very early and be well taken
care of during the whole integration process.

In the fractal information systems development approach, this is done by the
fractal enterprise idea: the enterprise develops and maintains a core information ar-
chitecture ontologically shared by all fractal entities. Applied to the service-oriented
paradigm, the core architecture may serve as “information bus”, where all fractal
entities may “plug in” for negotiation and realization of the common system goals.

According to [25], ontology is an explicit formal sharing conceptualization of
one domain, and it can advance the understanding, management and integration
of a system development process. Therefore, ontology is expected to be a chosen
negotiation tool. Particularly for ISD, ontology can act as an information integrator,
as it is more concerned with the relationships among entities than with the entities
themselves, and the semantics of these relationships can be consistently observed
in the ontology [26]. Therefore, ontology tends be an ideal integrator for complex
systems development.

C. A practical example: ontology-based data integration
A practical example of the ontology-based approach for data integration prob-

lem has been described in [27]. This example is in line with our suggested integration-
oriented complex systems development methodology. It focuses on solving the
problem of vast human interaction involved in exchange of data and facilitating the
information interoperability between multi domains in the oil & gas industry. Mod-
ern oil & gas industry is to a large extent a knowledge and information domain and
it relies heavily on a large amount of data residing in multiple heterogeneous data
sources (may belong to different information systems). In order to present these
data in a unified view to users to achieve the transparent manipulation of infor-
mation, it is important to develop an integrated IS that can benefit much from the
ontology-based data integration approach. Once we have translated the complex
system development problem into an integration task, the assessment of different
methodologies of complex system development can be as well achieved by com-
parison of different models of the integration solution. There are three well-known
models of data integration: warehousing, federation and mediation, see figure A.3.

In warehousing, data must be extracted, transformed and loaded from remote
sources to a local central repository named “data warehouse”. The central reposi-
tory provides a single access point to a collection of data copied from heterogeneous
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Figure A.3: Three Models of Data Integration.

sources. This model is very popular for achieving data integration so far, but it is not
appropriate for large complex ISD, because it tries to design a complete global sys-
tem model before any implementation processes, and this introduces the bootstrap
problem.

In federation, database systems are distributed and independent, preserving data-
base autonomy. Database systems can communicate with each other directly and
data can be retrieved via a middleware component. This approach complies with the
“divide and conquer” policy, with less attention to the integration goal which may
lead to the inconsistency problem for large complex ISD. Again, conceptually a
common global data model is required in federation which introduces the bootstrap
problem.

In mediation, there is a mediator who does not store any data on its own, but
rather provides a virtual view of the integrated sources. Wrappers are often used
to translate data access and manipulation requests between the mediator and data
sources. The mediator splits a user query into sub-queries, sends the sub-queries to
appropriate wrappers and integrates the query results locally. Therefore, the media-
tion model, which accents both decomposition and integration tasks, is usually more
flexible than the other two for large systems development. It can deal better with
autonomous and frequently changing data sources. Also, different local methods
can be used to develop and maintain local data models in different data sources.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have pointed out that the traditional system development approaches
focused on addressing accidental complexity, whereas modern systems have in-
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creasing essential complexity. Although work has been done to address the es-
sential complexity, most of them concentrated on addressing changeability, and in-
compressibility has been neglected. This is critical for large ISD, when they are
developed in a top-down manner. We have therefore argued that complex systems
development should be treated as an integration task from multiple perspectives and
the common ontology has to be taken care of to guide the whole integration process.
We believe that if we change the way of looking at a modern complex software sys-
tem and its development and pay more attention to integration, the difficulties of
large complex system development can be alleviated. However, future work is nec-
essary 1) to justify our argument line from enough practical examples and 2) to
evaluate our proposal for large complex systems development.
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Abstract — The Oil & Gas industry is moving forward with Integrated Op-
erations (IO). This includes a strong focus on data integration issues. There
are different ways to achieve data integration, and ontology-based approaches
have drawn much attention. For maritime data integration, the international
standard ISO 15926 has been developed to integrate and represent the infor-
mation in and across process plants. In this article, we follow the ontology-
based approach and use the ISO 15926 standard as well as Semantic Web
technologies to implement maritime data integration, to see how well they fit
together and prove the benefits they can bring for the next generation of Inte-
grated Operations.

Keywords—Data Integration, Ontology-Based Integration, ISO 15926, Seman-
tic Web, Oil & Gas Ontology, Integrated Operations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern Oil & Gas industry is to a large extent a knowledge and information
industry. It is moving forward with Integrated Operations (IO). The Norwegian Oil
Industry Association (OLF) has defined the term IO as “real time data onshore from
offshore fields and new integrated work processes. It was mentioned in [1] that IO
consists of collaborative efforts in the Oil & Gas industry to support operational
decisions about offshore installations by onshore control centers, developing com-
mon standards, integrated solutions, and new technologies. The first generation of
Integrated Operations (IO G1) has integrated processes and people offshore and on-
shore, improving the ability to support offshore operations from onshore centers.
The second generation of Integrated Operations (IO G2) aims for heavily instru-
mented facilities, heavy automation and multi-domain optimization of processes.
Thus, to solve the problem of vast human interaction involved in exchange of data
and facilitating the information interoperability between multi domains will be dif-
ficult. In other words, data integration will still be a significant topic during the
second generation of Integrated Operations.
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Within the Oil & Gas industry, data integration, also known as information inte-
gration, involves gathering and combining data residing in multiple heterogeneous
data sources (like different offshore databases) and presenting these data in a uni-
fied view to users (like onshore control centers) in order to achieve the transparent
manipulation of information. How to tackle the data integration problem in the Oil
& Gas industry is our main topic in this paper.

There are different approaches to realise data integration. Ziegler and Dittrich
separated the data integration approaches into different abstraction levels [2]: (1)
manual level, (2) user interface level, (3) application level, (4) middleware level,
(5) data access level, (6) data storage level. For manual data integration, all the
integration work is done by the end users. With a common user interface, end users
could use an interface like the World Wide Web to make a query. Application level
approaches rely on applications to do the integration job. Middleware provides
reusable functionality used to solve dedicated aspects of the integration problem.
For the uniform data access approach, a unified global view of distributed data is
provided. The common data storage method has to transfer data to a new data
storage with local ones being abandoned or remaining operational.

There are three well-known models of data integration: federation, warehous-
ing and mediation ([3], [4], [5], [6]). In federation, database systems are distributed
and independent, preserving database autonomy. Database systems communicate to
each other directly and data can be retrieved via a middleware component. Federa-
tion is considered as a middleware level data integration approach. In warehousing,
data must be extracted, transformed and loaded from remote sources to a local cen-
tral repository named “data warehouse. The central repository provides a single
access point to a collection of data obtained from heterogeneous sources. Ware-
housing is considered as a data storage level integration approach. In mediation, a
mediator does not store any data on its own. It rather provides a virtual view of the
integrated sources. Wrappers are often used to translate data access and manipu-
lation requests between the mediator and data sources. The mediator splits a user
query into sub-queries, sends the sub-queries to appropriate wrappers and integrates
the query results locally. Mediation is considered as a data access level integration
approach. As pointed out in [7], the mediation model is usually more flexible than
the other two. It can deal better with autonomous and frequently changing data
sources.

Another way to categorize data integration approaches is according to hetero-
geneity handling. There are mainly three kinds of data heterogeneities: syntactic
heterogeneity, schematic (structural) heterogeneity, semantic heterogeneity [8]. Ex-
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isting integration solutions are typically using shared information models in formats
such as XML, developing common XML interfaces to facilitate multiple data ma-
nipulation, handling syntactic and schematic heterogeneities. With semantic data
integration becoming popular; it is not a big challenge anymore to eliminate syn-
tactic, schematic and also semantic heterogeneities. Semantic integration is based
on the conceptual representation of the data and their relationships. Sowa defined
this representation as ontology [9]. Ontology-based approaches are widely used to
implement semantic data integration.

In this paper, we use the ontology-based integration approach together with ISO
15926 standard to address the maritime data integration problem. The paper is orga-
nized as follows. Section 2 describes ontology-based data integration approaches.
Section 3 is concerned with the ISO 15926 standard and Semantic Web technolo-
gies. Section 4 presents a case study of maritime data integration based on our
approach. Section 5 indicates the future work. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the
paper.

II. ONTOLOGY-BASED DATA INTEGRATION

Gagnon indicated that ontology-based data integration is to use ontology(s) to
semantically integrate data and/or information from multiple heterogeneous sources
[10]. In computer and information sciences, Gruber has pointed out that “an ontol-
ogy defines a set of representational primitives with which to model a domain of
knowledge or discourse [11]. An ontology typically contains the following compo-
nents: a vocabulary of concepts or classes, often arranged in a taxonomic, tree-like
structure; relationships between concepts; concept attributes or properties; and a set
of logical axioms that define the assumptions about the domain.

Wache et al. have concluded that there are generally three ways to employ on-
tologies to data integration [12]: single ontology approaches, multiple ontologies
and hybrid approaches. To understand these approaches easily, it is important to
know the concept of mappings. So they defined the term “mapping as referring to
the connection of an ontology to other parts of the application system, such as map-
pings between ontologies and the information they describe and mappings between
different ontologies.
Single ontology approaches: All information sources are directly related to one
global ontology which provides a shared vocabulary for the specification of the
semantics. This approach requires that all information sources have nearly the same
view on a domain, with the same level of granularity. This approach is vulnerable
to changes in the information sources.
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Multiple ontologies: Each information source is described by its own ontology
separately and mapped to each other. This ontology architecture is compatible with
change, but an additional representation formalism defining the inter-ontology map-
pings is necessary.
Hybrid approaches: A combination of the two preceding approaches is used to
overcome the drawbacks of them. A local ontology is built for each information
source and mapped to a global shared vocabulary. Sometimes the shared vocabulary
is also an ontology. New sources can be easily added with no need for modifying
existing mappings. The acquisition and evolution of ontologies are also supported.

Figure B.1 presents a typical ontology-based data integration architecture. In
this architecture, the hybrid approach has been taken and the system is based on a
mediation model. When implementing this architecture in the integration systems,
it is very important to define and develop the integrated ontology and to achieve
mappings.

Figure B.1: Ontology-based data integration architecture.

III. THE ISO 15926 STANDARD AND SEMANTIC WEB
TECHNOLOGIES

It was discovered that large traditional industries, such as the Oil & Gas industry,
are dependent on internationally agreed standards to maintain a semantically equal
understanding of shared domains in and across organizations [13].

The life span of an Oil & Gas industry plant is typically more than 50 years.
During the plants lifetime, the information that describes it changes little compared
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to the turnover of computer systems and data formats. Ideally, information about an
industrial facility should be treated as independent of concrete choices of data stor-
age, use, or representation. The information standard ISO 15926 has been defined
with the aim of providing formats and methodology to support this need.

PCA (POSC Caesar Association) [14], the leading global standardization or-
ganization for the process industry including Oil & Gas, has developed a method-
ology for data integration across disciplines and phases, and this work has been
documented in ISO15926. It is an international standard with the title: “Industrial
automation systems and integration - Integration of life-cycle data for process plants
including Oil & Gas production facilities. It is used for data integration, sharing,
exchange, and hand-over between computer systems. The goal of ISO15926 is to
enable data integration for process plants, in order to reduce redundant and incon-
sistent information in sharing data between different companies or organizations.
ISO15926 is introduced because of the requirement for a common terminology for
a huge number of heterogeneous data sources. The scope of ISO15926 nearly cov-
ers the whole process plant industry, including the Oil & Gas one.

ISO15926 contains 7 parts. Part 1 is an introduction document to the ISO15926
standard which gives an overview and describes the fundamental principles. Part
2 defines a generic, conceptual data model for the representation of the life-cycle
of a process plant. Part 3 defines an ontology for geometry and topology based on
concepts of ISO 10303-42 and ISO 10303-104. Part 4 specifies reference data that
represent information in a certain domain. The reference data library is common for
all users. Part 5 specifies the procedures to be followed by a registration authority
for reference data. Part 6 is the methodology for the development and validation of
reference data. It defines the abstract syntax of the reference data. Part 7 provides
an implementation methodology for the integration of distributed systems.

The methodology of ISO 15926 has been used in several research projects
funded by Norwegian Research Council (PETROMAKS) and important stakehold-
ers in the Norwegian offshore industry for developing an Oil & Gas ontology. The
Oil & Gas ontology might be expressed in several technologies and is standard-
ized to be a Part of ISO 15926. So the Oil & Gas ontology could be considered as
standard ISO 15926, but ISO 15926 is more than an Oil & Gas ontology.

It was pointed out in [13] that ISO 15926 has defined syntax and graphical rep-
resentation yet not formal semantics. It is built on EXPRESS (ISO 10303-11) to
specify its data model yet facilitates more accurate distributed specification. In this
case, Semantic Web with its main technologies like RDF (Resource Description
Framework), RDF Schema (RDFS), OWL (Web Ontology Language) could play
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an important part. These technologies allow the definition of logical relationships
used for reasoning, which sometimes EXPRESS cannot fully support. The authors
concluded that a transformation from ISO 15926 to an ontology language is an-
ticipated to facilitate reasoning. OWL was chosen here as the ontology language,
because OWL facilitates greater machine interpretability of Web content than that
supported by XML.

Therefore, we use the ISO 15926 standard as the methodology to implement
maritime data integration, with the Oil & Gas ontology being the integrated ontol-
ogy, and using the Semantic Web technologies to express the ontologies.

IV. A CASE STUDY IN THE OIL & GAS INDUSTRY

A. Data Integration Requirement
For companies that provide safety systems for the customers, Safety Instrument

System (SIS) is often needed. SIS is an automation system whose task is to detect
and prevent potential dangerous situations that can escalate into larger accidents. It
often contains the following subsystems: IMS (Information Management System),
PCS (Process Control System), PSD (Process shutdown), F&G (Fire & Gas), and
ESD (Emergency shutdown system). Different subsystems are independent, and
together they form a chain of barriers to prevent accidents.

SIS is passive during normal operation and it has to be verified regularly that it
actually will work on demand. This could be done by explicit full-scale tests. How-
ever, full-scale test is time-consuming. Alternatively, logged data from unplanned
shut-downs could be used to verify activated functions. Each system in the SIS
has a real-time database that stores logged data. In order to verify the functions,
it is necessary to collect data from various sources. These data sources are mostly
heterogeneous. Therefore, data integration is needed to get better functions.

We have developed a prototype of a tool for online analysis of SIS in operation.
This tool collects data from various sources, analyzes them and reports the wellness
of the SIS in operation. However, to achieve better state of data integration, we need
to break down the barriers between isolated information domains within the Oil &
Gas industry. Data integration is heavily dependent on the capability to semantically
recognize and the ability to reason upon the logical content in information, which
was also emphasized in [1]. Hence, semantic data integration for the SIS system is
required.
B. Data Integration Hierarchy

Using the conceptual layering hierarchy described in [15], combined with the
typical ontology-based data integration architecture we pointed out before (Figure
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B.1), a practical data integration hierarchy has been designed. The conceptual lay-
ing hierarchy has been widely used in ontology-based data integration scenarios. It
is arranged in four layers: data source, data source ontology, domain ontology, and
view. This hierarchy has two main advantages: flexibility (changes of one layer
will not affect other layers) and extensibility (adding a new data source with new
schema is easy). Figure B.2 shows the conceptual layering hierarchy and the prac-
tical layering used in this case study.

Figure B.2: Conceptual layering and practical layering of the ontology.

• The “data sources” layer stores the raw data. Usually the data are stored in a
relational database, such as MySQL and Oracle. For this case study, the data
source is the real time data from the SIS system.

• The “data source ontology” here is not a real ontology, since it does not repre-
sent a shared conceptualization of a domain which was explained in [15]. It is
the schema of the data source, such as the Cause & Effect matrix in our case
study. The Cause & Effect matrix describes the logic of a SIS in a detailed
way.

• The “domain ontology” is the real ontology, which provides the terminology
and taxonomy for the domain. Here we use the Oil & Gas ontology as the
domain ontology.
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• The “view” layer could use the common user interface to query for the in-
formation. The semantic querying and reasoning system is defined by the
software engineer who is familiar with the domain ontology and the devel-
oper tools of the ontology.

When designing such ontology-based data integration systems, it should be
noted that semi-automatic or manual mappings at different abstraction levels may
be necessary with the help of domain experts. Real life challenges such as hetero-
geneity, dynamics, distribution and limitations on data representation technologies
sometimes impose much more complexity than expected.
C. Implementation Methodology for Data Integration

ISO 15926 part 7 specifies the implementation methodology of data integration.
It answers the following questions: How is the ISO 15926 standard related to RDF
and OWL? How does the data integration work in a distributed system? ISO 15926
part 7 specifies generic templates and object information models (OIMs).

A template is a standard format for a kind of data sheet to enable a common look
for every user. It is a lower level model built upon ISO15926 part 2. A template can
be considered as a Lego block that you can use to build anything you like. If we
regard part 2 as “grammar” and part 4 as “words”, than the template is the “phrase”
of a sentence. The template is a generic model, and there are specified templates for
each field of industry. For example, there are templates for “pumps” and “piping”.
In the first step of data integration, you have to find out which templates fit for the
domain.

The OIM ontology specifies the template. It is defined by domain experts, which
means that each company that wants to use the ISO15926 standard has to participate
in the development of OIMs. The models in OIM give more specific information of
things than the template.
D. Overview of Data Integration Implementation

According to the user requirements, the data integration hierarchy and the im-
plementation methodology defined in ISO 15926 Part 7, we have designed a data
integration system as shown in figure B.3.

The following steps are necessary to build the data integration system:

• Mapping the Cause & Effect matrix to an OWL ontology based on the ISO15-
926 standard. The OWL ontology is stored in the facade. A facade is an RDF
quad store, set up to a standard schema and API (Application Programming
Interface), as defined in ISO 15926 Part 7. We have tried two approaches to
implement this part.
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Figure B.3: Data integration system architecture.

1. Manual mapping approach: use the ontology creation and modification
tool Protégé [16] to map the Cause & Effect matrix to the OWL ontology
based on the ISO15926 standard.

2. Automatic mapping approach: Use the transformation software JXML2-
OWL [17] to map automatically. (This approach is still in progress.)

• Mapping the real-time data to the data source ontology; depending on the
format of the real-time data, two approaches can be used:

1. Mapping from a relational database to an OWL instance: use the Jena
API [18] for implementation.

2. Mapping from XML to OWL: use JXML2OWL for implementation.

• The semantic query engine and reasoning engine implementation contains
two parts:

1. The query engine receives the query information from the user interface,
queries the real time databases and returns the query results. The query
engine is developed based on Jena API; and SPARQL (Query Language
for RDF) is used to query data.

2. The reasoning engine reasons the queries of the user, gets the semantic
information according to the ontology stored in facade. The reasoning
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engine is also developed based on Jena API; and the reasoning tool Pel-
let [19] is used as a reasoner.

• User interface: The user interface is user friendly. It supports keyword search-
ing and advanced searching with different conditions. JSP (JavaServer Pages
technology) is used to implement the user interface.

Mappings: The automatic mapping roadmap is shown in figure B.4. This map-

Figure B.4: Automatic mapping roadmap.

ping approach attempts to use the JXML2OWL mapping tool to lift the XML to
OWL. As we see from the figure, in theory, by defining the mapping from Cause
& Effect XML schemas to Oil & Gas ontology OWL, the Cause & Effect XML
instance can be transformed to the Oil & Gas ontology automatically. Similarly,
by defining the mapping from real time data XML scheme to Oil & Gas ontol-
ogy OWL, the real time data XML instance can be transformed to a real time data
OWL instance automatically. After the transformation the real time data XML in-
stance based on the Cause & Effect matrix will be based on the Oil & Gas ontology
OWL instance. However, the real transformations are much more challenging, es-
pecially when real time instances are involved. One of the major challenges today
is the mapping in order to have the consistence with the ontology. There are many
“dialects” in even the same XML standards, e.g. WITSML (Wellsite Information
Transfer Standard Markup Language) [20]. Hence most of the mappings have to in-
volve domain experts for the correct interpretations, which means the system must
involve consistence and correctness checking before moving on to the next step.
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Figure B.5: Jena inference structure.

Query and reasoning: The Jena API is used as programmatic environment, and
Pellet is used as a reasoner in the semantic reasoning implementation. Reynolds
has described a Jena inference structure [21] shown in figure B.5. We adopted
this structure in our case study. The ModelFactory is used to associate a model
to a reasoner in order to get a new model. The new model has the inference data
as inferred by the Pellet Reasoner. The OntModel API provides methods to find
the graph in the InfGraph. The semantic query system here supports querying of

Figure B.6: Query of instance.

instance, class and instance with timestamp. Right now only the instance and class
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query are fully implemented. SPARQL is mainly used as query language. The Jena
API is used for realization of the instance, and manipulating of the ontology model.
As shown in figure B.6, when the user queries the instance on the user interface,
the Jena Reasoning system finds out the class, to which the instance belongs; then
matches the class to the predefined SPARQL query method of the class.

Figure B.7 shows the query of the class. It uses the Pellet reasoner to provide
the inferred model of the given class, and also infers the status of the tags. The
query will list all the instances of the given class. Use the method in the Jena API
to get the description and local name of each instance. If the instance is a kind of
tag, it will also give the status of the tag.

Figure B.7: Query of class.

E. Testing Results
The users of all the integrated systems share the same user interface. The query

engine and reasoning engine separate the users from the data layer.
A prototype for the querying and reasoning system has been developed. This

prototype proves the concept of reasoning, and shows the improvement of data
quality and accessibility by querying the information. However, the main chal-
lenge of this designed system is the efficiency issue. There are still difficulties for
the reasoner to be able to efficiently deal with real time data.

Automatic mappings from real-time data to the Cause & Effect matrix have been
done as well as the manual mappings from the Cause & Effect matrix to the Oil &
Gas ontology. The JXML2OWL approach has showed some limitations when it
comes to heterogeneous data sources. It simply supports the match between the
XML tree view and the OWL graph view. It is not possible to add any restrictions
in the newly created OWL file. So it is better to manually map the local ontology to
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the domain ontology with participation of the domain experts.
System facades store the data source ontology. Each system facades can han-

dover its data to a group facades. The group facades stores the integrated ontology
of the whole group. The reasoning engine reasons through the group facades to get
the integrated meaning of the query user input. Then the reasoning engine sends the
result back to the query engine. Therefore, the query engine can use the result from
the reasoning engine to implement semantic query handling of the real-time data.

Based on the analysis and the implementation of data integration, this case study
has proved that the ISO15926 standard is very useful in the SIS system to realize
data integration.

V. FUTURE WORK

First we have to improve the query mechanism to support search through times-
tamps, so that the safety person could be able to get the information from offshore
of any time or time range. Then we need to improve the mapping mechanism to sup-
port automatic mappings from the Cause & Effect matrix to the Oil & Gas ontology
to reduce the vast human interaction work.

Another task is to fulfill application integration. Data integration concerns in-
tegration on the data and information level, and application integration considers
integration on the level of application logic or integration of functionalities. For the
maritime industry nowadays such as in the “Maritime Communications - broadband
at sea (MarCom)” project (2007-2010), integration of applications is necessary.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we introduced data integration and the integration requirement in the
maritime industry. Some general integration approaches are categorized and com-
pared, focusing on ontology-based ones. We gave an overview of the ISO 15926
standard and the Semantic Web technologies. A case study of maritime data integra-
tion has been presented. This case study has followed the ontology-based approach
with standard ISO 15926 as the methodology; Semantic Web technologies have
been adopted for implementation. The result has proved the benefits they can bring
for the maritime information sharing and further the Integrated Operations applica-
tions, and also showed the real life challenges that have to be fairly solved in the
future work. We would like to draw a conclusion that the ISO15926 standard and
the Semantic Web technologies are suitable to use in the SIS system. They together
could greatly improve the current system with the real life challenges being handled
step by step.
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Abstract — The rapid evolution of terrestrial wireless systems has brought
mobile users more and more desired communication services. Maritime cus-
tomers are asking for the same, such as the concepts of “Broadband at Sea” and
“Maritime Internet”. Quite a lot of research work has focused on the develop-
ment of new and better maritime communication technologies, but less atten-
tion has been paid on interworking of multiple maritime wireless networks or
on satisfying service provisioning. To address this, an integrated wireless Com-
munication Architecture for Maritime Sector (CAMS) has been introduced in
this article. CAMS is aimed at 1) granting maritime customers uninterrupted
connectivity through the best available network and 2) providing them with
the best-provisioned communication services in terms of mobility, security and
Quality of Experience (QoE). To address mobility challenge, the IEEE 802.21
standard is recommended to be used in CAMS in order to achieve seamless
handover. CAMS provides application-level QoE support attending to the lim-
ited communication resources (e.g. bandwidth) at sea. Certain security con-
siderations have also been proposed to supplement this architecture.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the development of new applications and the fast evolution of wireless
communication technologies, maritime customers are demanding better communi-
cation solutions to satisfy the increasing user requirements. In this context, concepts
like “Broadband at Sea” and “Maritime Internet” have become popular [1].

Newer security and transport related applications such as video surveillance for
piracy prevention and real-time updates of navigational data are increasingly being
used. Besides, the usage of personal and business purpose applications like tele-
phony and email are also considered while implementing communication systems
for ship’s management.
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Some of these newly envisaged applications demand a strict network Quality
of Service (QoS) such as guaranteed bandwidth and lower delays, and some re-
quire uninterrupted Internet connectivity. On the other hand, the fast evolution of
wireless communication technologies provides maritime customers opportunity to
achieve better and faster ship-to-ship and ship-to-shore communications. For exam-
ple, maritime mesh networks based on long range wireless technology (WiMAX)
[2] is a promising solution, and satellite broadband such as VSAT (Very Small
Aperture Terminals) service is changing maritime communications dramatically. At
the same time, last-mile wireless access technologies, such as IEEE 802.11, IEEE
802.16, 3GPP standards for cellular access networks, keep contributing to the near-
shore communications. In order to efficiently use these wireless communication
systems and take advantage of the various available features, procedures to integrate
these networks and to automatically select the best underlying network are desired.
To satisfy the different maritime communication requirements, network resources
have to be utilized reasonably and communication services have to be provisioned
and tailored to user requirements. Furthermore, mobility handling mechanisms are
necessary so as to achieve a seamless mobility experience when switching between
different underlying networks.

In this article, an integrated wireless Communication Architecture for Maritime
Sector (CAMS) is introduced to address both application requirements and rapid
technology evolution. CAMS is aimed at satisfying always-best-connected require-
ment and better services-provisioning in terms of mobility, security and QoE.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section II, maritime customer
communication requirements are identified. Section III extracts the key system re-
quirements for maritime communication. Then, in Section IV, the integrated mar-
itime communication architecture is presented. Finally, Section V concludes this
paper and points out future work.

II. MARITIME CUSTOMER COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS

Maritime communication is becoming more important in both commercial and
research fields, especially in countries like Norway, which has economic depen-
dency on an ocean area about six times the size of its mainland. After having
contacted many maritime customers [1], we have acquired a detailed list of user
requirements for maritime communication as given below.
Make use of available bandwidths as much as possible

Customers on ship are willing to keep in touch with shore centers and to use
Internet anytime, anywhere on any device, and they prefer to have the possibility
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of being best connected to the available network in terms of bandwidth, quality
and cost. For example, when the ship is moving to an area covered by terrestrial
communication networks, services provided by these systems are mostly desirable.
Classify data traffic to optimize the usage of bandwidth

Bandwidth is a limited resource especially in the maritime scenario that drasti-
cally changes with geography. For example, in harbors WiFi is available to support
high bandwidth with very low price, whereas far out into the sea (far northern area
for Norway), only satellites can provide low bandwidth connectivity characterized
with high cost and long propagation delays. Therefore, maritime communication
resources have to be utilized reasonably and intelligently by classifying and priori-
tizing the communication traffic.
Service continuity at different locations and via different devices

Continuous land-based assistance and navigation are always in high demand.
Service continuity becomes an important topic especially during the switching be-
tween different maritime wireless networks. For instance, a customer on-board who
fills out an important on-line report to the shore center while the ship moves from
communicating via satellite to WiMAX in a port, would want to keep the session
uninterrupted during the transition.
More secured information exchange and Internet connectivity

It has become a security problem for shipping companies that the crew, while
surfing the Internet and often unintentionally, exposes the on-board systems to
viruses and hacking attacks. Security is a critical factor in the “Maritime Internet”
context. Authentication and authorization mechanisms are needed for preventing
attacks to the system. Also, traffic control to some extent is necessary for prevent-
ing less important data traffic from clogging the channels so as to enable the critical
data to get through.

III. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS FOR MARITIME COMMUNICATION

If we translate these maritime user communication requirements into system re-
quirements, the target communication system is expected to have the following
capabilities: provide optimum connectivity, mobility handling, QoE support and
security.
Connectivity

With respect to maritime communications, almost all of them are based on wire-
less communication technologies. Compared to terrestrial wireless communication,
it is challenging to deploy cellular systems at sea to achieve high data-rate trans-
mission because of the geographic restrictions. So far, Frequency Modulation (FM)
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radio technology like narrowband Ultra High Frequency (UHF) and Very High Fre-
quency (VHF) are widely used for ship-to-shore communication, with cellular sys-
tems used for near port waters. Satellites such as International Maritime Satellite
(INMARSAT) are often used for long-range ship-to-ship and ship-to-shore commu-
nications. However, due to the fact that FM radio transmission has a low data-rate
characteristic and satellite communication is quite expensive, considerable effort
has been devoted to the development of new maritime wireless communication
technologies and cheaper satellite services. Maritime mobile WiMAX networks
have drawn much attention [2]. Furthermore, advances in antenna technology and
satellite coverage have combined to make VSAT Ku Band satellite services very at-
tractive, as they can provide higher data-rate transmission, good Quality of Service,
compatibility with IP networks and flat-rate charging.

All in all, the target maritime communication system needs to use these exist-
ing or future maritime wireless networks to provide customers basic connectivity
services.
Mobility

There are four types of mobility defined in [3] mainly from the user’s point of
view: terminal, personal, session and service mobility. In [4], four levels of network
interworking for mobility handling are distinguished from an operator’s perspective:

• Level A would allow a user to get access to a set of services available in a
visited network while relying on his/her home network credentials;

• Level B would allow users to be able to get access to specific services located
in their home network when connected through a visited network;

• Level C does not require users to re-establish active session(s) when moving
between networks;

• Level D provides seamless service continuity to satisfy service requirements
also during mobility.

An intrinsic characteristic in maritime wireless communication scenarios is het-
erogeneity, which refers to the coexistence of multiple and diverse wireless net-
works with their corresponding radio access technologies [4] and network proto-
cols. Therefore, integrating heterogeneous wireless networks in the maritime com-
munication scenario is required in order to take advantage of the different features
of each one of them, and all four levels of interworking are desired in the target
maritime communication system for mobility handling.
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QoE
Bandwidth at sea is a very limited resource due to the geographical restrictions,

which frequently exhibits great variations with the high mobility of maritime com-
munication entities and the switching between different underlying wireless net-
works. The QoS for an application session is determined by a number of factors,
such as the maximum bandwidth that can be allocated to it and the current state
of the network. It mainly focuses on the network perspective and attempts to ob-
jectively measure the service delivered by the operator: bit rate, delay, jitter, bit
error rate and so on. Whereas in the maritime communication scenario, customers
have the possibility of choosing from multiple underlying networks; applications
on board often have different capacity, integrity and security requirements related
to different traffic types (e.g. distress calls, alert messages transmission, remote
navigation assisting, confidential business data transmission and multimedia enter-
tainment applications). Therefore, subjective factors regarding quality of service
should be also considered in the target communication system. ITU-T has defined
the QoE concept as “overall acceptability of an application or service, as perceived
subjectively by the end-user” [5]. By considering both QoS and QoE when deliv-
ering communication services to maritime customers, application context and user
expectations will be fairly treated besides objective QoS provided by the network
operator.
Security

End-to-end security for ship-to-shore communication is vital, as ship-to-shore
communications are mainly related to remote operation, navigation and safe ship-
ping in which the integrity of exchanged information is vital. Additionally, business
information traveling among maritime partners has to be kept as confidential; indi-
vidual information for crew use is often sensitive. These confidential or sensitive
information cannot be exposed or subjected to malicious intent. Hence, security
mechanisms are highly desirable in the target maritime communication system.

IV. AN INTEGRATED WIRELESS COMMUNICATION ARCHITECTURE FOR

MARITIME SECTOR

Existing maritime wireless networks are often independent systems without inter-
working between them. Maritime communication service provisioning therefore
has to be supported by means of specialized service platforms that could deal with
quality, security and mobility simultaneously. In order to accomplish that, the first
key step is to design an efficient maritime communication platform architecture.

The Internet architecture was designed to push the intelligence to the end sys-
tems with dumb networks to provide fast service provision, but it only works very
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well when the network qualities are stable. Telecom network architectures are de-
signed to have complex networks to benefit simple terminals and relevantly guar-
anteed service provisioning, but the services they satisfy are often simple and flat.
Nevertheless, it is not difficult to identify the key technologies and marketing strate-
gies within the Internet and Telecom network architectures that have made them so
successful. For example, IP technology - a common interconnection element to ad-
dress heterogeneity - in the Internet paradigm has brought incredible success and
rapid growth. Similarly, the combination of mobility handling and QoS provision-
ing in the Telecom world has attracted ubiquitous users.

Figure C.1: An Integrated Communication Architecture for Maritime Sector.

Although none of these two architectures apply directly to maritime scenarios,
a tailored communication architecture - CAMS - that optimally leverages these two
paradigms can best satisfy the maritime communication requirements based on rel-
evantly harsh conditions. The architecture is shown in figure C.1. In this architec-
ture, IP is used as 1) the unifying technology to integrate different access networks
2) to follow the all-IP principle direction in communication evolution. The on-board
gateway as a mobile node is equipped with multiple interfaces corresponding to dif-
ferent access technologies (e.g., AN1: satellite networks, AN2: WiMAX networks,
AN3: cellular networks, AN4: WiFi networks). It cooperates with the onshore net-
work which behaves like its home network in order to fulfill the mobility handling,
QoE support and security enhancement tasks, which will be explained in detail in
the following sections.

It is worth mentioning that the selection of this architecture model is not only
based on performance criteria, but on its cost and feasibility as well. Any candidate
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architecture has to be able to backwardly integrate existing infrastructures while at
the same time be easily evolved. Hence, two characteristics of our maritime com-
munication architecture in terms of integration ability and scalability are central:

(1): In CAMS, the onshore network behaves like a home network for maritime
customers. Therefore, separate subscriptions between customers and any network
operator are not required. Customers have direct agreements with our home net-
work, and our home network has separate service level agreements with each net-
work operator.

(2): In CAMS, direct links between different networks are not necessary. Net-
works are connected with each other via the Internet, which is considered as loose-
coupling architecture [6] for network integration. Compared with the tight-coupling
model, it allows the independent deployment of each wireless network system.

Mobility Handling and Security Enhancement
Before finalizing any mobility handling solution, future trends for mobility han-

dling must be considered. Given the mobility management tendencies described in
[7], we feel three of them are most important in a maritime scenario:

(1): Different network operators will clearly provide coverage areas for the mar-
itime customers. Hence, it is important for the communication architecture to be
independent of administrative concerns.

(2): Existing mobility studies focus on solving issues between two specific tech-
nologies and many mobility mechanisms are within specific network architectures,
e.g., mobility handling in IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) and Ambient Networks.
Therefore, it is desirable to have a more general or intelligent mobility handling
mechanism that could be used in all heterogeneous maritime wireless networks.

(3): Mobility management is tending towards a cross-layer approach and favor-
ing both user and network requirements. In other words, it will become common to
gather an assortment of information from several sources: link to application layer
taking into account QoE factors.

These mobility handling tendencies need to be taken care of in our maritime
communication architecture. Since handover is the key enabling function for seam-
less mobility and service continuity, it is necessary to explain handover concept
first. Handover indicates the process by which the mobile node obtains facilities
and preserves traffic flows upon the change from one point of the network attach-
ment to another, and according to [8], there are three primary characteristics of
the networks that can serve to categorize handover: subnets, administrative do-
mains, and access technologies. Therefore, six types of handover have been defined:
intradomain, interdomain, intrasubnet, intersubnet, intratechnology and intertech-
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nology handover. We will discuss mobility handling for interdomain, intersubnet,
intertechnology handover based on interworking-level concept which has been in-
troduced in Section III. Inter-entity handovers are relevantly more common in the
maritime environment and considered more difficult than intra-entity ones.
Interdomain Service Access - Level A and Level B

An interdomain handover involves the switching between different administra-
tive domains, and requires authorization for acquisition or modification of resources
assigned to the mobile. In CAMS, the onshore network behaves like a “home net-
work” for maritime customers so as to let them be independent of administrative
concerns. Therefore, Level A interworking is required to allow them to get access
to services available in all “visited networks”. Authentication, authorization, and
accounting (AAA) functions need to be implemented in target system (see AAA
Server Service and AAA Client Service in figure C.1). AAA functions allow cus-
tomers to perform authentication and authorization processes in a visited network
based on subscription profiles and security credentials. AAA services are known to
cause significant overall handover delay. To address this, media-independent pre-
authentication interdomain handover optimization [8] can be applied in CAMS for
mitigating the total delay.

In order to get access to specific services provided by networks other than the
serving one - Level B interworking - requires a data transfer mechanism. Virtual Pri-
vate Networking (VPN) technology uses data encapsulation to achieve secure data
transfer between two or more networked devices which are not on the same private
network and to keep the transferred data private from other devices or other inter-
vening networks. There are different VPN approaches when it comes to wireless
VPN. Columbitech has proposed a session-layer solution: using Wireless Trans-
port Layer Security (WTLS) standard [9]. The WTLS solution enables secure and
convenient remote access to the corporate network in an environment with multiple
wireless access networks. Wireless VPN technology over WTLS standard is desired
to be used in CAMS in order to achieve three aims:

• Enable the transfer of user data between networks in order to give access to
specific services provided in a network other than the serving one.

• Allow initialized incoming connections when using access networks with Net-
work Address Translation (NAT) function.

• Enhance security for ship-to-shore communications based on tunneling tech-
nology (e.g., remote assistant and remote maintenance applications which
demand high security).
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On-board LAN, onshore home network and onshore head office can constitute
a virtual private network, in which AAA mechanism and tunneling technology are
both applied. Therefore, security could be enhanced in two aspects. Primarily, only
authorized users are allowed to access the ongoing information. Then, encryption
can help achieve data integrity by protecting message contents from being modified
under transit along the communication path.

Intersubnet Service Continuity - Level C
Service continuity during intersubnet handover often relies on the maintenance

of a permanent mobile terminal IP address which can be addressed by Mobile IP or
its variants. In Mobile IPv4, a foreign agent which works together with the home
agent is needed on the visited network, while in Mobile IPv6, there is no need
to deploy special routers as “foreign agents”. Also, IEEE 802.21 standard which
we will introduce later defines a set of handover enabling functions (for MobileIP)
with required functionality to perform enhanced handovers. Therefore, MIPv6 is
preferable in CAMS. However, considering that 1) MIPv4 works with IPv4 and
MIPv6 was designed for IPv6 2) the slow adoption and migration from IPv4 to IPv6
3) the handover performance comparison between Host Identity Protocol (HIP) and
MIPv6 in [10] and 4) HIP supports mobility between different IP address realms and
easier NAT traversal [11], it is difficult to say which mobility management policy
is better in the maritime context: stick to the current MIPv4 solution and move to
MIPv6 when IPv6 is available or embrace HIP-based mobility handling directly.
From the literature[10, 11, 12], we could expect that HIP is better than Mobile IP
solutions in CAMS, while future testing and evaluation is needed.

Seamless Intertechnology Handover - Level D
Intertechnology handover is also referred to as vertical handover which can be

further classified into two types [13]: downward vertical handover and upward ver-
tical handover. Downward vertical handover is to switch between two networks that
are both available. Hence, it often happens for convenience reasons (e.g., user’s
preference, higher bandwidth, lower delay, etc.), and the communication is still
alive if the handover does not happen. Upward vertical handover to another avail-
able network is mandatory in order to keep the communication active, because the
mobile customer is moving out of the coverage of the current serving network. In
this sense, decision making for downward vertical handover will be much more
complex and deserves more effort than the upward one. It is more important be-
cause of customers’ desire, e.g., when the ship approaches the shore, customers
are willing to use WiFi connection. It is more complex because it needs more in-
formation for feeding handover decision maker from all involved parts - networks,
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terminal and user - which is often difficult to get.

In [13], vertical handover process has been divided into three phases: network
discovery, handover decision and handover implementation. Handover implemen-
tation phase usually involves link establishment, higher layer mobility management
and AAA functions. Higher layer mobility performing and AAA functions intro-
duce significant delays during handover because of the difficulty of information
collection and the lack of smooth cooperation between link and higher layer func-
tions.

In order to address these deficiencies and help with handover decision making,
IEEE 802.21 standard [14] has been introduced. IEEE 802.21 defines an abstrac-
tion layer between link and network layer which can be exploited by the IP stack
(or any other upper layer) to better interact with the heterogeneous underlying tech-
nologies by mapping technology-specific primitives. A new link layer entity called
Media-Independent Handover Function (MIHF) is specified in the standard. This
MIHF entity mainly aims at exchanging of information and commands between up-
per and lower layers. The main function of MIHF is to coordinate the exchange of
information and commands between the different devices involved in making han-
dover decisions and executing handovers [15]. To upper layers, it provides a media-
independent interface in order to collect information from link layer and to control
link behavior. Regarding the different link layer technologies, it supports map-
ping between the common interface and a set of media-specific primitives. MIHF
is designed both for terminals and networks; therefore, remote interfaces such as
terminal-network and network-network interfaces will work together with local in-
terfaces to aid the interactions among all devices involved in the handover. These
interactions are provided by a set of services: event, command and information
services[15].

Since the MIHF entities within terminals and networks can talk to each other,
handover could be initiated from both sides. In the maritime communication sce-
nario, the initiation is preferred to be done by the terminal (e.g. the on-board gate-
way equipped with multiple interfaces) for flexibility and prioritizing user’s pref-
erence. While served by a given access network, the MIHF entity of the mobile
terminal can interact with the MIHF entity in the serving network in order to get
the information from other available networks, making it possible to initiate an in-
tertechnology handover with desired pre-configuration for the target network [16] to
reduce the handover delay. However, it is often necessary to have a list of candidate
access networks in the mobile node, and the MIHF entities need to be added within
all devices involved in the handover, together with the relevant protocols. Figure
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C.2 below shows the protocols stack in the client side on board and the server side
on shore of our maritime communication architecture.

Figure C.2: Maritime Communication Architecture Protocols Stack.

IEEE 802.21 framework does not standardize the actual handover execution
mechanism: handover decision-making or mobility management procedure. It rec-
ommends applying the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) metric for the handover decision-
making. However, in the maritime scenario, using only SNR for handover decision-
making is not enough since 1) there are different communication applications with
different QoE requirements and 2) there are heterogeneous wireless access networks
with different QoS characteristics. Therefore, several metrics could be combined
together intelligently and dynamically so as to achieve more reasonable handover
decision-making: SNR (or received signal strength (RSS)), QoS (e.g., bandwidth,
data rate, access delay, losses), QoE (e.g., context information, price, user pref-
erences, power consumption). Furthermore, a back-and-forth (ping-pong) effect
should be avoided either by a more robust handover decision-making algorithm or
by post-handover mechanisms.

IEEE 802.21 is designed to enable interoperability mainly among IEEE 802,
3GPP, and 3GPP2 networks. Similarly, ETSI has defined a broadband satellite mul-
timedia (BSM) architecture [17] to provide a mechanism to carry IP-based proto-
cols over different satellite networks by adding a satellite independent service ac-
cess point (SI-SAP) interface layer, aiming to achieve interoperability among these
satellite networks with different link layer technologies. BSM does not specify
mobility management mechanisms. However, the methodologies of heterogeneity
handling between BSM architecture and IEEE 802.21 framework are similar, hid-
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ing the differences by adding a common abstraction layer. Therefore, we could
integrate SI-SAP within the IEEE 802.21 MIH framework to enable the handover
between satellite networks and non-satellite networks in the maritime communica-
tion scenario, which is also recommended in [18].

QoE Support and Security Enhancement
Maritime communications are mainly based on wireless networks which often

provide limited bandwidth with different QoS provisioning. Furthermore, maritime
customers expect to have applications on board with differentiated parameters in
terms of capacity, integrity and security. To address this requirement based on
the restricted resources, application-level QoE support could be a good alternative.
Application-level QoE support can be done by 1) differentiating applications with
different priorities and 2) queuing their connections based on network conditions.
The priorities are assigned according to customers preferences and the connection
control takes place at the egress of the on-board gateway.

In CAMS, at first, different servers with different IP addresses can be used to
separate applications. For example, there are basically two categories of applica-
tions: one for administrative system and the other for welfare. Under each category,
there are several sub-categories. Within administrative system, there are emergency
messaging sending, safety and monitoring data transmission, reporting information
exchanging and so on. They could be assigned with secondary priorities. Different
traffic types (data, voice, video) can be separated as well, according to different port
numbers and protocols, such as real-time and non real-time traffic. They could be
assigned with third-level priorities. Therefore, the priority map is chaining different
queuing “disciplines” together nicely where ongoing packets are sorted by filtering
them on their protocols, ports, sources and destinations. The application-level QoE
support mechanism is shown in figure C.3.

Figure C.3: Application-level QoE Support Mechanism.
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By adding graphical user interface to the Linux QoS configuration technique,
the on-board gateway is able to intelligently allocate limited resources in accor-
dance with prioritized egress connection demands based on customers preferences.
However, it has to be carefully implemented to be available only for authorized
users. The application-level QoE support is mainly for shaping outgoing traffic.
It is difficult to shape incoming traffic from user side, because QoS policy deci-
sions for ingress traffic are controlled outside the on-board network infrastructure.
However, the onshore gateway can be used as an ingress connection “controller”
by queuing the incoming connections in order to reserve the channel for important
data.

QoE support mechanism allows the customer to configure the system in order
to make sure that more important data gets sent first, and various connections are
given more fair treatment than usual. Together with our proposed VPN solution
including a secure tunnel between the on-board gateway and the home network to
carry sensitive information related to, e.g. ship’s navigation and management, the
on-board gateway has the capability to route certain packets through the encrypted
tunnel, while separately forwarding unencrypted packets to the open Internet (see
figure C.1). The unencrypted packets belong to value-added services provided to
on-board customers who require such connectivity like browsing or multimedia.
This two-prong approach helps the architecture to have a fine grained control over
the data whilst avoiding home network with unnecessary data and routing infor-
mation. The secure VPN tunnel connects the two trusted networks (on-board and
home) through untrusted networks (access core and the Internet). By combining
separation of traffic and VPN technology, security can be further enhanced. How-
ever, more detailed security mechanisms will be left for future work.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work we have introduced an integrated wireless communication architecture
that tries to provide maritime customers ubiquitous services by integrating hetero-
geneous underlying wireless networks. Solutions for addressing key issues such as
quality, security and mobility are covered in this architecture with more detailed dis-
cussion of seamless handover. We believe that future maritime communication will
benefit much from integration of existing networks, and quality, security and mo-
bility have to be carefully addressed simultaneously considering user preferences.
However, future work is required to demonstrate the performance of our proposed
architecture:

• A new maritime handover decision-making algorithm will be designed and
tested in order to intelligently switch among heterogeneous maritime wireless
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networks and handover between satellite networks and non-satellite networks
will be further studied.

• Application-level QoE support on both on-board and onshore gateways will
be tested to prove the efficiency of reasonable utilization of limited resources
according to different application requirements.

• Wireless VPN technology and AAA functions will be applied to the maritime
scenario for measuring the security improvement.
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Abstract — Maritime ship-to-shore communication has to satisfy differ-
ent user requirements while suffering dynamic communication circumstances.
Satellite networks are the primary means to communicate between ship and
shore. The idea of compensating the deficiency of satellite communication with
other terrestrial networks is not new. However, focus was often on how to keep
users always best connected, without considering respective application needs
or the potential disconnections. In this paper, we propose a delay-oriented
satellite data traffic migration solution, exploiting the route repetitiveness and
predictability of ships, leveraging the delay tolerance of many communication
applications, with the support of delay tolerant networking architecture. We
use model-checking techniques to support our claim that a delay-oriented data
traffic migration approach can provide users with not only more reliable deliv-
ery but also preferred services based on some reasonable assumptions. Issues
and suggestions related to implementing the DTN-based traffic migration are
discussed additionally.

I. INTRODUCTION

The current primary means for broadband communication between ship and
shore is via satellite networks. Satellite communication is usually expensive, with
limited capacity, high propagation delay, high bit error rate, and there are special
problems related to the lack of coverage in places such as fjords, ports and at high
latitudes. Therefore, maritime customers are reluctant to use satellites to commu-
nicate, especially when large amount of data usage can be incurred, like satellite
Internet. Solutions to address these problems mainly focus on two aspects, one is
to improve the transmission technology itself, and the other is to exploit existing
communication technologies from an architectural perspective such as integrating
different maritime wireless communication systems. Our methodology is to follow
the latter, exploring different features of multiple wireless communication tech-
nologies. The integration of different maritime networks and seamless handover
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between them have been discussed in our previous work [1], but the traffic migra-
tion was mainly based on the network connectivity. In this paper, we explore further
on user preferred satellite traffic migration.

Basically, there are two types of application categorized from the users’ per-
spective in the maritime communication area: one is for operation and administra-
tive usage and the other is the individual (passengers, crew, etc.) type. When we
look at applications from this user point of view, the intuitive way of confronting
limited communication resources would be prioritizing the different types. If we in-
spect applications from a network perspective such as the transmission latency, we
can coarsely separate them into delay-tolerant and real-time applications. This way,
solutions for addressing limited maritime communication resources would be dif-
ferentiated data delivery based on different delay thresholds. One potential imple-
mentation is user-preferred traffic migration on delay-tolerant applications, which
we name delay-oriented data traffic migration.

In order to implement a delay-oriented migration strategy, network architectural
support is necessary. To this end, we explore a store-and-forward approach adopted
by the Delay-Tolerant Networking (DTN) architecture [2]. DTN is a promising
networking practice for challenged environments including the satellite communi-
cation. It was argued that the future Internet architecture should inherently consider
challenged networking conditions as a regular case rather than treating them as er-
rors, and one prominent example of achieving so is a DTN solution [3]. Before im-
plementing DTN-based data migration for maritime customers, a first-step testing
can be done by means of model checking techniques. First, we test whether a DTN
approach is able to cope with long and frequent disruptions in challenged satel-
lite networks compared to a traditional TCP implementation. This decides whether
or not the DTN-based networking architecture can facilitate data traffic migration
based on the delay thresholds. Then, we use model checking to prove that delay-
oriented data traffic migration can fulfil users’ requirements better compared with a
connectivity-based handover policy.

Regarding the real-life implementation of delay-oriented data migration, we
propose to deploy one DTN gateway on ship and another on shore. The on-board
DTN gateway enables the connection between local on-board networks and the In-
ternet via either satellite link or other terrestrial networks. Apart from that, it will
also decide whether to delay the application and handover to which candidate net-
work based on 1) the current ship location, 2) the history data and schedule about
travelling routes and 3) the characteristics of the application.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, related work is
discussed. Section III describes some application scenarios for data traffic migra-
tion in the maritime environment and the system support. Section IV presents our
delay-oriented migration solution, and the process to check the correctness of this
solution by using model checking techniques. The simulation and verification re-
sults are presented after. Then, in Section V, issues related to real implementing
delay tolerant architecture in the target scenario are discussed. Finally, Section VI
concludes this paper and points out future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Maritime broadband communication is important in both commercial and re-
search fields, especially for countries that economically depend on ocean areas very
much. Most of maritime communications have to rely on the wireless communi-
cation technology. Compared with terrestrial wireless communication, it is hard to
deploy cellular systems at sea due to the geographic restrictions. In this case, satel-
lite networks became the primary means for maritime broadband communication.
Although the satellite system provides almost a global coverage for connectivity, it
is still expensive for maritime customers to use it regularly to access Internet. Ideas
of complementing satellite with other terrestrial communication technologies have
been proposed in the literature. For example, in [1], an integrated maritime commu-
nication architecture has been investigated. Seamless handover between different
networks was discussed in detail together with the prioritization of different appli-
cations. However, intentionally delaying an application to a user preferred commu-
nication opportunity was not covered, which has recently drawn much attention in
the terrestrial cellular field.

Migrating data transfer from a terrestrial cellular network to other communi-
cation methods was mainly caused by the cellular overload problem. The way of
offloading has been influenced by the idea of opportunistic networking [4] and the
DTN paradigm. In addition to offloading cellular traffic to WiFi networks and fem-
tocells, opportunistic offloading [5], leveraging peer-to-peer opportunistic commu-
nication between mobile users, has recently become popular [6]. In paper [7], a sys-
tem called Wiffler for augmenting mobile 3G capacity using WiFi was proposed. In
this system, two important factors of individual mobile users have been considered:
1) the delay tolerance and 2) the offloading potential. The aim is to reduce 3G usage
by solving the trade-off issue between these two factors.

We share a common idea with the Wiffler system about leveraging delay toler-
ance of many communication applications such as email and file transfer. However,
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our targeted network for data to be migrated to is not limited to WiFi but other terres-
trial networks as well, and the migration aim is different. Our motivation is to help
maritime customers with more opportunities to use cheaper and better communica-
tion services. In order to do so, we exploit the DTN networking architecture, which
can also provide maritime customers with guaranteed data transmission in default
satellite networks when facing long interruptions. Our ultimate goal is to encour-
age maritime customers to use modern wireless communication technologies more
often, instead of traditional transportation methods like post for data transmission.
In this sense, although we recommend and enable customers to exploit terrestrial
networks as much as possible for saving cost, satellite use in the long run is not
decreasing but increasing as the whole data demand increases tremendously, in par-
ticular the large amount of data transfer for ubiquitous Internet access.

III. MARITIME SATELLITE DATA TRAFFIC MIGRATION

Delay tolerant applications are the main target of data migration in the maritime
mobile environment. The migration will focus on ship-to-shore communications,
where communication originated from the ship is examined. Communication which
originates from the shore such as remotely updating software on board will use the
same migration process, but it needs the satellite link to behave as a control channel
to exchange dynamic information between the two places. We do not consider emer-
gency messages transfer, because we assume that emergency information should not
be delayed and it is often transmitted via specific channels such as the marine VHF
(Very High Frequency) radio or the AIS (Automatic Identification System) link. If
emergency messages need to be sent out by all possible means, we can set the de-
lay threshold of emergency data as zero in our model. Figure D.1 shows a simple

Figure D.1: System Structure for Maritime Data Traffic Migration.

system structure for maritime satellite data traffic migration scenarios.
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Application Scenarios
Maritime navigation and operation systems often need to be updated frequently

with new and revised forms and requirements and fed with new information. Cur-
rently, administrative data communication between ship and shore is dominated by
emails with attachments sent via a satellite link or marine VHF radio. Since the
transmission capacity of VHF is limited and the satellite transmission is expensive,
larger amounts of data are still often transferred to physical storage media and trans-
ported by post or other delivery methods. This is slow, cumbersome and expensive
in the long term with high risk for errors and high delays.

Relatively, satellite communication has the potential to grow in ferries and cruise
ships with a large amount of passengers on board. These passengers are willing to
get good Internet services, such as web browsing, connecting to well-known online
services (e.g., Youtube) and downloading desired videos, and receiving subscribed
information from scheduled websites regularly. At the same time, passengers would
like to use mobile phones to take pictures and record videos, and upload them to
the cloud storage (e.g., Facebook) to share with family and friends. However, the
current high cost of using satellite Internet on board has made a lot of passengers
hesitate to try this service.

Therefore, making use of cheaper and higher-capacity channels is desirable,
which can be implemented by migrating data traffic from satellite to these channels
based on the users’ delay tolerances on many applications:

• Delay large administrative files and bulk data transfer to terrestrial networks
based on applications’ delay thresholds and the future connectivity to these
networks.

• Migrating large amount of individual data downloading/uploading from satel-
lite to cheaper communication services within users’ delay-tolerance limits.
Peer-to-peer opportunistic data sharing among mobile users can be further
explored.

System Support
Maritime Wireless Communication Networks Communication networks that are

able to support large amounts of data transfer in the maritime area are satellite net-
works and coastal communication systems. Satellite communication systems are
utilizing GEO, LEO and HEO orbits, in which, GEO systems are the best for broad-
band service because they can offer higher data speeds. However, the signals of a
GEO satellite cannot reach some polar regions and the propagation delays are high.
Following are some factors that can impair the performance of GEO based commu-
nication:
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• High propagation delay with RTT (Round Trip Time) around 600 ms in a
bidirectional GEO system [8]

• High transmission error rate with a residual PER (Packet Error Rate) ranging
from 10−3 to 10−1 for GEO mobile terminals [9]

• Lacking coverage at relatively high latitudes, such as Europe and the US,
where the small elevation angle may result in frequent link obstructions

As WiFi networks have been deployed in ports together with 3G/4G networks
installed along the coasts and offshore areas, terrestrial networks started to con-
tribute more to maritime communication. It has become possible to take advantage
of different features of multiple maritime wireless communication technologies, and
users can benefit from data migration to a preferred communication system.

Delay Tolerant Networking We already know that there are many factors that
can impair a GEO based data transmission. These factors and the combination of
them can contribute to long durations of disruptions and high disruption frequency,
especially for mobile GEO terminals. This will severely degrade the performance
of traditional TCP and other standard Internet transport protocols. Therefore, many
approaches have been proposed in the literature to handle this problem [10, 11, 12,
13], where delay tolerant networking exhibits as a promising candidate. We hereby

Figure D.2: DTN Architecture and the Protocol Stack.

choose it in the maritime data migration context because of reasons as follows: first,
it can improve the reliability of satellite communication; second, it smooths the
integration process of heterogeneous maritime communication networks, and most
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importantly, it enables delay-oriented data traffic migration. We list the detailed
tasks that a DTN architecture can bring to facilitate data migration based on delay
thresholds. The architecture itself and the protocol stack is presented in figure D.2.

• Management of interruptions over the default satellite access network, espe-
cially for mobile terminals

• Functioning as an overlay to handle interoperability among heterogeneous
maritime communication systems

• Dealing with dynamics during a handover transition

• Information storage at intermediate nodes to help enable intentional delay of
many communication applications

IV. CORRECTNESS CHECKING

A Delay Oriented Migration Strategy
A simple way to do satellite traffic migration would be: using the preferred

networks whenever they are available and switching back to satellite whenever they
become unavailable, such as the connectivity-based handover strategy described in
[1]. But this connectivity-based migration will not work well in the real maritime
environment because:

(1) Most of the time, ships are within the satellite coverage but not a terrestrial
network range, and the simple policy will severely limit the fraction of data that can
be migrated from satellite to other alternatives.

(2) Sometimes, connectivity via terrestrial networks lasts short with a poor qual-
ity because of ships’ mobility, and the simple migration policy will cause undesired
performance degradation for some applications.

Therefore, we should both make use of the delay tolerance of many maritime
communication applications and explore the predictability of future maritime com-
munication opportunities, in order to make a best migration strategy. The aim is to
maximize the amount of data that can be migrated from satellite to other alterna-
tive networks without degrading the user experience from intolerable delays. This
migration strategy can be supported by a DTN approach and the arguments are as
follows.

• Statement one: Exploiting a DTN approach to enable delay-oriented data traf-
fic migration can help maritime customers get better guaranteed data delivery
between source and destination, compared with a traditional TCP based solu-
tion.
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• Statement two: Introducing the delay threshold of a communication applica-
tion and using this to migrate data transfer to a preferred network can help
maritime customers get cheaper communication services without degrading
user experience, compared with a connectivity-based handover policy.

Simulation
We use model checking techniques to prove the aforementioned two statements.

Model checking can be used to formally verify concurrent finite state systems for
ensuring reliability. SPIN model checker [14] [15] is a commonly used model-
checking tool. SPIN accepts design specifications written in PROMELA (Process
or Protocol Meta Language), a verification modelling language. Correctness claims
can be specified in standard Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) that can express, e.g.,
safety properties (something bad never happens) and liveness properties (something
good keeps happening).

Before we use PROMELA to model our system and to prove the statements,
we abstract the difference between a TCP implementation and the DTN solution in
figure D.3 below. A TCP virtual link is like a direct link between the source and
destination whereas the DTN virtual link has a relay node in between to help.

Figure D.3: TCP vs DTN.

We therefore model the system by using three processes in PROMELA: the
source S, a DTN intermediate node R and the destination D. Regarding a TCP im-
plementation, if the channel between source and destination is available, it means:

• a) For a transmission to start up, the real link is available

• b) For an on-going transmission, the disruption duration is shorter than the
maximum tolerable disruption length of a typical TCP implementation (around
20 minutes).

In this case, the main task is to do a performance comparison (retransmission
mechanisms for disruptions and congestion control for random losses) between the
TCP and DTN implementations which was detailed in [16] and [12]. The correct-
ness checking in this paper will handle another case where the channel between
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source and destination is unavailable for a TCP implementation (no connectivity
support for a transmission to start up or the disruption is longer than the maximum
tolerable disruption length of an on-going transmission). Therefore, in the simu-
lation, the direct data transmission between source and destination via traditional
TCP will fail. It can be seen from the upper part of figure D.4 that the data transfer
between S and D is time-out. Then, we see from the lower part of the figure that

Figure D.4: Comparison between TCP and DTN.

the sender is trying the DTN approach by sending the data to the intermediate DTN
node R, and at the same time, a message of call for custody transfer(cfc) has also
been delivered to R. If R accepts the custody transfer, then the sender does not need
to worry any more, the DTN node will take over the task of reliable transfer and
implement its retransmission mechanisms. In our simulation result, we can see that
the DTN node has accepted to be a custodian and sent a (dtn,1) message back to the
source. Then it tried retransmission several times and finally got the data delivered.
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We model the second statement by using similarly three processes in PROMELA:
the source S, the DTN gateway G which performs the migration function, and the
preferred link PreferredLink. The successful direct data transfer between the source
and the preferred link means the source is currently within the coverage range of
the preferred network. The failure means that it is not in the preferred range and
it uses a connectivity-based data migration strategy. However, if the application in

Figure D.5: Connectivity-Based vs Delay-Oriented.

use can tolerate some delay and it prefers an alternative network other than satellite,
although the source is only within a satellite footprint, it can still use the preferred
connection as long as it adopts a delay-oriented migration solution and the time to
obtain the better connectivity is within the application’s delay threshold. In this
sense, with a delay-oriented data migration strategy, it seems that there is always an
alternative virtual link available other than the default satellite link, see figure D.5.

Figure D.6: Comparison between Connectivity-Based and Delay-Oriented.

The main difference between the two models for the two statements is the aim.
In addition to reliable data transfer from source to destination, the aim of the second
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model is to use the better channel as much as possible. At the same time, the DTN
gateway in the second model is more than a regular DTN node; it runs a daemon
program to a) read the data’s delay threshold b) predict the future connectivity of
preferred networks and c) intentional delay the matched data. Also, there is an
implicit difference: for the first model, the DTN node will run its retransmission
mechanisms till the data finally got delivered, but for the second model, if the data
cannot be successfully transmitted via the preferred link before its delay threshold,
then it will be transferred through the default channel instead of retransmission on
the better channel. As we can see from the simulation result in figure D.6, there is
no retransmission.
Verification

In order to verify our first argument, we make the following assumptions, which
are reasonable in real life.

• The transmission between source and the DTN node is successful because
it is often a stable link. For example, in figure D.1, if the source is the on-
board terminal, then the intermediate DTN node is the on-board gateway; if
the source is the onshore center, then the intermediate DTN node can be the
onshore gateway or the DTN gateway within the access core network.

• The DTN intermediate node is able to do custody transfer (retransmission
responsibility).

• In the future, there will be a connection between the DTN node and the des-
tination. This assumption is reasonable because of the mobility of the ship.

Based on these assumptions, we define the requirement of our first statement ver-
ification as: If a DTN node accepts the custody transfer and there will be a future
connectivity between the DTN node and the destination, then the data should be al-
ways successfully delivered to the destination and the ack packet should be returned
to the source. We formulate the LTL logic for this requirement using CRCDR, CUS-
TODY, STATE as global variables (CRCDR means the connectivity between a DTN
node and the destination; CUSTODY represents the custody transfer and STATE de-
scribes the status of the data delivery from source to destination). Then we get the
following LTL formula for never claim in SPIN:

p -> [] q

#define p (CRCDR && CUSTODY)

#define q (STATE)
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Similarly, we get the never claim formula for proving the second statement as fol-
lowing:

p -> [] q

#define p (CANDELAY && CRCDR)

#define q (STATE)

Here, CANDELAY means that the data can be delayed by prediction and CRCDR
means that in future, a better channel between the DTN gateway and the destination
is available within the delay threshold. As long as these two assumptions hold, the
data will be always delivered via the better connection.

(Spin Version 5.2.5 -- 17 April 2010)

+ Partial Order Reduction

Full statespace search for:

never claim +

assertion violations +

acceptance cycles +

invalid end states -

State-vector 64 byte, depth reached 0,

errors: 0

1 states, stored

0 states, matched

1 transitions (= stored+matched)

0 atomic steps

hash conflicts: 0 (resolved)

We used the verification function of SPIN to run the aforementioned two never
claims and we have achieved valid results, which means that our two statements
hold under some reasonable assumptions. Part of the verification result is shown in
the above verbatim table.

V. DISCUSSION

So far, we explored DTN mainly on its data transport capability, namely, the
reliable data transfer by custody and hop-by-hop delivery. Since the whole Inter-
net has not become delay-and disruption-tolerant, specific application gateways are
still needed to translate between packets and bundles, such as the gateway on board
and the gateway in the onshore office. The DTN design was chosen also because
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of its ability of integrating heterogeneous wireless networks, e.g., satellite and ter-
restrial networks, by deploying a common bundle layer into their protocol stacks.
The drawback is that the deployment of a bundle layer into existing protocols is a
non-trivial job. However, as long as we have the DTN gateway on board and on
shore respectively, and we assume that a DTN gateway is available or will become
available in the foreseeable future in the challenged satellite network, DTN-based
data management will be deployable, for both reliable transfer and user preferred
delivery in the maritime mobile environment. Following is a flow chart of the data
migration process for the on-board DTN gateway. We can see that the final data
delivery is either bundle delivery in the satellite network or packet delivery in a
non-satellite network. It means that the bundle delivery in a satellite network will
guarantee reliable data transfer and the packet delivery in non-satellite networks
does not require DTN support in these networks.

Figure D.7: Flow of the DTN-Based Data Migration Process On Board.
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VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we introduced a delay-oriented data traffic migration strategy based
on the DTN architecture to leverage the predictability of maritime communication
opportunities and the delay tolerance of many communication applications. We pre-
sented proof, through model checking, that a DTN approach can provide not only
reliable data transfer but also user preferred data migration to the maritime cus-
tomers. As the basic logic is simulated and verified before any real implementation,
further deployment is justified in a way that can involve more maritime customers
to be interested in it. The technical proposal will enable them take advantage of
heterogeneous communication systems and utilize preferred networks as much as
possible. However, further testing and implementation are needed:

• Conduct an investigation about the coverage range and other characteristics
of satellite and WiFi networks at ports in maritime countries like Norway.

• Implement the DTN-based data migration function above some test-bed wire-
less networks. Main sub-functions are the context-aware data migration deci-
sion making, the protocols translation and the migration process execution.
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Abstract — Current maritime on-board communications have to be en-
hanced for safety and security, where ubiquitous technologies can help, to-
gether with providing comfort and convenience to the crew and passengers.
Employing wireless sensor networks on board is one recent practice of imple-
menting ubiquitous technology for ships, where further study is needed be-
cause of the connectivity challenges. Meanwhile, it is important for an on-
board communication system to be reliable and flexible for handling emer-
gency situations. In this paper, we propose a solution of employing ubiquitous
technology on ships in a way that both connectivity and emergency handling
are examined. Two key aspects of this proposal are: 1) combine different on-
board communication networks into a hybrid system, enabling the coopera-
tion between them, 2) smoothly integrate these networks with a consideration
of backward compatibility, ease of deployment and connection to shore via
Internet. Simulations are used to support our choice between the separate
networks and a hybrid one from comparing mainly the communication per-
formance, and a combined integration approach is selected based on compre-
hensive analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

Communication is essential for maritime safety, security, integrated operations
and for infotainment purposes. Communication of a ship can be categorized based
on the route between source and destination, e.g., ship-to-shore, ship-to-ship and
the on-board case. In this paper, we focus on maritime on-board communication
which provides basic data for the other two types. User groups involved in the local
communication include on-board equipment, cargo elements, crew and passengers.
Communication between them are supported by the on-board infrastructures and
services, such as a sensor network, a personnel tracking system and a wireless local
area network (WLAN). Due to the harsh environment of ships for wireless com-
munication and the cost consideration, current communication solutions on board
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are not satisfying. For example, most ship owners nowadays have only a monitor-
ing system covering very essential equipment based on wired sensor networks, and
a personnel tracking system is seldom in place. Internet connection via a WLAN
on board is available merely in cruise ships and ferries. Safety and security can
be much more enhanced if more intensive monitoring on a larger amount of user
groups on board is achieved. Since deploying full-scale wired sensor networks on a
ship leads to complexity and high costs, in [1], a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN)
solution was proposed. After that, more papers [2] [3] have reported the experimen-
tal results of implementing WSN technology on ships. Although feasibility can be
justified from the literature, real deployments still meet difficulties.

As we know that neither a wired or wireless solution of deploying sensor net-
works on board will function well alone, to combine their strengths together be-
comes an intuitive thought. This idea was implemented in [4] [5] for an energy-
efficiency purpose. We apply it to the ship application mainly for tackling the con-
nectivity challenges and for increasing system reliability. Therefore, in addition to
wires, we also integrate the sensor network with other more established or to-be-
established networks, such as a WiFi-based mesh network, the crew/passenger net-
work, a personnel tracking system, and the global Internet. Reasons for involving
human beings and Internet into the picture are explained as follows. Sensor mon-
itoring systems on board are used for detecting abnormal operations, disordered
equipment and for fire prevention. Rapid human response is usually required if any
disorder or abnormality is detected. In this sense, it is preferable that crew carry-
ing mobile devices around can participate in the monitoring process anytime and
anywhere. On the other hand, it is desirable that crew-carried devices can perform
mobile sensing and data collection as well, especially during system failures. If this
on-board monitoring system can be seamlessly integrated with Internet, an ultimate
goal of future maritime shipping - integrated operations for ships - will become fea-
sible, where functions and personnel can be relocated from ship to shore based on
efficient land-based control, remote maintenance, real-time surveillance and so on.

In order to test that the integrated hybrid on-board network will increase com-
munication efficiency and system reliability, we use the ONE simulator [6] to eval-
uate some common scenarios, i.e., data collection in a monitoring sensor network,
information dissemination for personnel tracking, and direct communication among
people during emergencies. In addition, we investigate different methods of inte-
grating WSNs with external networks, and present our selection based on thorough
analysis considering both deployability and the particular maritime context. The
remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section II, related work is dis-
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cussed. Section III describes some application scenarios for using WSNs on ships.
Section IV presents an integrated hybrid on-board network solution, together with
a discussion about different integration approaches and our choice. Simulation and
evaluation on the proposed hybrid network are presented in Section V. Finally, Sec-
tion VI concludes this paper and points out directions for further work.

II. RELATED WORK

Maritime communication is important in many aspects. One example is inte-
grated operations for ships. The Norwegian Oil Industry Association has defined
integrated operations in the oil and gas industry as ”real time data onshore from
offshore fields and new integrated work processes”. An ultimate goal of integrated
operations is to relocate personnel and functions from offshore to onshore, where
communication plays a fundamental role. A traditional maritime communication
solution can be described as a wired on-board monitoring system connected to a lo-
cal area network which interacts with the Internet through satellites, shown in figure
E.1.

Figure E.1: The Traditional Maritime Communication Approach.

In papers [7] and [8], the ship-to-shore communication has been explored fur-
ther by using multiple wireless access networks. Vertical handover among these
networks based on the IEEE 802.21 standard is described in paper [7], and a sup-
plementary capability of Delay Tolerant Networking (DTN) targeting at challenged
satellite communication is depicted in paper [8]. From figure E.2, we get a basic
idea of how to enhance maritime communication from the ship-to-shore part.

In this paper, we move our focus from ship-to-shore communication to the on-
board case. A current popular suggestion of improving communication on board is
to utilize the WSN technology. WSNs are distributed systems, consisting of low-
power devices with integrated computation, sensing and wireless communications.
This integrated characteristic has popularized WSNs in a wide range of applications
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Figure E.2: Improved Ship-to-Shore Maritime Communication.

including operation monitoring, object tracking and detection. Different wireless
communication technologies such as WiFi, Zigbee, and Bluebooth have been ex-
ploited for the construction of an efficient WSN. Due to resource constraints of a
sensor node and the inherent feature of wireless communication, energy consump-
tion and the connectivity problem are two major issues in WSNs and have attracted
a lot of research work. In [9], a hybrid wired and wireless sensor network was
adopted for energy efficiency. The used wires were acting as short cuts to bring
down the average hop count, therefore reducing the energy dissipation per node and
the energy consumption of the whole network. Compared with their work, we focus
on addressing the connectivity problem when deploying WSNs on ships caused by
steels and aluminium materials. Apart from energy efficiency, wires placed in some
specific parts of the ship will function as connectors within an on-board WSN.

Connectivity problems in other traditional WSNs, such as a habitat monitoring
system, are often introduced by mobility of the nodes and low node density. There-
fore, increasing node density is one way to achieve connectivity, which is, however,
not recommended in most cases due to the high cost. Deploying extra communica-
tion infrastructures like a base station is another way, e.g., integrating WSNs with
a Wireless Mesh Network (WMN) for Internet connectivity, where the WMN acts
as a wireless backbone. It is argued in paper [10] that a WMN should be used not
only as the backbone but also for sensor node to sensor node communication. This
deep-level interconnection applies to the situation on ships as well. However, the
paper only considers the combination of WSNs with WMNs, in which, mesh nodes
usually support limited or no mobility. We also add mobile nodes into the hybrid
on-board network, because taking advantage of the mobility of some specific nodes
is an efficient way to achieve connectivity in WSNs. These nodes are called data
mules/ferries [11], and they have been well studied in the terrestrial WSNs scenarios
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but not in a ship environment. In this paper, we make use of both communication
infrastructures and the crew carrying mobile devices with random or intentional
mobility, to build an integrated hybrid sensor network on board. Communication
infrastructures in the form of wires and WMNs are used here as an on-board core
network, to address connectivity challenges, to reduce energy consumption and to
avoid inefficient data routing. Introduction of the crew network consisting of mobile
devices is a redundancy solution, aiming at the network reliability and robustness.
Mobile devices behave as normal sensors under failure situations and as control
centres when abnormality is detected, or they can function merely as relays.

Although networks integration, such as using WLAN and WPAN, together with
WSNs on ships, is recommended in paper [2], for the adaptation to various envi-
ronmental conditions, the paper does not specify how to integrate a sensor network
with other, e.g., well-known TCP/IP networks. Integrating a WSN with external
TCP/IP networks is not a trivial job. Numerous work has been dedicated to this.
Basically there are three types of integration, a proxy-based solution, a DTN ap-
proach, and directly using TCP/IP stack in sensor nodes. Implementing a specific

Figure E.3: Three Different Integration Methods.

proxy gateway [12] [13] between a sensor network and an external network is the
most common way of doing integration, because of its no need of changing existing
sensor networks or the external one. A DTN [14] architecture expands the proxy
method by deploying a common Bundle layer as an overlay covering both TCP/IP
network and non-TCP/IP network protocol stacks. Based on these overlay nodes,
late address binding can be achieved independence of the underlying bearer pro-
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tocols and addressing schemes. Directly running the TCP/IP protocol stack in the
sensor network had been long argued as non-realistic until the micro IP (uIP) im-
plementation [15]. After that, tremendous work has started following this direction,
such as Tiny TCP/IP [16] and 6LoWPAN [17] related solutions. In paper [18], a
complete IPv6/6LoWPAN stack for low-power wireless networks was presented.
We make a comparison between these three methods from a deployment point of
view, see figure E.3.

While implementing TCP/IP in sensor networks is considered as the ideal way
of interconnecting sensor networks with TCP/IP networks seamlessly, and to unite
all kinds of different sensor networks themselves, proxy-based approaches are the
most realistic way to pursue integration because of their backward compatibility.
Nevertheless, a specific proxy gateway only solves the problem of interconnecting
a certain type of sensor networks with others and it is not a generic architectural
approach. Therefore, in this paper, we make a combination of these three methods,
in order to aggregate their strengths and to proceed integration smoothly. For ex-
ample, the TCP/IP stack will be utilized in future deployed sensor networks; proxy
gateways are added to existing non-TCP/IP sensor networks, and the DTN overlay
architecture functions as a mediator when combining these two methods.

III. MARITIME ON-BOARD COMMUNICATION SCENARIOS

For monitoring abnormal operation or disorder of equipment
A ship has many types of equipment on board, and they are closely related to

each other. A failure of any equipment may cause problems to other equipment or
the main engine system, leading to abnormalities in the ship’s operation. Therefore,
it is important to monitor equipment as much as possible to reduce the risk of struc-
tural or engine failures. The current means of monitoring ship equipment are based
on wired sensor networks, and the sensed data is collected and transmitted to the
control server in the engine room in real time. Due to the high cost of cabling and
the complexity of deploying a large wired sensor network on board, many ships to-
day have a monitoring system only for their essential equipment [2], and the WSN
technology has been proposed to improve this situation.
For environmental measurements

Crew and passengers wish to have better lives on ships, provided by ensured
comfort living conditions, such as automatically controlled temperature, humidity,
and similar environmental factors. Above comfort, safety on board has to be contin-
uously guaranteed. External help is not easy to obtain if any crisis occurs on ships,
e.g., fires and explosions. Therefore, it is of high significance to prevent emergency
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situations from happening by assessing their possibilities of occurring before their
actual occurrences. This can be achieved by real-time environmental monitoring of
dangerous areas and suspected containers or cargoes (for cargo ships). WSN tech-
nology is recommended here for monitoring areas like walls or above the ceiling or
for a large amount of cargo containers. Optimization is necessary for efficient com-
munication under complex structures inside ships, before any real implementation.
For personnel tracking and locating

Surveillance of the positions and movements of crew on board is a requirement
for safety and efficient operations. It is especially important when crew members
are sent to dangerous areas for maintenance or other tasks. The surveillance of pas-
sengers can help alarm them when they are close to a dangerous zone, or for count-
ing passengers while they pass from one deck or territory of the ship to another.
The most well-known ubiquitous technology that is currently in use for tracking
personnel consists of Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tags and readers. Cost
is high for a RFID-based monitoring system being installed independently on ship-
board, especially if the accuracy requirement is high. It is also not easy to reliably
recognize an RFID tag carried by a highly mobile entity, and the equipment cannot
last long in harsh environments. Therefore, if a personnel monitoring system can
be based on the WSN technology and be integrated with other existing data net-
works, the communication efficiency and reliability will be increased at no extra
cost. Meanwhile, considering the fast development of modern mobile devices, in
the foreseeable future, a personnel tracking system will be able to employ personal
mobile devices directly. It is more convenient to deploy such a system than an in-
dependent RFID-based one, and useful for emergency situations, where crew and
passengers can self organize into a mobile ad-hoc or purely opportunistic network
for information dissemination.

IV. INTEGRATION INTO A HYBRID ON-BOARD COMMUNICATION

NETWORK

A Hybrid On-Board Network
In the previous section, we listed some common scenarios of implementing

ubiquitous technology on board a ship for local communications. We focused on
the WSN technology. Since the network performance of a WSN on board depends
strongly on the deployment of sensor nodes in real environments, which varies from
ship to ship, it is preferable that more general optimization technologies can be ap-
plied, before any real-life implementation. Our method is to increase communica-
tion efficiency and system reliability by increasing system diversity from integrating
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different strategies, e.g., involving communication infrastructures (wires and WiFi
nodes) and taking advantage of mobility of some specific nodes (crew carrying mo-
bile devices). This way, a hybrid on-board sensor network, see figure E.4, is formed
including wireless sensor nodes, wired sensor nodes, mobile nodes and WiFi nodes.
This hybrid network can be used to cover all scenarios mentioned earlier.

Figure E.4: The Future Maritime Communication Approach.

For a monitoring process to work, a sensor network needs to be connected to a
central entity that can access and analyse the data. In our hybrid network (figure
E.4), the sensor network is connected to multiple monitoring entities via multiple
means, upon a WiFi-based network which directly attaches to an on-board control
center, connecting to mobile devices carried by crew members which can behave
as control points themselves, and to the global Internet through ship-to-shore com-
munications. We explain this integrated on-board network in more detail by using
following three individual networks.

(1): Figure E.5 shows a basic WSN with focusing on the communication infras-
tructure support from wires. Communication technology within this network in-
cludes wired transmission, ZigBee and/or Bluetooth and/or WiFi short-range trans-
mission. A sensor node in the figure can be a source of data, an intermediate node to
forward data or a sink node for collecting data. Data is delivered between a sensor
and a sink based on either single-hop or multi-hop routing. After the initial deploy-
ment, this network is supposed to be fully connected and the data is transmitted in
real time, whereas the reliability is probably low and there may be unanticipated
disturbances or interferences in the future. The main purpose of this sensor network
is to monitor abnormal operation, disorder of equipment and for the environmental
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measurements.

Figure E.5: A Basic Sensor Network.

(2): Figure E.6 shows a WiFi-based WMN that runs as a core network connect-
ing on-board user groups to the on-board control center. Mesh nodes in a legacy
WMN case, behave as a wireless backbone to extend network coverage, e.g., con-
necting an edge sensor network to the Internet via a sink. In our case, we seamlessly
integrate these mesh nodes with the on-board WSNs by adding the sensor node ca-
pability to them. This way, a mesh node will have a twofold role: 1) as a powerful
relay node to deliver large amounts of data between sensor nodes and 2) as an ac-
cess point being contacted by any WiFi devices. Seamless integration is introduced

Figure E.6: A Mesh Core Network.

also because of situations such that data from sensors is needed by a nearby crew
member carrying a smartphone. The only possible path in a traditional WSN is
through the control server in the engine room, which leads to very inefficient data
routing. If the mesh core network is interconnected with the sensor network seam-
lessly, data can be obtained efficiently via nearby mesh nodes. We go a step further
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in this direction by expecting that future mobile devices will be able to contact sen-
sor nodes directly even without the help from an on-board core network, which will
be explained in the next paragraph.

Figure E.7: A P2P Crew/Passenger Network.

(3): Figure E.7 shows an opportunistic P2P communication network formed by
crew members and passengers. Modern mobile devices with WiFi direct, Blue-
tooth, or other communication technologies can be used for network construction.
The network has an opportunistic networking capability [14], which means that
data delivery can be carried out in a store-and-forward manner among opportunistic
encountered nodes. Therefore, data transmission in this network is not based on
real time but has possibly some delays. Such a network is useful in many circum-
stances, e.g., for personnel tracking, for cargo monitoring and for direct commu-
nication among passengers. If this network can be seamlessly integrated into the
previous two networks, crew members with random or intentional mobility will be
able to assist on-board sensing and equipment monitoring anytime and anywhere.
A crew-passenger tracking system will be able to use mobile devices directly and
cooperate with encountered sensor nodes or mesh infrastructure nodes. Direct com-
munication requirements from crew and passengers can be satisfied, which is very
useful for emergencies, e.g., when facing with communication infrastructure dam-
ages. Furthermore, the ship-to-shore communication attachment with the Internet
is no longer a single point upon an on-board gateway, but many points through dif-
ferent mobile devices. This crew (passenger) network and the previous mesh core
network are self-organizing networks, which facilitates fast built-up processes and
changeability handling. Therefore, we can deploy them in a flexible and incremen-
tal manner according to different ship interiors and different user requirements.
An Integration Roadmap

An integrated hybrid network on board shall have increased system reliability
and better network performance, which we will test in the simulation section. But
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before that, it is necessary to answer the question of how to integrate different net-
works. Given that the TCP/IP protocol suite is the de-facto networking standard
both for the global Internet and for local-area networks, integration between sensor
networks and the TCP/IP world is of major importance. As mentioned in related
work, there are basically three approaches, and we make a comparison between
them under the maritime context.

A proxy-based integration architecture relies on sink nodes to provide protocol
bridging between the sensor network and the external one, which can be imple-
mented by executing either protocols translation or stack virtualization on mesh
nodes on board. It has the advantage of keeping specialized sensor nodes with al-
most no disturbances to the network. Therefore, a proxy-based architecture is very
suitable for already deployed on-board sensor systems with dedicated protocols. As
the development of hardware and software technologies, a sensor node will have
more resources and more powerful computing capability. At the same time, most
mobile devices in the future will have global unique IPv6 addresses and the Internet
shall provide transparent pervasive accessibility and mobility to users. Therefore,
from a long-term point of view, implementing TCP/IP in sensor networks is an ideal
way of interconnecting sensor networks with others [16]. It is also the trend of inte-
grated operations for ships, which requires seamless interactions between on-board
equipment, devices and the on-shore control centres. Since existing TCP/IP archi-
tectures can not flexibly handle the case of different resource conditions of sensor
nodes, and mobility support is lacking, they must be integrated into a larger archi-
tecture, e.g., the DTN architecture. A DTN-based integration architecture is similar
to the proxy-based approach, but provides general mechanisms and an interface
that can be used for more occasions. With a DTN architecture, it becomes easy
to integrate different heterogeneous wireless networks from deploying a common
DTN Bundle Layer into their protocol stacks. Deploying a Bundle layer into exist-
ing protocol stacks involves activities towards both the lower and application layer.
Therefore, in our case, we allow the network to have a DTN networking capability
gradually, e.g., first the on-board proxy gateways, then the mobile devices carried
by crew, then more infrastructure nodes, and then specific sensor nodes. Besides the
architectural support for integration, DTN also provides a set of features which can
be used to overcome issues within problematic communication environments, i.e.,
the maritime communication. We can explain this from the following two aspects:

• First, a local on-board WSN meets a lot connectivity challenges because of
the materials and the structure used for building a ship. Participation from
the crew and passengers carrying mobile devices, supported with the DTN
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networking capability, can help mitigate the communication problem and in-
crease the system reliability.

• Second, it is anticipated that on-board networks will be connected to Inter-
net via the ship-to-shore communication, and most of the time, ship-to-shore
communication has to rely on challenged satellite networks. DTN is recom-
mended to be used in this context [19], and it enables user preferred data
migration from satellite to other terrestrial networks as well [8].

Figure E.8: The Integration Roadmap.

Therefore, we suggest an integration roadmap for maritime scenarios based on a
combination of different methods using the DTN networking architecture as a tran-
sition phase, see figure E.8. Future on-board WSNs can be deployed based on the
TCP/IP protocol stack, and they communicate with an on-board DTN gateway using
local area networks. The DTN gateway will transmit the gathered information over
the global Internet at places where it obtains preferred Internet access, e.g., WiFi at
ports. This on-board DTN gateway is either a static server or a mobile device car-
ried by a crew member. Thanks to the special position of a proxy gateway, it can be
placed where traditional sensor networks exist with dedicated protocols, or where
the sensor resources are extremely constrained and performance requirements are
high, by running some specific code on it [20].

V. SIMULATION AND EVALUATION
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Different ships often have different interiors and inner structures based on the
owner’s initial requirements, and these initial designs can change with time. Since
communication within a WSN depends heavily on the actual environment, it is not
trivial to generally simulate the connectivity challenge of deploying WSNs on ships.
However, as a connectivity problem of a WSN can be caused not only by the actual
surroundings, but also by mobility of the sensor nodes, we can simulate the con-
nectivity challenge of deploying WSNs on board by adding random mobility to the
nodes. This way, simulation is used to support our arguments from a more general
perspective. The primary input parameters for the simulation are: the node den-
sity, the mobility model and the routing protocol. We use node density as an input
variable and set random walk mobility to all nodes. Routing protocols are chosen
according to the scenarios. Usually delivery rate and delivery delay are two main
output parameters for the evaluation. Since we simulate the connectivity challenge
by adding mobility to all nodes and data is based on a hop-by-hop non-real-time
delivery, the delay parameter will lose its original value. It can be assumed that
the real-life sensor network implementation is mostly real-time data transmission,
and crew assisted data delivery is a redundancy solution which can tolerate some
delays. Other scenarios such as the personnel tracking, cargo monitoring and direct
communication among people are delay-tolerant applications. Therefore, we com-
pare only the delivery rates collected from the simulation which is executed in three
cases.

Figure E.9: For the Basic Sensor Network Scenario.

Case 1 is a scenario of WSNs on board for monitoring abnormal operation or
disorder of equipment, and for environmental measurements. A pure WSN on board
is simulated as a mobile network with all nodes having the same characteristics,
whereas the proposed hybrid network can behave as including some special nodes.
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Special infrastructure nodes have much larger transmission ranges and higher trans-
mission speeds. Other special crew nodes will have higher mobility, added by the
human walking speed. Regarding the routing protocol to be used in this network,
we exploit the first-contact protocol from the ONE simulator, routing only a single
copy of data to simulate the real-time ad-hoc data transmission in a discrete manner.
Similarly, as all nodes have been configured with random mobility, a geographically
fixed control center will not exist. Therefore, it is not necessary to have one single
destination in the network for the data collection scenario, as long as the messages
are unicast-based. Figure E.9 shows simulation results on the delivery ratio of data
transmission in a pure WSN, a WSN with infrastructure nodes and the one with
both infrastructure and crew nodes support. We can see that the higher node den-
sity, the higher delivery probability for all three networks. But if the node density
is low, which represents the connectivity challenges aboard ships, roles played by
communication infrastructures and the crew nodes are apparent.

Figure E.10: For the Personnel Monitoring Scenario.

Case 2 is for the personnel monitoring. A traditional personnel monitoring sys-
tem that uses RFID tags and PDA readers can be considered as a mobile network
with low involvement of communication infrastructures. Personnel’s coordinates
are only available when they pass places where tag readers are installed. As the fast
development of modern smartphones, e.g., being conjunction with RFID devices,
future personnel tracking will be able to use personal devices directly. It is also pos-
sible for a future on-board personnel monitoring system to be integrated with other
data networks due to the simultaneous location and data transmission capability of
modern ubiquitous technologies. We can simulate the future integrated personnel
monitoring system as the network having a much higher node density; data can be
routed in an epidemic manner under critical conditions and message copies are re-
duced in a normal tracking case. Senders and receivers are personnel nodes which
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have higher moving speeds but an overall lower density, compared with message
senders and receivers in case 1, but the density of the relay nodes is much higher.
From the simulation results shown in figure E.10, we see that a future hybrid person-
nel tracking system behaves better than a pure one in terms of successful message
delivery upon different node density settings.

Figure E.11: For Direct Communication and Emergencies.

Case 3 simulates a situation where direct communication among the crew or
passengers are required. Direct communication can happen frequently in the daily
life for an entertainment purpose. It is useful for the personnel tracking, and it can
be very critical in emergency situations. Therefore, it will be necessary for the on-
board network to enable direct communications, supported by a DTN networking
feature. A traditional on-board network without a DTN networking support will
not function well if the communication infrastructures are damaged, which can be
simulated by only a direct-delivery routing protocol being available. The hybrid
DTN-based network can be treated as supporting a flooding-based routing mecha-
nism, e.g., the spray-and-wait routing protocol. Results shown in figure E.11 tell
us that if the node density is high, such as in passenger ships, an on-board network
with the DTN networking feature will function better for direct communication sit-
uations.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we explained the reasons for applying ubiquitous technology particu-
larly the wireless sensor network to a ship environment and the challenges of doing
so. A hybrid on-board network which consists of diverse communication systems
was introduced to address the challenges and to handle emergency situations. We in-
vestigated different means of integrating wireless sensor networks with the TCP/IP
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world due to its popularity. From thorough analysis, we suggested a gradual inte-
gration roadmap for the ship application, based on a combination of three popular
methods, using DTN overlay architecture as a transitional step to achieve the fi-
nal seamless integration. We also implemented simulation to prove that the hybrid
network can provide better communication performance and increased reliability
than separate systems, when faced with connectivity challenges or infrastructure
damages. However, future testing and implementation are needed especially in fol-
lowing directions:

• Develop DTN applications for maritime scenarios, such as data collection
within on-board WSNs, smartphone-based personnel tracking and direct com-
munication among crew and passengers

• Provide a common standard middleware layer to facilitate the communication
between different DTN applications and the underlying data transmission, to
further enable future application development
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Abstract — Maritime customers will benefit greatly from integrated op-
erations between ship and shore. It requires integrating diverse information
services within a variety of communication environments, which is a complex
task. The common approach to dealing with complex tasks is to use a divide-
and-conquer policy and solve problems independently. Since there are mainly
two challenges involved - interoperability among heterogeneous applications
and connectivity through difficult maritime networks, to handle them sepa-
rately has become useful. While interoperability and connectivity solutions
work well individually, if we put them together in the maritime context, prob-
lems arise. Web services based interoperability solution assumes continuous
connectivity to the network, which is usually not available in the maritime
environment. Though adapting applications to such network conditions will
help, existing implementations are mostly specialized and non-generic. There-
fore, negotiation between separate solutions is needed: 1) applications must
adapt to different connectivity situations but in a service-oriented manner;
2) networks need to mediate the adaptiveness and follow the service-oriented
trend. As a concrete example, we suggest to implement the negotiation via in-
cremental deployment from wrapping existing mediation capabilities as Web
services towards a possibly service-oriented network architecture, where medi-
ation mechanisms and communication resources are standard services invoked
directly by applications.

Keywords—Integrated Operations, Wireless Connectivity, Service Interoperabil-
ity, Negotiation, Mediation.

I. INTRODUCTION

In order to enhance safety and security of a ship and its freight, more intensive
monitoring of the ship conditions is required. At the same time, comfort and conve-
nience are expected by crew and passengers. Beyond these requirements is a vision
of integrated operations for the ship, where functions and personnel can be relocated
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to shore based on efficient land-based control, surveillance, and management. Ac-
cording to the norwegian oil and gas association (http://www.norskoljeoggass.no),
the term integrated operations in the oil and gas industry means real-time data on-
shore from offshore fields and new integrated work processes. For ship application,
examples of integrated operations are real-time or near real-time updates of navi-
gational data from a land-based assistance system, remote surveillance of on-board
equipment and devices, and the like. Figure F.1 gives an abstract vision anticipated
by integrated operations for ships, with benefits such as improved decision-making,
higher efficiency and flexibility of ship operations, increased accuracy and con-
sistency of information, optimized navigation, better ship monitoring, maintenance
and resource exploitation, increased heath and safety, improved regulatory and legal
obligation, etc.

However, turning this vision into reality is a complex task. Complexity in-
volved includes integrating work process services which are heterogeneous, iso-
lated, suffering monolithic functionalities and incompatible data formats, connect-
ing equipment/devices located both on board and on shore in harsh communication
environments. We can divide this complex problem into two primary challenges:
1) interoperability among heterogeneous applications and 2) connectivity through
challenged maritime networks.

Figure F.1: The Vision of Integrated Operations for Ships.

For example, a ship is equipped with isolated sensor systems to capture opera-
tion data: GPS location (geographic coordinates), travel speed, engine temperature,
engine fuel rate, fuel remaining from the tank, etc. In order to monitor fuel effi-
ciency remotely, a monitoring system as a general-purpose IT system is running
on shore. It needs to be fed with information captured on-line and from on-board
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sensors. However, as the sensor systems are independent, provided by different ven-
dors and use different standards to represent and transmit data, interaction among
them and the onshore monitoring system becomes difficult. Furthermore, crew car-
rying mobile devices desire to directly contact some sensors whenever they come
within communication range, and there are requirements for new applications to
be added to existing sensor systems. These are difficult to realize because of the
interoperability issue caused by heterogeneous sensing applications.

Due to mobility and distances involved in maritime communication scenarios,
connectivity is a challenge. So far, FM (frequency modulation) radio technology
like narrowband UHF (ultra high frequency) and VHF (very high frequency) are
widely used for the ship-to-shore and ship-to-ship communication, with satellites
such as Inmarsat (international maritime satellite) and VSAT (very small aperture
terminal) systems used for long-range cases. Compared with terrestrial networks,
these systems show limitations in terms of transmission data-rate, transmission de-
lay, bit error rate and communication cost. Although cellular networks and WiFi can
be considered, they are only available for near port waters, and switching between
these different networks is not trivial. Besides, a ship entity itself is a difficult en-
vironment for on-board communications, e.g., the steel material and ship structure
impede deployment of local wireless sensor networks.

Regarding the interoperability problem, we used an ontology-based approach
and Semantic Web technologies to integrate maritime data for enhanced informa-
tion interoperability [1]. Integration at the application level is further recommended,
where a common Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) methodology [2] can be
adopted. With respect to network connectivity, we proposed IP-based optimization
mechanisms dedicated to the ship-to-shore case [3], and a supplementing strategy
using Delay Tolerant Networking [4] for extreme challenging situations [5] [6].
Separate interoperability and connectivity solutions work well individually in their
own contexts. However, if we combine them together for the integrated operations
of ships, inconsistencies can be found. Therefore, reasons behind the inconsisten-
cies need to be investigated, and compatibility between separate solutions must be
ensured, which triggered the research work presented in this paper.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, separate solu-
tions on addressing interoperability and connectivity problems are discussed. Sec-
tion III explains the inconsistency issue between them and relevant reasons. Sec-
tion IV presents a SOA-based negotiation approach following incremental deploy-
ment, with the intention to solve inconsistencies in a both backward-compatible and
future-proof way. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
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II. SEPARATE SOLUTIONS

Interoperability Solution
Integrated operations require frequent exchange of data and work processes be-

tween ships and onshore centers, where involved human interactions need to be
minimized. To achieve that, information interoperability and application interoper-
ability are desired.

Data Integration A data integration solution can help with information interop-
erability. Specifically in the database community, data integration refers to gather-
ing and combining data residing in multiple heterogeneous data sources and pre-
senting it in a unified view to users for transparent manipulations of information.
As a case study, we used an ontology-based approach together with Semantic Web
technologies to implement data integration in the Oil & Gas industry [1]. However,
as data integration happens after the operation transaction and typically in either
inter-day or intra-day batches, it does not apply to situations where real-time inter-
actions are needed. Besides, more and more data is fragmented among distributed
applications other than databases. Therefore, data integration alone is not enough
any more for the integrated operations of ships. Integration at the application level
has to be taken into consideration, and application interoperability needs to be en-
sured in order to respond to new data feeds, changes in logic, and new functions.

Application Integration Compared with data integration which focuses on the
data level, application integration manages the transactions that operate on the data,
for interoperability between applications or more generally among services. In
the context of integrated operations of ships, an application integration solution
should fulfill the following requirements: (1) expose a common standard mecha-
nism through which applications can interact, (2) shield services from underlying
different operating systems, programming languages, and other technologies, (3)
allow for reuse of existing and newly developed services, and (4) offer backwards
compatibility and migration to future solutions.

Service-oriented application integration as a possible approach has become es-
sential in the software industry, especially the business domain where new complex
applications are likely to base on the composition and collaboration of other ser-
vices. Figure F.2 describes the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) and a brokered
implementation mechanism through a service bus. In a service-oriented view, the
interoperability problem can be partitioned into two sub-problems [7], the definition
of service interfaces and the identification of protocols that can invoke a particular
interface. Web services use interfaces described in a machine-processable format
and leverage standard Internet protocols for interaction, allowing reusable software
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Figure F.2: The Service Oriented Architecture.

applications to be independent of operating systems, platforms and programming
languages. Web services have been widely used for SOA implementation which
can fulfill the aforementioned requirements (1), (2), (3), (4). Therefore, we expect
that service-oriented integration based on Web services technology can function as
the interoperability solution for integrated operations of ships.
Connectivity Solution

In order to integrate data and applications, which are distributed in different
equipment/devices located both aboard a ship and on shore, connection between
them is necessary. However, it is not easy to build or maintain the connectivity,
because of mobility, inherent characteristics of wireless communication and diverse
maritime networks. Hence, a communication integration solution is needed to: (A)
provide applications with connectivity through heterogeneous and challenged net-
works, (B) shield applications from the underlying communication problems, (C)
use communication resources efficiently and (D) allow for independent and incre-
mental deployment.

Two major trends for dealing with connectivity challenges are worth mention-
ing, one is various IP-based solutions and another is overlay approaches [8][9]. IP-
based solutions can be considered as different cross-layer optimization mechanisms
based on a common network layer - IP - to adapt networks as much as possible to
(traditional) Internet applications. Overlay approaches, on the other hand, enable
applications to adapt to changing or difficult network conditions, based on specific
overlay infrastructures.

IP-based Optimizations Given that the TCP/IP protocol suite is the networking
standard for Internet and has contributed to its rapid expansion, a lot of efforts focus
on IP-based connectivity with associated optimizations for challenging situations.
These optimization solutions employ variants of incremental fixes and patches to
adapt the communication environment as much as possible to what the respective
applications expect [10], in order to keep them less impacted or unchanged. Differ-
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ent IP-based optimizations can be classified according to their different implemen-
tation layers, see figure F.3. Examples include HIP and mobile IP techniques for
mobility handling, transport and session layer policies for QoS enhancement, etc.

Figure F.3: The IP-based Solution with Optimizations.

Normally, we can use IP as the unifying technology to integrate heterogeneous
ship-to-shore communication systems, and exploit the IEEE 802.21 standard to-
gether with a satellite extension to ensure seamless handover between them [3].
Optimized upper layer protocols can be further included for mobility and quality
handling. While such approaches definitely improve connectivity, they are unable
to address disconnections due to coverage gaps, missing roaming agreements, or
user policy (e.g., minimizing access charges), and are difficult to apply to existing
non-IP networks.

Overlay-based Approaches The aforementioned IP-based solutions focus on
mitigating the risk of connectivity loss and maximizing the connection quality by
hiding the particulars of the network from applications using abstraction. This ab-
straction works well as long as, from a higher layer perspective, connectivity is not
lost for too long and the necessary end-to-end communication can be established
[10]. However, this assumption does not hold for many maritime scenarios where
satellite communication is dominant. Satellite communication usually has limited
capacity, high propagation delay, and high bit error rate. There are special prob-
lems related to lack of satellite coverage in places such as fjords, ports and at high
latitudes. Moreover, maritime customers tend to use other means to communicate
rather than satellites due to the cost, especially when a large amount of data usage
can be incurred [5].
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Therefore, in addition to IP-based mechanisms, alternative solutions should be
considered, e.g., overlay approaches, application-specific mobility and disconnec-
tion support via various application protocols, and new clean-slate designs. An
overlay network is an application-specific network built on top of another network,
which can be incrementally deployed on end-hosts running the overlay protocol
software, without having to compete with the existing infrastructure. By contrast, a
clean-slate approach is to redesign the network from scratch to offer improved ab-
stractions and/or performance, while providing similar functionality based on new
core principles.

Compared with the application-specific mobility or disconnection support, an
overlay is relevantly a more general approach from the network perspective to tack-
ling connectivity problems, and it can be implemented incrementally and indepen-
dently rather than clean-slate designs. Therefore, we choose the overlay approach
to supplement IP-based solutions for the maritime scenario. Specifically, a Delay
Tolerant Networking (DTN) overlay architecture was explored because of its ability
of handling both network heterogeneity and extreme connectivity challenges [5].

Figure F.4: The DTN Example of Overlay Approaches.

The DTN overlay architecture, see figure F.4, is capable of dealing with inter-
mittent connectivity, via asynchronous message exchanges between decoupled end
nodes, at an expense of losing interactivity. It can take advantage of other types
of connection as well: scheduled, predicted, opportunistic and continuous, which
is meaningful for ship applications because of ships’ route repetitiveness and pre-
dictability. Furthermore, it is a generic approach to interoperability across radically
heterogeneous maritime networks.
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Therefore, we anticipate that a combination of IP-based optimizations and the
DTN overlay can satisfy the aforementioned communication requirements (A), (B),
(C), (D) and act as the connectivity solution to integrated operations for ships.

III. INCONSISTENCY BETWEEN SEPARATE SOLUTIONS

After the separate interoperability and connectivity solutions are settled, the next
step is to put them together under the maritime context. Within service integra-
tion that relies on Web services technology, the traditional TCP/IP protocol suite is
usually exploited. When using the TCP/IP protocol suite, applications are tightly
coupled with the communication mechanism. Applications must be responsible for
establishing all bindings necessary to perform communication, without awareness
of the nature of the underlying communication networks. As a result, applications
have to assume the implicit design, conventions, and operating modes of the net-
working underneath, e.g., expecting continuous and end-to-end connectivity.

However, as IP-based networks have difficulties functioning well in extremely
challenging maritime environments, alternative communication mechanisms are re-
quired. To that, we have proposed to take the DTN overlay approach. Although
the DTN architecture can help provide better network connectivity under harsh
conditions, limitations still exist [11], and modification of legacy applications and
specialized implementations are often necessary. For example, due to the lack of
deployment standardization, existing DTN applications are based on different de-
velopment platforms, deployed in different operating systems and using different
ways to communicate with DTN daemons [12]. Specialized DTN applications are
not interoperable with each other or with traditional applications.

Figure F.5: Inconsistencies between the Separate Solutions.

Therefore, inconsistencies exist between the separate service integration and
communication integration mechanisms, see figure F.5. In order to address the in-
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consistencies, negotiation between these separate solutions has to be performed and
there are basically three aspects:

• First, it is necessary for applications to be able to adapt to changing network
conditions, responding to different connectivity options, protocols, etc., in
addition to relying on the network to adapt to existing or legacy applications
through incremental fixes or patches.

• Second, instead of letting each application adapt to different communication
characteristics individually or specifically, there should be a generic mecha-
nism in between applications and networks to mediate the interaction between
them, decoupling applications from the underneath networking details.

• Third, the mediation mechanism should be provided in a way that newly de-
veloped or modified applications are interoperable with each other and with
standard services, and future application requirements and emerging network
technologies can be easily brought in.

IV. NEGOTIATION BETWEEN SEPARATE SOLUTIONS

The first aspect of the negotiation is from the service integration point of view
to agree to change. But the change cannot be specific or individual, it has to rely on
the communication integration to perform mediation as mentioned in the second as-
pect. Furthermore, service integration must keep its SOA character, which requires
the mediation mechanism to be implemented in a service-oriented fashion as well,
namely the third aspect. Figure F.6 depicts the negotiation process.

Figure F.6: Negotiation between the Separate Solutions.
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In order to enable the applications to adapt to different communication condi-
tions, following features must be realized from the network part:

1) allow fast detection and dynamic attachment to available resources
2) provide reliable transmission between network elements
3) support naming and late binding
4) ensure robustness in presence of intermittent connectivity, e.g., with enhanced
routing mechanisms, etc.
5) support multiple classes of service
6) provide various communication patterns, unicast, multicast, anycast, etc.
7) facilitate content-, context- and network-awareness
8) enable cooperation via effective trust & cost and enhanced security & privacy
mechanisms

If the implementation should follow a SOA methodology, the easiest way of
imaging that would be to deploy a communication mediator that provides all the
aforementioned network features to applications as standard services in a layer-less
manner, see figure F.7. This is very similar to the network functional composition
approach for a flexible Internet architecture [13], which decomposes the layered
network stack into loosely coupled building blocks to enable customized function-
ality composition in respect to application specific requirements.

Figure F.7: SOA-based Mediation Implementation

However, real life deployment of the mediator is not trivial. Exiting mediation
solutions shall be examined. Haggle [14] and the DTN architecture [4] are two
well-known examples, offering applications mechanisms to tune their behaviour to
challenging connectivity situations and to change their way of operation accord-
ing to the observed communication characteristics. Haggle is a layer-less network
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architecture design targeted for mobile devices. Applications delegate the task of
handling and communicating data to Haggle, which in turn adapts to the current
network environment using the best available connectivity and protocol for the sit-
uation and user-specified policies that allow trading speed, cost and power con-
straints. DTN architecture is designed as an overlay network to support interop-
erability among regional networks and for handling intermittent connectivity, long
or variable delay, asymmetric data rates, and high error rates. DTN connects re-
gional networks, e.g., to the Internet, by translating between incompatible network
characteristics and acting as a buffer for mismatched network delays.

Haggle is a clean-slate design which is considered relatively impractical be-
cause of the difficulty of deployment on the large worldwide base of IP networks.
Although DTN can act as an overlay on top of both IP and non-IP networks, the
Bundle implementation of the DTN architecture still has many problems [11]. Fur-
thermore, not all the mediation features listed before can be fulfilled by the current
Bundle protocol or Haggle. Therefore, in order to implement SOA-based media-
tion in the maritime domain, we propose a three-step strategy explained in the fol-
lowing sections. Step I encapsulates existing mediation APIs as Web services and
provides extra functionalities covering, e.g., security, resource and context manage-
ment. Step II deploys this mediator on specific mobile devices and devices on ships
first, applying independent and incremental deployment. Step III is to evolve with
the trend of service-oriented network architecture.

Encapsulating existing mediation APIs
While neither Haggle nor DTN architecture are ideal mediation candidates for

all communication environments, each has its unique capabilities which can be uti-
lized in the maritime scenario. However, as both have their own implementations
and APIs which are quite possible to change in the future, to develop applications
using these APIs directly is not a secure approach in terms of future proofing or
reliability, and causes interoperability problems. Besides, it is possible that another
efficient peer-to-peer or ad-hoc protocol can replace Haggle or a better algorithm
implementation can replace Bundle. Such scenarios dictate the need for an abstrac-
tion which can hide the architectural details from applications, a common standard-
ized platform which can provide sufficient flexibility to incorporate diversity under
widely accepted guidelines and standards. Web Services provide one such platform
for abstraction, allowing portability on top and the innovation underneath.

Therefore, our first step is to take advantage of existing mediation mechanisms,
e.g., DTN, but encapsulate the functionalities as Web services. This abstraction is
in line with the generic communication API (netAPI) proposed in [15]. In addition,
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we need to provide functionalities that are not covered by current DTN solutions,
such as security, trust mechanisms, context-awareness services, and routing man-
agement.

Research efforts which simplify the development of DTN applications exist, like
the TierStore filesystem [16] and the DTN Service Adaptation Middleware (DSAM)
[12]. TierStore is a solution that combines DTN aspects with the standard filesys-
tem, aimed at applications portability onto DTN by offering a familiar and easy-to-
use API. DSAM facilitates delay-tolerant application development from reusable
components, and away from the details of implementing the DTN Bundle protocol
for different platforms and operating systems.

Although TierStore can work immediately for an application that only makes
simple use of the file system, wrapping applications as standard services is still
needed in order to be integrated with other services. While the DSAM approach
allows application modules to be distributed over heterogeneous platforms and re-
duces the complexity of developing DTN applications over multiple operating sys-
tems and network protocols, middleware standardization is further preferred.

With our approach of encapsulating DTN APIs as standardized Web services,
some of the benefits achieved would be: easier development of delay-tolerant ap-
plications, ensured interoperability with other standard services, enabling evolution
underneath and speeding up the process towards integrated operations for ships.

Deploying the Mediator
Regarding a SOA-based communication mediator, we can imagine it with pro-

viding a connectivity service that dynamically trades between service requirements
and the available communication resources, e.g., network connectivity with longer
delay in harsh conditions. In practice, this abstract connectivity service involves
diverse functionalities covering different network features: naming/addressing, for-
warding, message fragmentation, data management (storage), transportation selec-
tion (protocols, network interfaces) and so on.

Within a strictly layered architecture, these functionalities may be buried under
interfaces that are not visible to applications, e.g., implemented via network- and
link- layer protocols. With an overlay approach, most functionalities can be realized
on the overlay that are used directly by applications. Further via the standard Web
service exposure, these functionalities can be invoked by applications via a local
environment or over a network transparently, whereas gateway translation is needed
if services using different transport mechanisms are involved.

Using the overlay approach, we can implement this SOA-based DTN media-
tor on specific customer devices first: crew mobile phones (with consideration to
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many existing implementations of DTN capability on smartphone platforms, such
as Bytewalla [17]) and servers on ships (similarly for other vehicles), to facilitate
standard DTN applications development. Underneath, the DTN capability of these
overlay nodes ensures efficient communication in challenged areas, along with other
gateway nodes placed on board, in satellite core networks (probably), in ports and
home offices.
Evolving with service-oriented network architecture

While todays Internet has evolved to an applications (services) oriented critical
infrastructure, it still uses its early principles, such as best-effort packet switching,
end-to-end connectivity and the layered architecture. It leads to an inflexible sys-
tem that has limited abilities to keep up with the constantly changing demand of
applications and hinders new functionalities to be deployed in the network. There-
fore, a lot of new architecture proposals appear and functional composition is one of
them. Functional composition design originates in the component-based architec-
ture approach, where the mediation functionality can exist as a modular application
component as other functional building blocks in a loosely-coupled way. If these
components are provided with standardized interfaces (e.g., Web services) follow-
ing the SOA methodology, networking resources and mediation mechanisms will
become reusable services interoperable with standard computing services. Flexibil-
ity can be maximized, and changes can be easily embraced both from applications
and from network technologies.

We anticipate that such a service-oriented network architecture will emerge and
spread in future [18, 19, 20, 21]. However, evolution towards this vision needs
careful implementation, e.g., in the maritime scenario, we suggested a SOA-based
DTN mediator following incremental and independent deployment, by deploying
services as overlays first. This mediator can be seamlessly integrated into future
service-oriented network architectures. Connectivity will be provisioned as stan-
dard services to applications with many adaptive parameters and delay will become
one of them. These parameters can be adjusted in real time between applications as
the service consumer and communication mechanisms as the service provider.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we explained two main challenges to be handled by integrated op-
erations for ships, interoperability among heterogeneous applications and connec-
tivity through difficult maritime networks. The common approach was to address
them independently by investigating application integration and communication in-
tegration solutions. However, as inconsistencies were identified after we put sepa-
rate solutions together within the maritime context, negotiation in between became
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necessary: 1) applications need to adapt to diverse and changing communication
conditions, and follow a service-oriented integration trend, 2) network solutions
must mediate the adaptiveness by interacting with application services for manag-
ing communication resources, with consideration of the service-oriented integration
paradigm. We believe that this negotiation is significant for challenging communi-
cation scenarios like the maritime case. Our way of approaching it based on SOA
and via incremental deployment can push the negotiation mediation to becoming a
normal capability of future network architectures.
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